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POSING FOR THE FIRST TIME WITH HER NEW MAN 
AND LOOKING FABULOUS AS SHE APPROACHES 40

ULRIKA JONSSON
TELLS WHY SHE’S READY TO COMMIT 

AGAIN AFTER THE PAIN OF HER DIVORCE

‘I want to be with
Brian and he wants

to be with me.
Living together is a
huge commitment’

Ulrika, 39, and Brian, 38, take
it easy at the Pangkor Laut

Resort in Malaysia. The
couple had both come out of

long-term relationships
when they met through

friends in Sweden 18 months
ago – now he is moving to

the UK to live with her U
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‘Brian knows I’ve got baggage — he has baggage too.
Both of us are aware that we have mountains to climb

and it may be tough on and off with the children’

U lrika Jonsson is convinced she has

died and gone to heaven. She is

sitting under a tree on a beach on the

exclusive Pangkor Laut Resort, a private

island off the west coast of Malaysia,

watching her three children splashing

obliviously in the emerald sea before

her.

At her side is Brian Monet, a 38-year-

old American advertising art director,

whom she met through friends in

Sweden nearly 18 months ago – and

who will soon share her life. 

No, Ulrika is not planning on getting

married again – at least not imminently.

ship too soon after her divorce, but

Ulrika denies this. 

“There is  no set t ime between

relationships which makes it better or

easier,” she explains exclusively to

HELLO!. “One and a half years has passed

since our break-up. And I certainly

had time to mourn my relationship with

Lance, as it was over before it became

official.”

As Ulrika and Brian share these

blissful days in the sun, it might also

seem that she has moved easily on from

her life with Lance, but this again is far

from the truth.

Her divorce from Lance Gerrard-

Wright, the father of her youngest

child – Martha Sky Hope, three in May

– was only finalised last May, although

the relationship came to an end in

October 2005 after just over two years

of marriage. But Brian has sold his

home and given up his job in Sweden

to come and live with Ulrika and her

family full time in the early summer.

It might seem that she is running

headlong into another serious relation-



Ulrika and Bo, her
daughter by German
hotelier Markus Kempen,
enjoy a laze in a hammock
on one of the beaches of
the island (left). “The
children have only known
Brian over the last nine
months,” says the mum of
three. “But Bo is delighted
that the numbers of boys
and girls in the house will
be more even now”

“Last year was really horrible,” she

confides. “I doubted my ability to want

to wake up in the morning. I went

through a terrible depression following

my separation from Lance and I found

it hard to want to go on. The prospect

of coping on my own with three

children was soul destroying. And it was

only towards the end of last year that I

started to feel better. Since then I have

reconnected properly with the children

and I have a lot more patience.”

Her eldest child is Cameron, 12, whom

she had with her first husband,

cameraman John Turnbull. John
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‘Last year was horrible.
I doubted my ability to
want to wake up in the
morning. The prospect
of coping on my own

with three children was
soul destroying’

lives near her home in Cookham

Dean, Berkshire, and continues to be

supportive. Meanwhile Bo, six, hasn’t

seen her father, Markus Kempen, since

she was nine months old, although he

made contact by phone last year. The

German hotel manager left Ulrika just

weeks after she gave birth to their

daughter, who had a serious congenital

heart defect. “If at some future date, she

wants to meet him, I’ll support her,”

Ulrika says.

And Lance, a former royal equerry

and close friend of the Duchess of York,

maintains regular contact with his

daughter Martha, whose godmother is

Princess Beatrice. 

“Lance sees the children at weekends

and continues to have a very active

part in their lives,” says Ulrika. “I’m

very flexible. I do what is best for the

children – and what is best for the

children is for them to see their father.

He is a good father, so I have no reason

not to maintain a good relationship in

that respect.”

Ulrika is unwilling to spell out the

reasons for their split. “I believe I did as

much as I could to make it work,” she

says. “I certainly didn’t walk away from

the relationship lightly, because there

were children involved. Last year was a

nightmare and there is always fall-out

for a long time when a marriage or

relationship breaks down.

“I wasn’t bored and I was committed

throughout my marriage to Lance. I

never felt tempted by anyone else.

B u t  I  won’t stay in a relationship

i f  i t  is making me unwell. If there is

any imbalance or unhappiness in a

relationship, I don’t think anyone

gains.”

In contrast to some of her previous

relationships – and especially with

Lance, whom she met in 2002 on Mr
Right, the television dating show she

was presenting – she has been able

to get to know Brian away from the

spotlight.

“The beauty with Brian was that we

met through friends in Sweden so he

didn’t know who I was – I think he

Googled me to find out. He hasn’t read

my book and he doesn’t want to. He

wants to learn it all from me – and in

any case, he doesn’t care. 

“I could have been a bloke in my

previous life and he wouldn’t have

minded,” she adds mischievously.

“He knows I’ve got baggage – he has

baggage too. But he doesn’t judge me

in the slightest and that feels great. I

feel I’m completely open with him. He’s

so relaxed, which is fantastic for me

because I’m like a headless chicken

most of the time! He brings me down a

gear or two.”

One of the things that sets Brian

apart from past partners is that he has

lived in Sweden for 14 years and speaks

fluent Swedish. “I’m intrinsically

Swedish and he understands where

I’m coming from,” says Ulrika. “He
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Ulrika couldn’t look
more at ease with life

as she and Bo relax
in a bedroom at their

Estate on Pangkor
Laut – one of eight

styled on traditional
royal residences.

She’s back on form
after a tough time

when she admits she
lost “too much

weight” because she
was so unhappy



‘I think 40 is the new 30. I have always been a
champion of older women and I feel I know who

I am now and I’m not scared of who I am’

even lived in the area where I grew up

when he first came to the country.”

Brian went to Sweden to follow a

girlfriend who later became his wife.

The marriage lasted seven years but

produced no children. Like Ulrika,

Brian was coming out of another long-

term relationship when they met.

“It has been a completely different

introduction to a relationship than I

have ever had because we have been

living in different countries and

were only seeing each other once or

twice a month. It’s been very slow in

developing, which has suited me down

“I would even go so far as saying I

picked him because I knew it wouldn’t

work out! He told me very early on

that he was never going to leave Sweden

so I thought, ‘Great! I don’t want a

commitment right now.’ 

“For the first time in my life, I didn’t

analyse the relationship. I have never

pushed for further commitment. And

as a result it has been the most organic

and relaxed relationship I have ever

been in.”

The couple spent five weeks of the

summer together last year when Ulrika

and her children stayed at the home she

to the ground,” says Ulrika. “I was still

getting over the fallout of the divorce

and I actually found it very difficult

to be in a relationship. I didn’t even

refer to it as such until much later on

last year. 

“I didn’t go around saying, ‘He is

the one,’ as I usually do. We had

o u r ups and downs. I wasn’t very

light; in fact, I was very dark and we

both had issues about what was

happening.



‘Being married isn’t as important to me as it used
to be. I don’t need that confirmation any more. I

needed to be married to feel I was validated’

“I always wanted a body I
could feel comfortable with in
a bikini and I feel I have
achieved that,” says Ulrika.
The three crowns tattoo on her
ankle is one of the symbols of
Sweden. “I’m intrinsically
Swedish,” she adds, having
moved to the UK at the age of
12 after her parents split up

owns on a small island near Stockholm,

where she was born.

“The children have only known

Brian over the last nine months but not

on a regular basis. Cameron has a

fantastic friendship with him, Martha is

too young to understand, while Bo is

delighted that the numbers of boys and

girls will be more even in the house. I

thought she might be tricky about Brian

because she misses Lance, who she

came to see as her daddy, but she’s

looking forward to having someone else

giving her lots of attention. 

“Liv ing together i s  a  huge
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‘I was committed throughout my marriage to Lance. I certainly
didn’t walk away lightly, because there were children involved.

But I won’t stay in a relationship if it is making me unwell’

With Mr Right before it went wrong:
Ulrika, Lance and baby Martha (below)
in 2004. Since divorcing last May, he
continues to play “a very active part” in
the lives of her three children

commitment and we discussed it at great length. I

can’t live in Sweden because my children are in the

UK and they need to be close to their fathers. We

knew the only way forward was for Brian to move. We

are not trying it out to see what happens. As far as

we’re concerned, this is it now. 

“Both of us are aware that we have mountains to

climb and it may be tough on and off with the

children. Brian is saying goodbye to his friends, his

home, his job and there are all sorts of pressures

ahead. But neither of us is scared of facing issues in

our relationship. It is going to be difficult but I want

to be with him and he wants to be with me. We can

only do it this way.”

So is marriage the next step? “The romantic in me

would always say yes,” Ulrika continues, “because I

always thought it was the ultimate goal. But being

married isn’t as important to me as it used to be. I

don’t need that confirmation any more. I did before.

I needed to be married to feel I was validated. There

had to be a ring and a contract. I wanted it all under

guarantee.”

Ulrika is tentative but far from dismissive at the

suggestion that she might have another child with

Brian. “I genuinely believed that Martha would be my

last child,” she says frankly. “Having another baby

would be a big thing for me after the whole Markus

thing and being abandoned and then things not

working out with Lance. To be honest I’m not there

yet. The first step is Brian moving in. And in any case,

14



Ulrika realised that
the only way for her

relationship to move
forward with Brian

would be for him to
move in with her and

the children –
Cameron, 12, Bo, six,

and Martha, nearly
three. “We discussed

it at great length,”
she says. “As far as
we are concerned,

this is it now”

I’m 40 this summer and we would have

to be extremely blessed for me to get

pregnant at my age.”

Ulrika turns 40 on 16 August – on what

would have been her and Lance’s fourth

wedding anniversary – but she looks

remarkably youthful. Lithe and lightly

tanned, she has the body a 25-year-old

would be proud of. “I have always wanted

to have a body I could feel comfortable

with in a bikini and I feel I have achieved

that,” she smiles proudly. 

She is certainly looking healthier than

this time last year when the stress of her

break-up from Lance and a punishing

fitness regime made her look too thin.

“I’m fitter and slimmer than I ever was

before. There was a period last year

where I lost too much weight but that was

because I was unhappy. I couldn’t eat

because I didn’t have any appetite and I

was training too hard,” she admits.

But there are some things she

would change. “I’m not happy with
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‘Having another baby
would be a big thing for

me after being abandoned
and things not working out
with Lance. And we would

have to be extremely
blessed for me to get
pregnant at my age’ 

Ulrika’s relaxed and
happy in her new

relationship with Brian.
It’s too early to talk of
marriage and children
she says, though she
won’t rule them out.

“Happiness for me now
is to be in a long-term

relationship. I can be on
my own – I just don’t

think I want to be”

my breasts!” she laughs. “I don’t want bigger

breasts – I just want them to sit in the right place!” 

Ulrika has a healthy line in self-deprecation.

“I’m not vain. I never wear make-up and I’m not

the sort of person who has to look good every

time I leave the house. 

“I don’t think I look old but I have seen how I

have aged. My face has been ravaged by a lack of

sleep, soggy pillows and all that crying and

heartache.”

But while she has often commented on the

bleak future for female TV presenters over 40,

she embraces her advancing years. “I think 40 is

the new 30. I have always been a champion of

older women and personally I feel I know who I

am now and I’m not scared of who I am. 

“Part of that is due to having a very public

persona. I have had to live with being constantly

questioned and judged, which is enough to knock

anyone’s confidence, let alone somebody who isn’t

very confident in themselves in the first place.”

After Dancing on Ice earlier this year, her most

recent appearance on television was a docu-

mentary investigating sex addiction for Channel

4, which turned into something of a personal

odyssey.

“It never occurred to me that the subject

would have something to do with me, but when

they started talking about an intimacy disorder

it became relevant to me. At times in the

past I have used sex to feel better about myself,

regardless of whether I was making an emotional

connection with that person.”

But for the time being, life is good. Her

biggest consideration is whether to indulge in

her full-body massage at the award-winning

Pangkor Laut Resort and Spa Village before or

after lunch. The only sound to disturb her peace

is the birdsong from the virgin tropical rainforest

surrounding the luxury Marina Bay Estate.

For a woman who has lived such a tumultuous

personal life, she is still holding out for a happy

ending. “Happiness for me now is to be in a long-

term relationship,” she says. “I can be on my

own. I just don’t think I want to be. 

“The thing is you have to let someone in – and

it remains to be seen whether I can do that. I

would really love to be vulnerable in the

company of someone but I have been very

independent all my life, so letting go for me is

scary. When I have shown vulnerability in my

childhood or in my past, I have either been

abandoned or pushed to the side.”

It is then a far more self-aware Ulrika

embarking on this fresh start in her life. “I can’t

make any promises,” she admits. “I’m the person I

am. I certainly can’t erase anything that has

happened to me before. But I have the power to

make myself happy now – and I would like

to use it.”

INTERVIEW: SUSAN ROZSNYAI
PHOTOS: ALAN OLLEY

HAIR & MAKE-UP: MONICA LEE

H

Ulrika stayed at the award-winning Pangkor Laut Resort
(www.pangkorlautresort.com). YTL Travel Centre offers seven nights
in one of the Estates from £7,150 to £12,500 per week, including all
meals, laundry and return luxury boat transfers. Accommodation in a
Garden Villa, based on two sharing, costs from £162 per room per
night. For information and reservations, tel: 00 800-9899 9999; visit
www.ytltravel.com; or email travelcentre@ytlhotels.com.my. 
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Charlotte, 21, relaxes with a book on a Lilo
(above), shows off her baby bump (below)
and has her hair braided beside her holiday
pal, Gavin’s sister Sarah, 23 (below right)

A SWELL TIME IN THAILAND FOR MUM-TO-BE

CHARLOTTE CHURCH
WHILE BOYFRIEND GAVIN STAYS AT HOME 

SHE HAS A LAZY BREAK WITH HIS SISTER SARAH

W hether floating lazily on a turquoise sea or

having her hair braided on the beach,

Charlotte Church lived up to her promise to do

“absolutely nothing” on holiday. 

The singer-turned-TV presenter, 21, was enjoying

a luxury Easter break in Thailand while her

boyfriend, rugby union player Gavin Henson,

stayed at home in Cardiff, desperate to get over a

long-term knee injury. Instead she invited his sister

Sarah to share the pool, Jacuzzi and private sauna of

her £2,100-a-night villa at the Rayavadee Resort in

the Krabi province. “It’s so natural and quiet here, I

love it,” Charlotte told resort staff.

When she wasn’t sunbathing in a blue bikini or

having her hair threaded with matching blue beads,

the mum-to-be, who’s due to give birth in late

September, ventured out for the odd shopping trip

and visited a fertility shrine.

According to reports, Charlotte won’t tell Gavin,

25, the sex of their baby. “She sees it as one of the

last few surprises,” said her mum Maria. 

Meanwhile, Gavin is still coming to terms with

becoming a dad. “Whether I’m ready for it or not,

I’m not sure,” he said recently. “It hasn’t really sunk

in yet. It sort of sunk in the other day when we got

sent some baby clothes from some company. I don’t

really want to think about it at the moment.

But I’m really excited.” H
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2 MINUTES TO REDUCE

THE APPEARANCE OF

YOUR WRINKLES?

CAPTURE R60/80TM

ABRASION RIDES
THE 1ST ANTI-WRINKLE PEELING 

SIGNED BY DIOR

A unique combination of 3 synergetic actions:

- Soft micro-dermabrasion: refines the skin’s surface

- Progressive skin peeling: deeply revitalizes

- Powerful anti-wrinkle action
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Spectacular Results: 100% of women who

undergo dermatological peelings* were 

convinced by Capture R60/80 Abrasion Rides.



Kentucky-born photographer
Larry Birkhead celebrates
the news that DNA tests
prove he is the father of
Dannielynn (left, with mum
Anna Nicole). He hugged and
made up (below right) with
Anna Nicole’s partner
Howard K Stern, who says
he won’t contest custody.
Anna Nicole’s mother Virgie
Arthur (below left) says: “I’m
happy Dannielynn will know
who her real father is”

THE LATEST TWIST IN HER TRAGIC TALE

ANNA NICOLE SMITH
LARRY BIRKHEAD EMERGES AS THE 

FATHER OF HER MILLION-DOLLAR BABY

I t’s not over till it’s over… DNA tests may have

proved LA photographer Larry Birkhead is the

father of Anna Nicole Smith’s baby daughter. But

further battles over custody of seven-month-old

Dannielynn are anticipated, while the fight over a

share of the estimated $500million fortune of the

late Playboy model and reality TV star’s oil baron

husband, J Howard Marshall is still rumbling away in

the background.

Larry, 34, was delighted at last week’s court ruling

in the Bahamas that confirmed him as Dannielynn’s

father. “I hate to be the one that said I told you so –

but I told you so. My baby is going to be coming

home pretty soon,” he announced to the ranks of

reporters waiting outside the courtroom in Nassau.

He had been disputing paternity with Howard K

Stern, Anna’s lawyer and on-off partner, whose

name appeared on Dannielynn’s birth certificate. A

queue of other, often unlikely, candidates had lined

up behind them after Anna Nicole’s death on 8

February, but the fight was only ever between those

two. Howard said: “I’m obviously very disappointed,

but my feelings for Dannielynn have not changed.”

He has been looking after the baby at the Bahamas

home he shared with the ex-model, but promised to

do what he could to ensure Larry had sole custody.

The “sole” nature of who brings up the baby could

be the focus of the next contest. Anna’s mother,

Virgie Arthur, was at last week’s court hearing, and

while she said: “I’m happy that Dannielynn will know

who her real father is,” she was expected to continue

her fight for at least a share in the child’s custody.

So Dannielynn has a father now, but sadly, she’ll

never know her mother. Anna Nicole died at 39 after

overdosing on a cocktail of 11 prescription drugs

while staying in a hotel in Florida. Despite her joy

over her new daughter, she had been fighting deep

depression after the death of her 20-year-old son,

Daniel. He took an accidental overdose of prescribed

drugs just days after his half-sister’s birth.

Anna Nicole married Daniel’s father when she

was 17, a marriage that lasted just two years. She was

23 when she met J Howard Marshall, 86 at the time.

They married three years later, but little more than

12 months later he was dead.

None of J Howard’s money came Anna Nicole’s

way after his death, however, which prompted her

legal battle which continues to this day – and

which seems likely to be the defining motif of

Dannielynn’s life for many years to come.

REPORT: ANCH WARLOW
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‘I hate to be the one
that said I told you so 
— but I told you so. 
My baby is going 

to be coming 
home pretty soon’
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While her beau was trying out the island’s latest craze, the wakeboard,
Chelsy preferred to stay aboard their boat, soaking up the sun in a
stunning red bikini that showed off her curvy figure to great effect. The
couple have been enjoying a romantic holiday together in an exclusive
resort before Harry heads off to join his regiment in Iraq at the end of May

PRINCE HARRY
AND HIS 

LADY IN RED 
CHELSY SIZZLES IN THE SUN

AS HARRY SHOWS OFF 
HIS SEA LEGS DURING 
THEIR IDYLLIC BREAK

TOGETHER IN BARBADOS
Action man Prince Harry made

his girlfriend Chelsy Davy clap

and cheer as he demonstrated a new

skill as the Prince of Waves in the

Caribbean.

On the second week of their

holiday in Barbados, super-fit

Harry, 22, proved a natural at wake-

boarding, the island’s latest craze,

which involves riding a board in the

wake of a powerboat.

As Chelsy watched from aboard

their boat, Harry rose from the water

and, at his first attempt, zoomed

across the waves like an expert.

One islander, astonished by his

expertise, said: “This guy is very

good and has obviously been

�
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REPORT: JUDY WADE

Above: daredevil Harry carves
skilfully through the Caribbean
waves on a jet-ski, evoking
memories of when as a child he was
taken by Princess Diana on jet-ski
rides during their holidays. Left: the
Prince is wearing his brother’s cap –

and the look of love

working out. He had a great sense of

balance.”

The couple later spent an hour

speeding up and down the shore

on a jet ski, bringing back memories

of the sunshine holidays Harry used

to share with his mother Princess

Diana, who often took her sons for

jet-ski rides.

Chelsy ’ s  red b ik ini  exact ly

matched her royal boyfriend’s shorts,

but that wasn’t the main reason they

seemed such a perfect couple. The

look of love and adoration on the

faces of the 21-year-old Zimbabwean

beauty and her Prince indicated how

very close they have become.

In fact, their blissful break in

Barbados has totally scuppered one

erroneous report that suggested

Chelsy was threatening to cancel

their reunion. Having gained a

degree in politics and economics

from Cape Town university and

deciding to take a gap year, Chelsy

began a several-month-long world

tour at the end of January. According

to the story, her threat came after she

was annoyed by Harry’s late-night

partying with former girlfriend

Natalie Pinkham.

While Chelsy is known as a very

independent young woman, her love

for the Prince she calls ‘Haz’ has

never been in doubt. The curvy

blonde has provided Harry with the

warmth and affection he has lacked

ever since his mother died in a Paris

car crash ten years ago.

Their devotion to each other is so

obvious that their nearest and dearest

tease them about it. Once, after Harry

had been out clubbing till late, Prince

William reportedly left his brother a

voicemail message on his phone,

in a high-pitched voice saying: “It’s

Chelsy… I see you had a lovely time

without me. But I miss you so much,

you big ginger.”

And then there was the time last

year when Chelsy was studying for her

finals and could not meet Harry in

England, prompting the Prince to

hop on a weekend flight to Cape

Town just to spend 24 hours with her

before flying back home in time to

be back with his regiment on the

Monday morning.

This time, the couple have been

spending most of their time in and

around the exclusive resort of Glitter

Bay on the western side of Barbados,

interrupting their sun and sand

fun only to catch some of the

cricket World Cup matches. H

27



HARRY AND
CHELSY FOLLOW

ENGLAND’S
FORTUNES FAR
FROM HOME

The couple looked unusually glum as they
watched the England cricket team fight to keep
its place in the World Cup during its match in
Bridgetown. Her brother Shaun and his
girlfriend (below left) joined them in the stands.
Below: Harry shows off  his impressive

collection of bead bracelets

T here were a few tense moments during

Harry and Chelsy’s romantic interlude in

Barbados – but they were nothing to do with a

lovers’ tiff. A shadow briefly fell over the faces

of the sports-mad Prince and his love as they

watched the England cricket team struggle

against Bangladesh in Bridgetown. And for

once, Harry’s focus shifted from his beautiful

girlfriend as he tried to snap some shots of his

team in action.

Sitting with the couple in the stands were

Chelsy’s brother Shaun and his girlfriend, who

are holidaying with them. The girls, both

bronzed, blonde and sporting the same

laidback style, seemed as wrapped up in the

game as their men, only really relaxing once

England finally saw off Bangladesh to

keep its place in the World Cup. H
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Kylie looks sensational in pieces from
her new H&M beachwear range. She is
particularly happy to promote the range
as the cost of each item includes a
donation to the charity WaterAid,
which helps provide clean water,
sanitation and hygiene education for
some of the world’s poorest people

L ife seems to be going swimmingly for

Kylie Minogue since her break-up

with Olivier Martinez. The Australian

pop princess, who famously battled

breast cancer in 2005, looks as stunning

as ever as she promotes the new H&M

Loves Kylie beachwear collection. The

photos were taken in Acapulco, which is

where the Spinning Around singer was

staying when she and French actor

Olivier had the telephone conversation

that ended their four-year relationship.

The 38-year-old underwent a partial

mastectomy and chemotherapy follow-

ing her cancer diagnosis, but this hasn’t

stopped her showing off her petite

figure. “It’s incredibly brave of her to

pose in swimwear,” said a friend.

The Swedish store chain said it chose

Kylie to model the new range as a tribute

to her courage – and the singer was

delighted to become a muse. “It has

been a great experience to work with

H&M on creating this summer range.

To me it is all about summer indul-

gence, effortless chic and lots of fun,”

said the star, who also has her own Love

Kylie lingerie range. 

Last week, Kylie was all smiles as she

arrived in Shanghai for a party to cele-

brate the opening of an H&M store in

the rapidly expanding Chinese city. She

was driven to the event – held at the

city’s Science Museum – in a white Rolls

Royce and gave her first performance on

mainland China.

Wearing a specially designed dress by

H&M’s head of design, Margaret van

den Bosch, she sang Can’t Get You Out of
My Head, on a spectacular set that

included five million mirrored tiles,

1,000 spinning mirror balls, and was

covered in more than 100kg of

Swarovski Crystals. She was backed by a

300-strong female choir – all clad in

silver H&M tracksuits – who had per-

formed a cappella versions of her songs

earlier in the evening. She was also

joined by 28 dancers who wore H&M

Loves Kylie aqua print sarong dresses,

bikini tops, headscarves and large

sunglasses.

Kylie, who is known for her ever-

changing style, was also sporting a

peroxide blonde bob. “The Oriental-

style dress she was wearing and the way

her hair and make-up were done made

her look like a perfect China doll,” said a

fellow guest.

Kylie once called former fiancé

KYLIE MINOGUE
MAKES A SPLASH WITH

HER SWIMWEAR AND CUTS 
A DASH IN SHANGHAI

KYLIE MINOGUE
MAKES A SPLASH WITH

HER SWIMWEAR AND CUTS 
A DASH IN SHANGHAI
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The aqua print from Kylie’s H&M collection (above) made a stunning
reappearance during Kylie’s performance in Shanghai (right). She arrived
for the gala opening of the Chinese store in a suitably oriental cheongsam
dress (left) and sporting a new platinum blonde bob – and her trademark grin

In Shanghai, Kylie sang Can’t Get You Out of 
My Head on a spectacular set decorated with 

five million mirrored tiles, 1,000 mirror 
balls and 100kg of Swarovski crystals

Olivier her “rock” but sources close to

the star have hinted that she’s deter-

mined to show she’s over him.

The French actor was recently linked

to Israeli model Sarai Givati, but has

been photographed on Santa Monica

beach in California cuddling up to

Spanish actress Goya Toledo, 37, the

best friend of Penelope Cruz. 

He and Kylie split in February after

four years together, and she was said to

be harbouring hopes of a reconcilia-

tion. But friends have said: “If she can

get over cancer, she can get over the

Frenchman.”

The singer recently had the remain-

der of her belongings moved from the

Paris home she once shared with the 40-

year-old Gallic heartthrob. “Kylie is tying

up loose ends, ready to make a fresh

start,” said a friend. “Getting her belong-

ings back brings a bit of closure.” 

The pop superstar, who is being

tipped to appear at the Live Earth

climate awareness concert in Australia

this July, has also thrown herself back

into work. Kylie, who’s had seven UK

number ones, is excited about her new

album. “The songs are amazing. I

promise it will be the sexiest album

ever,” she says.

Olivier’s not the only one to be spark-

ing gossip, however. Kylie has been

spending a lot of time with boxer David

Haye. The British cruiserweight cham-

pion is said to have helped the singer

return to fitness after her cancer battle. 

“Kylie was heartbroken over Olivier

and has needed her friend more than

ever,” a friend told one British news-

paper. “David has been there for her

100 per cent and he now views her as

one of his closest female friends. He has

taken her out and cheered her up when

she has been feeling down.”

Another man to brighten her day is

former athlete Iwan Thomas. He met

Kylie while taking photos for the ITV2

reality TV show Deadline and told her

she was “very, very beautiful in the

flesh”. The next day, the 4x400m

Olympic silver medallist returned to

present her with a large bunch of

flowers.

REPORT: DAWN EMERY
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A stage lift brings Kylie into view during
the opening of the new H&M store in

Shanghai. Wearing a dress designed by
H&M’s head of design Margaret van den

Bosch, she sang her 2001 hit Can’t Get
You Out of My Head while dancers

wearing the H&M Loves Kylie aqua print
sarong performed around her



‘I really feel I’m going to marry her. I’m sort
of proposing to her through the magazine’

PASSIONATE CANADIAN CROONER

MICHAEL BUBLE
SAYS ACTRESS GIRLFRIEND EMILY

BLUNT IS EVERYTHING TO HIM

T he first thing you notice about Michael Bublé

is that he’s unafraid to look you in the eye and

be vulnerable. And although he’s the star, he’s

attentive and gracious. We meet in an Italian

restaurant in Los Angeles, and he’s more interested

in having a conversation about love than plugging

his new album, Call Me Irresponsible.
But there’s a great deal of ground where the two

overlap. The album is about love and, for the first

time, he’s written songs directly from his own

experience. One, Lost, is about the painful break-up

with his long-term girlfriend of eight years, the

actress, dancer and singer Debbie Timuss. The

other, Everything, is about his passion for his new

love, Oscar-nominated and BAFTA-winning actress

Emily Blunt.

The 31-year-old Italian Canadian is known for his

Sinatra-like crooning of sentimental tunes that

sometimes have a stylish, harder edge. His last

album It’s Time went multi-platinum all over the

world. But success has been an uphill journey.

Michael spent eight years paying his dues in grimy

clubs, and was considering giving up, before a

chance encounter in 2000 led to him playing at the

wedding of the daughter of Canadian Prime

Minister Brian Mulroney. One of the guests was

Grammy award-winning music producer David

Foster, who signed Michael up and produced his

self-titled album the same year.

The singer is finding that life at the top has

challenges of its own. “I think it has been more of a

pressure,” says Michael. “I wake up some mornings

and think that God has blessed me, I’m very good at

what I do. And the next morning I think, ‘My God,

I’m not fooling anyone, I’m a complete fraud.’ I’m

insecure and my confidence goes back and forth;

one day I’m the king, the next I’m a pauper. It’s a

tough business. It’s a slog, but it’s work that I love.

“It’s funny though, with this record I wanted to

take more risks,” he adds. “I think I’ve made it

eccentric and, at the same time, palatable.”

It has to be said that he took few risks on Michael
Bublé, covering standards such as Come Fly With Me
and Crazy Little Thing Called Love. With this album he

has taken oddities such as It Had Better be Tonight
(Meglio Stasera), written by Henry Mancini for the

first Pink Panther film, and breathed new life into

them. And he worked with Ivan Lins on Wonderful
Tonight.

“At first, I thought how can a 31-year-old guy from

Canada get together with one of his idols, a 61-year-

old Brazilian and sing the song from completely

different aspects? But it means the same thing to

both of us. Love is love, you know,” he says with a

misty look.

Lost was one of the first songs he wrote for the

album. “It was my comment on the state of my life.

Love is either one way or the other. You’re in it big

time or you’re out of it big time. You’re glowing

and smiling or you’re devastated and in tears. Or
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Michael takes a
breather in Singapore.

His work takes him
around the world, while

girlfriend Emily Blunt
(left, with the singer)

can be away filming for
weeks. “She’s good

enough to come out to
me,” he says. “We

spend a lot of time in
Vancouver, and I fly to

London to be with her”

at least that’s how it is for me. I’m an all-or-nothing

person.”

And which are you at the moment? “I am so

happy, so happy,” he says, grabbing my hand for

emphasis. “But I wrote Lost when I was quite

devastated. My eight-year relationship had come

to an end. It just fell apart because we never saw

each other. I love her and I will love her until

the day I die, even though it didn’t work out. 

“I didn’t want this to be a sad song,” he says. “I

wanted to be inspirational, I really did. I wish

everybody could have that kind of relationship. We

didn’t have a fighting, yelling break-up. We both

said, ‘I love you kid, it’s just not happening.’ And

then, many months later, I met the girl I’m with

now.” A smile breaks out over his whole face. 

How did you meet Emily? “I met her very briefly

in Australia where I was on tour. I thought she was a

producer for the BBC and then, months later, she

came to my show. We started talking and I thought I

could have talked to her forever, she had such a

nice sense of humour. And then I found out she’s

an actress. I’ve met many girls who say they’re

actors and they mean to be, but they’re
35



Michael has given
up spaghetti,

burgers and pizza
and shed two

stone. Just right for
red carpet events
with Emily (below

right), even though
he says

he hates them

‘Love is either one way or the
other. You’re in it big time or

you’re out of it big time. You’re
glowing and smiling or you’re
devastated and in tears. Or at
least that’s how it is for me.
I’m an all-or-nothing person’

struggling. I had no idea she was a working actor. 

“When I saw My Summer of Love [in which

Emily’s character has a gay love affair] I thought

it was incredible. She was cringing when I was

watching that movie, she’s very shy about it. Then

I saw her in Gideon’s Daughter. I fall in love with

her every time I see her on the screen! Halfway

through the premiere of The Devil Wears Prada I

turned to her, looked her in the eye and said,

‘Kid, you’re going to be a big, big star. This movie

is going to change your life.’ ‘Really? You think

so?’ she said. And I said, ‘You’ve knocked it out of

the park.’”

The Devil Wears Prada was the movie that kicked

Emily, 24, into the A-list, but the red carpet and

awards nights are not Michael’s thing. He

doesn’t come from a showbizzy background – his

father, Lewis, is a salmon fisherman and Amber,

his mother, looked after him and his two

younger sisters when they were young. “I’m just

not into the Hollywood lifestyle,” he says.

“Neither is Emily. We would have had a lot of fun

watching the Oscars from home over a couple of

drinks. If you’re up for an award it’s nerve-

wracking. If your girlfriend is up for an award, it’s

worse. You think, ‘Do I belong here?’

“I’m telling you, I feel so self-conscious on the

red carpet.” He’s laughing because at the same

time he hopes his future will hold many red

carpet moments with Emily. 

Was it love at first sight for them? “No,” he

answers, adding it was “friendship, then

love”. “But I do believe there is infatuation at

first sight,” he says. “I could see a part of me

becoming sentimental about the person I’m

with. I know I’m capable of unconditional love,

but I’m quite irresponsible in a lot of ways.”

That’s why he called the record Call Me
Irresponsible. But he hints that his irresponsible

days may be on the wane. He certainly wants

them to be.

“When I met Emily I knew right away after

five minutes of talking to her that there was

something intriguing. She was smart and

talented, at the same time so humble, and not in

a falsely modest way, with a wonderful dry British

sense of humour. I was so inspired I wrote the

song Everything for her. When you are really in

love, that person is everything to you.” And then

he breaks into song: “ You’re a falling star, the
getaway car. You’re the line in the sand when I go too far.
You’re the swimming pool on an August day. You’re the
perfect thing to say.”

I wonder about his all-or-nothing nature and

how that works in the relationship with Emily. He

has already cited not enough time together as the

cause of the break-up with Debbie Timuss. Emily

works on location a lot and he’s going on tour.

How does that work?

“She’s good enough to come out to me. We

spend a lot of time in Vancouver, and I fly to

London to be with her and her family. I love her

mum and dad. She’s got two beautiful sisters and a

16-year-old brother named Sebastian who opened

the door to me when I first came to visit. He gave

me a hug, and I’m talking a really warm embrace.

He is such a cool kid. This was my first entrance to

their home and any other kid might have had the

attitude, ‘Michael Bublé. What the hell do you

know?’ I really feel like, you know, I’m going to

marry her.”

He looks up. His eyes seem on fire. “You are?” I

say. “Absolutely. I want to be the dad of her kids

and have that great mother- and father-in-law.” 

Have you proposed to her yet? “No, I haven’t.

But I will do that.” I think you just have. “Yes. I

have, haven’t I? It’s sort of proposing to her

through the magazine. The thing is, one day I will

marry her. Neither of us is in a rush to set the date.

We’re both happy.”

The singer has dual Italian-Canadian citizen-

ship as his grandfather, who introduced him to

jazz and swing music, comes from northern Italy.

He cites his family heritage as the reason why it’s

in his nature to express love and anger loudly. 

I ask: when you’re in love, do you like to be the

person who loves, or is loved, most? “I believe the

only time relationships with men and women work

is when a man loves the woman more,” he says.

“That’s how it works with me. I know my mother

and father are in love, but my dad is gaga over my

mum and she plays it coy. So, I’m happy to

say, I’m the one who’s more in love.”

INTERVIEW: CHRISSY ILEY

PHOTOS: PATRICK FRASER/CORBIS OUTLINE.

RUSSEL WONG/CORBIS OUTLINE
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Former Spice Girl Geri
Halliwell is following in the

footsteps of stars like
Madonna and launching a

literary career. Her heroine is
a “thoughtful, brave and

sassy” nine-year-old called
Ugenia Lavender. “She’s the

rebirth of Girl Power. It’s
time to hand on the baton,”

says the singer, pictured
with daughter Bluebell

T hanks to former Spice Girl Geri Halliwell, it

looks like a younger generation is going to get

their very own taste of Girl Power.

The new mum is launching a series of children’s

stories in which the main character is a “thought-

ful, brave and sassy” nine-year-old called Ugenia

Lavender. “She’s the rebirth of Girl Power. It’s

time to hand on the baton… through a different

medium,” she announced.

In the six-book series, Ugenia’s friends

and family are “well-rounded misfits that we

recognise in our everyday lives… both flawed and

inspirational – just like us,” revealed Geri. And

some main characters from the pop singer’s

real life are included, too. Celebrity chef Gordon

Ramsay inspired another character called Uncle

Gordon and, more intriguingly, there’s a Girl

Power reunion of sorts, as one of the heroines –

Princess Posh – is based on Geri’s former band-

mate Victoria Beckham. And what does her friend,

who has three young sons, think of that? “She was

very flattered, and I hope she’s going to read the

books to her boys.”

The famously forthright Geri, who wrote the

books while pregnant with daughter Bluebell

Madonna, now ten months

old, is passionate about her

new calling. “It’s just amazing.

I can make anything hap-

pen,” she told Reuters. 

But she won’t be leaving

her musical career behind,

as she’ll be recording a

special  song to ac-

company the series.

Ex-bandmate Victoria
has inspired one of the charac-
ters in the book, out next year. “She was
very flattered,” reveals Geri. Celebrity chef
Gordon Ramsay appears as “Uncle Gordon”

H

GERI TURNS
AUTHOR WITH
A CHILDREN’S

BOOK FEATURING
‘PRINCESS POSH’
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‘All my achievements
seemed to mean

nothing compared to
what was simply one

night out with a friend!’

Debbie, 49, split from
actor David Janson

after 13 years of
marriage in 2002 and

later dated Neil Smith
for three, but it ended

last year. She says
she has been doing
Cosmic Ordering to

get over him – but not,
she hastens to add,

for a new man

S he can laugh about it now,

but for a while recently

Debbie Arnold found herself

caught between Chris Tarrant

and a tabloid hard place. Which

is nowhere a sensible, mature

actress and businesswoman

would want to find herself. 

Debbie ,  50  in  June,  has

“showbiz” written through her

like a stick of rock. She comes

from a showbusiness family

and has been a fixture on TV

for 20 years, in a huge variety

of comedy and drama roles

including flirty April Branning

on EastEnders.
But even that time in the

public eye didn’t prepare her for

the media firestorm that hit after

an evening out with her friend

Chris, 60, at the Sport Industry

Awards in London last month.

Newspapers claimed she was the

new woman in Tarrant’s life,

which she vehemently denies.

And in her first full interview

since the story broke, at her

home in Cobham, Surrey, she

says she’s been knocked for six

by the media interest.

“It’s been really surprising.

Having been in the business all

my life, even when I was very

high profile it was nothing in

comparison to recently,” she

sighs.

“We l i ve  in  a  very  quiet

residential road, but it didn’t

seem like that one Sunday

morning when we had 15 papa-

r a z z i  p h o t o g r a p h e r s  i n  a

line outside the house. It was

ridiculous.

“All the things I’ve done,

all the achievements I have, they

all seemed to mean nothing

compared to that one night out

where your whole life changes

forever, over what was simply

one night out with a friend. 

“Nothing happened,” she says

firmly. “What people saw was

two friends enjoying a night

out. Men and women can just be

friends, and it seems sad that

nobody can take that at face

value.

“The funny thing was, at the

awards I was sitting next to

David Beckham and I wanted

someone to take a picture of me,

as I didn’t think anyone would

believe I was there!” 

Anyway, as she told reporters:

“Chris is just too old for me –

give me Kiefer Sutherland any

day!”

T h e W h o  W a n t s  t o  b e  a
Millionaire? host is, she states,

just one of many showbusiness

friends for someone who has

been immersed in the world of

entertainment from the day she

was born. Her father Eddie

FORMER ‘EASTENDERS’ ACTRESS

DEBBIE ARNOLD
REVEALS THE TRUTH BEHIND THE TABLOID
TALES OF A FLING WITH CHRIS TARRANT
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Debbie’s appearance at an awards show with Chris (below) sparked a blizzard of newsprint,
earning her the title of “Tarrant’s new blonde”. His wife Ingrid (right, with Chris before
their separation last year) told one paper: “I couldn’t give a damn. If this is for real, then
good luck to them.” But Debbie insists the stories are not “for real” and he is just a friend

Arnold was a top impersonator, and mum

Mary was a former Miss UK. Eddie died

when Debbie was just seven, and Mary

remarried and with Debbie’s stepfather ran

a showbiz agency.

The stardust has been sprinkled on

the next generation, too. Debbie has two

teenage daughters, Ciara, 19, and 14-year-

old Talia, from her marriage to actor David

Janson, which ended in 2002, and Ciara is a

hard-working voice artist and TV actress

best known as Nicole Owen in Hollyoaks.
Some may see the world of entertainment

as shallow, but Debbie’s showbiz pals are

almost like family to her. “It’s funny, I don’t

think of showbusiness as being fickle. I’ve

only ever known people in our business,

and both my husbands [her first husband

was Only Fools and Horses actor John Challis]

were in the business. 

“I’m a very social person – my house is

always full of people, and I like introducing

people to each other. I prefer female

company, and I’m a real girls’ girl, not a

bloke’s girl. There’s a group of five women

I’m really close to, including actresses Julie

Peasgood, Patricia Brake and Pauline

Collins, and we have been through a lot!

We’ve been meeting once a month for

lunch for the past 13 years, and we sit and

chew the fat. Pauline can be so helpful: you

might say to her, ‘I haven’t worked for a

while,’ and she might say, ‘Neither have I!’

which puts things in perspective as

she’s an Oscar nominee.”

Performing has been Debbie’s

life since she was 18, but now she’s

starting to spread her wings. She is

a TV and theatre producer, and

has also set up an Internet beauty

site.

She looks stunning for any

age, let alone for a woman of

49, so it was a logical step to

set up the website, called

lookinggorgeous.co.uk, which
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‘Some women
think when they
get to a certain
age, life gets

stuck in a rut. I
feel my life has

just started’

“It’s not like having a mother figure,” Ciara says. “When Mummy, Talia and I get together, we’re like a group
of best friends.” Debbie is hugely proud of her two daughters. “They’re both beautiful and clever,” she smiles

year when Nicole returns for her

brother’s wedding, which will be

really great, and Mum and I are

appearing in the BBC series

Doctors together, where she plays

a beauty therapist!”

Ciara is a delightful mixture of

youth and level-headedness –

there aren’t that many 19-year-

olds who’ve squirrelled enough

away to buy a new two-bedroom

flat in Wandsworth. She also

stands up for herself as a young

actress in a competitive business,

and even with a fantastic size

ten body, is modest about show-

ing it off.

“I was worried about being a

‘Hollyoaks babe’ when I started

on the show. It was daunting

to be looking at these rails

of clothes for the show and

realising that they were all a

size 6, but my mum has always

instilled a healthy attitude

towards food and body image

into me and my sister, so I just

eat healthily and am happy to be

a size 10. 

“I think in the first week they

told me that they were doing the

Hollyoaks calendar, and I was so

nervous and insecure with these

beautiful skinny girls every-

where, that I said, ‘Please can I

have just a face shot, not a bikini

one?’ My mates were texting and

saying they’d got a picture of my

face on their wall.”

Proud Debbie says: “Ciara’s

very good at standing up for

herself, something I’ve never

really been good at. I’ll stand up

for everyone but myself, unlike

Ciara, who will tell it how it is.

“Sometimes I feel she’s the

grown-up. Despite all the things

I’ve done, and all the plans I

have, I still feel like an eight-year-

old sometimes!”

Debbie’s nature means that

she’ll never be short of goals.

She asserts: “I’ve got loads! I

feel my life has only just begun.

I have some control over my

life and I also like the idea

of helping women help

themselves.”

she describes as “like a Friends

Reunited for the world of beauty,

where I want everyone to log on and

share their best beauty tips”. 

“People often ask me about my

looks, and because I love the world of

beauty, and know a lot about it, it

made sense to launch Looking

Gorgeous,” she says. “I don’t want a

21-year-old telling me how to look

good at my age, and I don‘t think

anyone else does, either. I’ve tried

a huge number of products and

treatments, and I’m happy to admit

that I’ve had my boobs done and my

eyes lifted! I’ll go out and try it all,

which means that I can share my

experiences with other women.

“Even though I am still acting, I

think my heart lies in the beauty side

of things. I don’t subscribe to the

view some women have that when

they get to a certain age, life gets

stuck in a rut. I look better than I did

ten, even 20 years ago, and I feel my

life has just started. I have lots of

energy and I’d never have had the

confidence to wear these clothes ten

years ago.” 

On the day of our exclusive

shoot, Talia was on holiday with

friends, so Debbie and Ciara got

together for some mother-and-

daughter bonding. 

Ciara has been earning her own

money since she was a child, when

she began her career as a voice artist.

“When both parents are actors, in a

way you don’t have much choice

about following their career path,”

she laughs. “Doing voice work was

a great way to start acting, as you’re

not worried about your looks. I feel

so comfortable in the studio doing

voiceover work and it’s what I really

like to do. I even missed it when I was

filming Hollyoaks.
“That was the first job I ever did

where I was seen on screen, and I was

there for three years playing Nicole

Owen – I’m coming back later this

INTERVIEW: CLAIR WOODWARD/
ALLFEATURES.CO.UK
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A LAUNCH LACED 
WITH ELEGANCE

I t was a suitably cultured

event as Pearl Lowe un-

veiled her latest lace dress

collection at London store

Liberty. The designer invited

100 of the capital’s most

fashionable faces, including

Sara Parker Bowles and

Yasmin Mills, to view her chic

creations as she treated them

to a fancy tea party of scones,

cakes and champagne, while

being serenaded by string

quartet Dirty Pretty Strings.

Pearl’s daughter Daisy, 18,

was dressed to frill as she

proudly modelled one of her

mum’s stylish lace ensembles.

Daisy Lowe
models one
of mum
Pearl’s
designs

Lisa Moorish
with actor
Rhys Ifans

Pearl Lowe
with her
partner

Danny Goffey

Matthew Mellon
with fiancée
Noelle Reno

Gizzi Erskine
and chef

Sophie Michell

Mum-to be
Sara Parker

Bowles, wife 
of Tom
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FULL OF EASTERN
PROMISE

F riends and family of developing photographer

Olivia Buckingham joined her in the private Ping

and Pang rooms of The Dorchester’s China Tang

restaurant in London for a special close-up of her first

exhibition. Guests enjoyed champagne as they

focused their attention on the photos, which reflect

Olivia’s love of the Far East and include images of

Shanghai and Hong Kong, where she was born. The

evening culminated with mum Amanda hosting a

dinner in China Tang for Olivia’s army of friends.

Photographer
and former

supermodel
Pattie Boyd 

Fritz von
Westenholz and
Caroline Sieber 

Hostess Olivia
Buckingham

with Luca 
del Bono 

Wild at heart:
Ellie Shepherd

and Alice
Dawson

Natalie Burgen
with the 

Hon Tanya
Hamilton-Smith

Edward Taylor
and Imogen

Lloyd Webber
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‘I was incredibly pretty and I didn’t
know it. Now I know there’s nothing
as gorgeous as a beautiful girl who

doesn’t know she’s beautiful’

Marianne with Mick
Jagger in Ireland in
1968, the same year
as her film Girl on a
Motorcycle (far right)
– the leather-clad bad
girl image remains
what many people
remember her by

M arianne Faithfull gives a throaty

laugh and contemplates where

she finds herself after a life lived at full

throttle. “For the first time in years I’ve

taken a real break,” says the singer,

actress and original rock chick. “It has

been fabulous not to have to dress up or

wear high heels all the time and not be

Marianne Faithfull. To be able just to be.”

What the self-deprecating humour

doesn’t tell you is her “real break” was

forced upon her after she was diagnosed

with breast cancer last September.

Happily the diagnosis was early enough

and the treatment effective enough for

her to be given the all clear only two

months later.

Like her friend and fellow cancer

sufferer Kylie Minogue, Marianne is

returning to the public eye with a

flourish.

The 60-year-old mum and grand-

mother – once a 1960s icon and lover

of Rolling Stone Mick Jagger – was at

the Berlin Film Festival earlier this

year promoting her new movie Irina
Palm, in which she plays the lead, and

has resumed her singing tour, put on

hold while she recovered from her

illness.

The daughter of an Austro-Hungarian

baroness and a British officer, Marianne

was brought up near Reading and

educated at a convent school. At 17 she

was discovered by the Stones’ manager,

Andrew Loog Oldham. Through

him she met Mick and his bandmate

a n d  c o - w r i t e r  K e i t h  R i c h a r d s ,

“I had a seriously Bohemian mother. I

was longing to go the minute I got a

chance. It’s not unusual. Pretty girl, 17,

get a chance – yeah…!”

Was your mum as wild in her youth?

“I wish I could have got out of her what

her life was like as a young dancer in

Berlin before the War. She had a wild

time. But she never told me, I put it

together from a few little stories. It

was tantalising. She was very young, 17.

She came back late from the nightclub,

walking down the Kurfürstendamm,

and made friends with a prostitute

who’d walk her home every night to

ensure she was okay.

“The prostitutes had glass shoes with

red lights in the heels and there’s my

mother, little Eva, with flat shoes, not

in costume but very young, going

home to cheap digs, and this woman

said, ‘I make sure you get home okay.’ I

wonder what else happened.”

Did your mother mind when you started

your own wild life?

“It broke her heart.”

How’s your relationship with your son?

“Good. I didn’t leave him, he was taken

away from me.”

What goes through your mind when you

listen to As Tears Go By today?

“I love it. It’s a beautiful song. I think of

Mick and Keith when I sing. But much

more than that, I go into what the

song’s about. You know it’s about an

older woman watching the children

play.”

Did you feel happy at that time?

and recorded their song As Tears Go
By, which was a 1964 Top Ten hit.

She was briefly married to artist

John Dunbar, the father of her only

child Nicholas, but with Mick became

one of the most iconic couples of the

era. They broke up in 1970 and she

began a dive into drug addiction and

destitution, losing custody of her son

and living on the streets of Soho

before she regained control of her life

and career, enjoying success with her

album Broken English in 1979 and

eventually kicking her drug habit. She

had two other unsuccessful marriages

but now lives in Paris and Dublin with

her manager and lover of more than

13 years, François Ravard.

How are you doing now, Marianne?

“I feel much better. I am very bad at

recognising when I am not well.”

How did you discover the cancer?

“I had a little lump and my doctor

said, ‘You’d better have a check-up.’ I

went to a great doctor, who’s known to

be an incredible diagnostician. He saw

something that somebody else might

have overlooked. It was pre-cancer. So

I was really lucky.

“Ironically, my last record was called

Before the Poison.”

Has the cancer changed your pers-

pective on life?

“It has made it a lot more precious.

The whole thing really frightened me.

I grew up in a world where if you got

cancer, you were finished.”

Are you still in touch with your friends

from the 1960s?

“Mick called me in the hospital at 1am

when I was having my intervention

for cancer. I went ‘What?’ I wasn’t

expecting that and thought it very

good of him. I see Keith sometimes,

Charley [Watts], Roger Waters, Pete

Townshend now and again.” 

Is it true that you helped write the

song As Tears Go By?
“No. I’d just met Mick and Keith. I

was with my mother. I was 17. I was

incredibly pretty and I didn’t know

it. Now I know there’s nothing as

gorgeous as a beautiful girl who

doesn’t know she’s beautiful. I was

completely different from the girls

that lived in their world. I had been

brought up by the nuns very well.”

Why did you abandon their guidelines?

SINGER, ACTRESS AND SIXTIES ICON

MARIANNE FAITHFULL
TEARS HAVE GONE BY AND AT 60

SHE’S TRUER TO HERSELF THAN EVER



The legendary Marianne at 60, having lived through drug addiction, poverty, an extremely public relationship with
Jagger and a diagnosis of breast cancer. Despite her brush with mortality, she has been promoting a new
film, in which she plays a grandmother from the Shires, and resumed a gruelling world singing tour last month

‘I wish I’d been
nicer to my parents,

a better mother,
kinder to people. I

was very self-
centred. And I still
have to watch it’

“The happiest time was when I was

15, before it all happened. When

I was happy with my mum, my

school friends, really innocent. The

naughtiest thing I did was read Oscar

Wilde and Baudelaire. It was a great

education for an autodidact – we’d

look at the books on the Catholic

index [of banned works] and check

them out.”

What about the loves in your life?

“Love changes with each person

you’re with. My first love was John,

Nicholas’s father, and I did love Mick

very much. The love of my life now is

totally different – it seems much

more real and I know it won’t be

snatched away from me. I have been

with him longer than anyone else.”

After you split with Mick, why did

you want to disappear?

“I wanted out of that world. It’s not

that I didn’t love Mick, or I didn’t

love the people in my life. I did. But I

wasn’t cut out for all that. I certainly

wasn’t cut out – although it’s a great

honour – to be a muse. To live with a

great artist is a very destructive role

for a woman trying to be herself.

In fact, it can’t be done. You either

sacrifice yourself on the altar of that

or you leave.”

Have your experiences inspired your

music?

“I’ve been through a lot of pain and

I’ve got a lot of ideas for songs but

right now I need more perspective. I

always need distance, time.”

Do you feel the urge to get rid of all

the myths surrounding you?

“If I felt I was really being pulled

down, I probably would, but I’m over

it. But I don’t want to tell people

what to think. If they like those

myths, what harm does it do me? I

didn’t have to live it.”

You’ve said your younger music fans

have come to you “with no baggage”. 

“They don’t know or care about

my past. That’s very good for me,

because it’s time for me to let go.”

Where did you find the strength to

survive your addiction?

“I don’t know. So many people didn’t

– a junkie is not a strong person. I was

really lucky. And I got help.”

Do you watch your old movies?

“Never. The one time I watched a film

I’d made that I’d never seen, I cried.

It was Tony Richardson’s Hamlet. I
had no idea how great I was and how

beautiful. I played Ophelia.”

Is now a good time?

“This is one of the best. I’ve just had

my 60th birthday, recovered from

cancer and to have Irina Palm
received as well as it has been…”

Is there anything you regret?

“Of course. I wish I’d been nicer to

my parents, I’d been a better

mother. I wish I’d been kinder to

people. I was very, very, very, very

self-centred. I still have to

watch it.”

INTERVIEW: BEN SARSGARD/

VIVA PRESS © 2007
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W
earing a 1960s-style mini-dress

and leaf-green coat, Joss Stone

looks positively spring-like on the set

of her new music video in New York.

It is the second time in the past few

weeks that the soul diva has made

an appearance in front of the cameras

in the Big Apple. On the first occasion

she was lending her voice to a cam-

paign to name a section of Manhattan

“Little Britain”.

Last week the Brit and Grammy

winner, whose latest album has just

gone to No.2 in the US charts, was

back in her native Britain to celebrate

her landmark 20th birthday. The

following day she shunned her usual

celeb haunts to pull pints for the

regulars at her local in Culmstock,

Devon, a 17th-century coaching inn

owned by family friends. 

The singer – a hit in the US where

she now lives – has endured a spell of

bad publicity. She was ridiculed for

putting on an American accent at this

year’s Brit Awards, and came in for

further criticism when she grumbled

about her newfound wealth on Chris

Moyles’ Radio 1 show. She was also

booed at a London gig after keeping

fans waiting for more than two hours.

But Joss – who recently admitted to

first drinking beer at the age of 13 –

struck just the right note with the

drinkers at the Ilminster Stock. Said

one regular: “Regardless of her

success, she’s always down to earth

when she comes back home.”

JOSS STONE 
FROM BIG APPLE TO BIG BIRTHDAY

H
e’s known for his partying but now P Diddy is

planning a show with a serious message. The rap

star is teaming up with footballer Rio Ferdinand (both

left) to stage a huge anti-violence gig in London.

The 37-year-old music mogul, who is donating

some of his £250m fortune to the cause, was

prompted to act after a spate of killings in the capital. 

“Coming from America, I know all about guns and

the violence that comes with them, but I didn’t realise

the scale of violence here. I spent some time talking to

Rio about it and he gave me a lot of the background.”

For Diddy, who was born Sean Combs, it is a cause

close to his heart as he was just three when father

Melvin, a chauffeur, was shot dead in his native New

York. “I’ve been touched by gun crime personally,” he

said. “I’ve lost friends and the violence has to stop.” 

England star Rio added: “It’s important to me to get

the message across there’s no point carrying a knife.”

The pair are planning a massive concert with a

stellar line-up of rock and hip-hop stars and Diddy

adds: “I’m here to help, to influence, to continue to

use my voice, my life, to inspire.”

P DIDDY AND RIO 
UNITE TO SAY GIVE
PEACE A CHANCE
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P
layboy Jamie Theakston is

finally saying goodbye to the

single life. The TV and radio

presenter, whose A-list exes

include Nip/Tuck actress Joely

Richardson, supermodel Erin

O’Connor and All Saints singer

Natalie Appleton, is to wed

girlfriend Sophie Siegle (right). 

Jamie, 36, proposed to 34-year-

old Sophie – a manager of private

London members’ club Soho

House – in Paris over Easter.

“We’re delighted and though a

date hasn’t been set we hope to

get married before the end of the

year,” said Jamie after they broke

their news to friends and family

in a Sussex pub, near where the

Heart FM radio host grew up. 

And it might not be long

before the couple, who met at the

Oscars two years ago, are making

another announcement. Said

Jamie recently: “My mum started

nagging me at 19, saying, ‘Why

aren’t you married?’ She wants

to be a gran – and I hope she

doesn’t have to wait too long.”

JAMIE
THEAKSTON

LOVE IS IN 
THE AIRWAVES

A
fter one of the most emotional

years of her life, it’s finally all

going right for Sinitta. Not only is the

bubbly TV personality enjoying success

as a judge in the new reality ITV show

Grease is the Word, she’s about to fulfil

her longheld dream to be a mother. 

The star, who last November told

HELLO! she was “four months into the

process of adopting”, announced last

week that she is close to welcoming two

children into the south-west London

home she shares with her husband of

five years, Andy Willner (above).

“It’s just a really exciting time for

both of us,” she told one newspaper. “If

everything goes to plan we’ll have our

babies by Christmas – I can’t wait to

bring them home.”

The 39-year-old Seattle-born singer

tried unsuccessfully for a baby for three

years after being diagnosed with

fibroid growths in her womb. Several

short-term pregnancies and four

unsuccessful rounds of IVF forced her

to accept she’d never be able to give

birth to her own child. 

The couple turned to surrogacy and

last year friend Kerry West agreed to

have their baby. But she miscarried

their twins in June, leaving them

distraught once again. 

Less than 12 months later, Sinitta is

smiling again: “What a difference a year

makes. We’re ready to be parents and

I’ve got a great new job. I’ve not felt this

happy and confident in a long time.” 

And not only is Sinitta, who shot to

fame with So Macho, looking forward to

being a mum, she also plans to swap

notes with old flame Brad Pitt. The pair

dated before his marriage to Jennifer

Aniston and she hopes to see Brad, new

love Angelina Jolie and their brood,

which includes three adopted children.

“I’m calling him to say it would be

great to all hang out together,” she

says. “Angelina seems like she has a

good heart and I know Brad definitely

does. So maybe later we can introduce

all the children to each other.” 

Another ex she’ll be calling on will

be her former fellow judge on The X-
Factor – and on-off love for 20 years

before her marriage – Simon Cowell,

who will be the children’s godfather.

“Simon is great with kids as long as

they can talk,” she jokes. “He’s not so

good with babies – he’ll probably look at

them and think, ‘Hmm, interesting…’” 

SINITTA
‘SO MACHO’ STAR ADOPTS NEW ROLE



THE INSIDE STORY

C
elebrity Big Brother fugitive Leo

Sayer cosies up to his new bride-

to-be (left). The 58-year-old singer is

engaged to flight attendant Risa

Takaya, who’s 34 years his junior.

The pair met in Dubai a year ago

and Leo proposed after walking out

of CBB in January. Risa lives in

Dubai but plans to move to Sydney

once they marry. A friend of the You
Make Me Feel Like Dancing singer said:

“She’s the love of his life. And Leo’s

obviously a big hit with her.”

“She’s not interested in celeb-

rities,” Leo has said. “She didn’t

even know who I was.”

Leo’s partner of more than 20

years, Donatella Piccinetti, 46

(right), has moved out of their villa

overlooking Sydney Harbour. She

said: “Maybe I was meant to be here

to look after him until he found

someone else to look after him.” 

Leo has said he and Donatella

remain firm friends – “more like

brother and sister” – and she will

continue to manage his finances. 

LEO SAYER
YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE DANCING UP THE AISLE! 

JORDAN AND PETER
AIM TO BRING YELLOW FEVER TO AMERICA

W
earing a canary

y e l l o w d r e s s ,

Jordan made sure she

wouldn’t go unnoticed

as she stepped out in

Los Angeles last week.

The glamour model,

real name Katie Price,

is currently Stateside on

a promotional trip with

her Australian husband

Peter Andre in a bid to

make it big in America.

The pair, who are

expecting their second

child in June, have

slipped into the LA

l i fes ty le , rent ing a

luxury apartment in

B e v e r l y H i l l s a n d

buying baby clothes,

exploring the local

boutiques, restaurants

– and even a piercing

parlour, which Katie

was spotted leaving

(right). Their TV fly-

on-the-wall show Katie
&  P e t e h a s  b e e n

snapped up by a US

cable channel, and the

lovebirds are hoping

the series will make

them stars in the States. 

“We’re very excited.

The only other British

couple starting to make

it big in America are

the Beckhams,” said 

29-year-old Katie. 

The competi t ion

between the couples

will soon start hotting

up as US network NBC

is preparing to launch a

show starring David

and Victoria, focusing

on their move to LA in

the summer.
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T
he chance to break into US TV

means big opportunities for

former EastEnders actress Michelle

Ryan – but one sad change. 

Best known for her role as sweet

but easily led Zoe Slater, Michelle is

LA-bound to star in a pilot for a

remake of 1970s TV series The Bionic
Woman. But she recently split from

her fiancé, Tommy Williams, 27, a

semi-professional footballer, after

almost four years together. 

Michelle, a patron for children’s

cancer charity CLIC Sargent, told a

newspaper she had no plans to give

up her career for married life and a

family yet. “I have moments when I

think, ‘Oh, I want to get married and

have kids,’ and I can see it’s hard

work. I’ll happily change nappies,

bathe and feed them, but toddlers

need so much input. I want that, but

not just yet. I’m having too much fun

working right now. Everyone’s saying

the next year will be good for me.

Hopefully it will be.”

She was offered the coveted role

of Jaime Sommers – the tennis player

who is rebuilt with bionic parts

after a skydiving accident – after just

one screen test and, if the pilot is

successful, she could become the

next big thing in the States.

The 22-year-old actress jokes: “I’m

still waiting to find out which parts of

my body are due to be bionic. In fact,

I’m not entirely sure the writers

know yet, either!” 

She adds: “I was always under

pressure to go to Hollywood after I

left EastEnders but I always resisted.

But now I’m really looking forward

to getting out there. I believe you

should always take risks in life and try

to move forward at all times. So I’m

going to treat it all as one great big

adventure.”

But curvy Michelle will be keeping

her top firmly on. “Some actresses

are happy to take their clothes off all

the time but that’s not really for me.”

She left Albert Square three years

ago, appearing recently with Billie

Piper in ITV’s Mansfield Park, and

is currently starring in two British

comedy films – I Want Candy (right,

as Lila) and Cashback.

Despite her success, Michelle’s still

wary of the fame game. “Some

people in my business just want to be

famous. They love the lifestyle. But I

would never do I’m a Celebrity… or

Celebrity Big Brother. It’s not me.”

And Michelle hopes to swap notes

with the original Bionic Woman,

Lindsay Wagner. “Once I get out to

LA I’ll ask if Lindsay is around as it

really would be great to meet her…”

MICHELLE RYAN
NEWLY SINGLE AS CAREER GOES BIONIC
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S
hiver me timbers! Keith Richards, 63,

looked like he was still in character as

Captain Jack Sparrow’s dad when he

went out for a meal in Belgravia.

The legendary Rolling Stones guitarist

was spotted with his untidy hair tucked

into a bandana complete with dangling

trinkets – and sporting a moustache –

when he had lunch at San Lorenzo in

London with bandmate Charlie Watts.

Keith’s unusual style inspired Johnny

Depp’s character Captain Jack in the

Pirates of the Caribbean film trilogy, and

even earned Keith the role of his father

in the third instalment (right, dressed

for the part with trademark headscarf

and a prosthetic nose).

But the 63-year-old’s wild appearance

belies a gentle soul. His model daughter

Alexandra said recently: “People said:

‘Oh God, Keith and his family are

moving into town and they’re all going

to be hell-raisers.’ But my parents are like

rocks, they’re so steady.”

KEITH RICHARDS
NEEDS A TRIP TO THE BARBERY COAST?

M
adonna is in Malawi this week,

amid rumours she is hoping to

adopt a three-year-old girl called

Grace, following her adoption of a

boy from the same country last year.

However, a spokeswoman for the

singer – who was dressed down and

wore her hair unstyled as she left a

west London recording studio before

her trip (left) – denied the reports,

saying the Material Girl simply

planned to monitor the progress of

the foundation she set up to care for

orphans. “Madonna is indeed going

to Africa to continue her work with

the Raising Malawi organisation,” she

said. “She is overseeing the building

of a children’s healthcare centre. She

is absolutely not adopting another

baby. I know that has been a rumour

ever since she began the adoption

process for her son David, but it just

isn’t true.” 

Eighteen-month-old David Banda’s

adoption by the London-based

singer – who also has a ten-year-old

daughter, Lourdes, and a six-year-old

son, Rocco – caused a worldwide stir.

Although Madonna  says her efforts

to adopt the infant were so difficult

that she repeatedly considered giving

up, her return to Malawi has sparked

fresh rumours that she is planning to

repeat the process. Indeed, last

November, she  told BBC’s Newsnight
that she would consider adopting

another child from abroad with

husband Guy Ritchie. “I wouldn’t rule

it out… but I’d like to experience

David for a while and see how it works

out,” she said. 

While in Malawi, the 48-year-old,

who is accompanied by Lourdes,

Rocco and David, is said to be taking

her youngest son to visit his bio-

logical father Yohane Banda, 31, who

gave him up for adoption following

the death of the baby’s mother after

childbirth.

W
ith the birth of their first

baby just weeks away,

singer Mick Hucknall and his

partner Gabriella Wesberry are

clearly excited. 

The couple, whose daughter

i s  due  in  June ,  en joyed  a

shopping  spree  in  Mi lan ,

emerging with a bagful of

purchases (above).

And though heavily pregnant,

Gabriella cut a fashionable

figure in the country’s style

capital. She first dated Mick in

1995, before they parted for a

few years. He enjoyed romances

with a string of stars, including

Catherine Zeta Jones,  but

realised Gabriella – whom he

calls his “soulmate” – was for him.

Now the couple divide their

time between Mick’s homes in

Surrey, Paris and Sicily, where

he produces his wine label Il

Cantante (the singer) of which

Gabriella is a director.

He is ecstatic to be a father at

46. “We’re absolutely over the

moon,” he says. “I want to be

there when she first walks and

talks, so I don’t see Simply Red

touring again until at least 2009.” 

MADONNA
NEW LOOK, BUT
NO NEW BABY

MICK HUCKNALL
SIMPLY DAD-TO-BE IN MILAN
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I
f Britney Spears is looking for a tower of

strength to turn to after her stint in

rehab, 6ft 8in basketball star Luke Walton

would seem to fit the bill perfectly.

Reports last week suggested the 5ft 4in

pop princess has become friends with the

LA Lakers forward (left) in the wake of

her divorce from Kevin Federline. 

“Britney is sports-mad since dating

Luke,” one source said. “Her face lights up

when she sees him do well. She’s really

fallen for him.” 

However the sports star has poured

cold water on the reports. “The rumours

aren’t true,” he told the LA Times. “I’m

sure Britney is a great person, but I don’t

even know her. I have a girlfriend and I’m

very happy with my relationship.” 

The 25-year-old mother-of-two is single

again, having reached a £1million divorce

settlement with her ex Kevin last week. The

couple, who split last November after two

years of marriage, will share joint custody

of their sons Sean Preston, 18 months, and

Jayden James, six months. Britney is said to

be “delighted” with the outcome. 

Taking her seat for two LA Lakers

games at the weekend, the Toxic star

certainly seemed to have regained her

sparkle after having shaved off her hair

before her spell in rehab in February. She

wore a blonde wig and hat to the basketball

after going brunette for an earlier

shopping spree with friends (right). 

BRITNEY
A NEW MAN TO LOOK UP TO?
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T
he home where country music star Johnny

Cash (left) wrote some of his biggest hits

has been destroyed by fire during renovations

by its new owner Barry Gibb (right).

The wooden house (above) was home to

Johnny and wife June for more than 35 years

until their deaths in 2003. It was sold to Barry

last year for £1.2million. Barry’s spokesman

said the Bee Gees singer and his wife Linda,

who hoped to write songs there, were

“saddened and devastated”. 

Johnny’s brother Tommy said: “Everyone

went there, from the Beatles to presidents to

movie stars.” But a neighbour said philo-

sophically: “Maybe it’s the good Lord’s way to

make sure it was only ever Johnny’s house.”

JOHNNY CASH AND BARRY GIBB 
TRAGEDY AS HOME DESTROYED BY RING OF FIRE

GIRLS ALOUD
LET THEIR HAIR DOWN TO
CELEBRATE THEIR LATEST
BRUSH WITH SUCCESS 

C
hart-toppers Girls Aloud are also a hit with big

business, it seems, after signing a multimillion-

pound contract with haircare brand Sunsilk. To

crown the £4m deal, the five – (above from left)

Sarah Harding, 25, Nadine Coyle, 21, Kimberley

Walsh, 25, Nicola Roberts, 21, and Cheryl Cole, 23 –

wore minis for a celebratory photoshoot in London. 

The girls are “thrilled” to be starring in a year-long

ad campaign. Kimberley says: “We’re so happy to be

doing this – obviously our looks are important to us.”

All the girls have long locks, except Sarah, who had

hers cut into a Victoria Beckham-style “pob” earlier

this year. Cheryl said: “We all love Sarah’s hairstyle –

she’s definitely got the best hair out of all of us.” 

But Sarah, who also models for lingerie line

Ultimo, says: “I like the others’ long locks. I only cut

mine short as it was knackered with all the treatments

I’d had done to it!”
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WHAT LIES BEHIND THE SPECIAL FRIENDSHIP 
OF THE BECKHAMS AND THE CRUISES

A s David and Victoria Beckham

prepare to move to Los Angeles

in the next couple of months, their

close friends Tom and Katie Cruise

are at the ready to help make the

transition as smooth as possible. 

Seeing the budding friendship

between such huge stars is fascinating.

And behind c losed doors ,  the

Beckhams and the Cruises are really

like any other couples who become

friends. Not only do they enjoy each

other’s company and share certain

interests, but they are also learning

from each other as they become

closer.

Sources close to the stars tell HELLO!

that the relationships between the

Cruises and the Beckhams are quite

specific: David and Tom are good

friends, as are Victoria and Katie. The

men confide in each other about their

marriages, as do the women. 

“But there’s not a lot of crosstalk

between them,” says a source. “For

instance, Tom wouldn’t think to just

pick up the telephone and have a chat

with Victoria. David’s not going to be

calling Katie for a lunch date. They

know where to draw the line with each

other. The men trust each other with

certain confidences, as do the women.

It’s normal for couples who are

friends to have these kinds of loyalties.

It’s nothing they’ve actually outlined

or discussed. It’s just the way it is.”

Victoria and Katie have two very

different kinds of marriages yet each

has been influenced by the other’s

experiences. For instance, Katie has

made it clear that she wants the kind

of relationship where she adheres

to what her husband has to say about

day-to-day matters; she wants to be

taken care of in her marriage. 

“People think Katie i s  being

controlled by Tom,” says Barry

Phillips, a stockbroker in Los Angeles

who knows the Cruises. “But that’s not

the case. Yes, Katie was independent

before she met Tom. But now, she

likes being protected by him. So, she

lets him make the decisions. She’s

pretty old-fashioned that way – she lets

Tom rule the roost. 

“Their schedules, their finances,

their careers – all of that is under

Tom’s purview. Katie deals with

the children: Connor and Isabella

[Tom and Nicole Kidman’s adopted

children] and baby Suri.”

Conversely, Victoria prefers that

David is not so dominant in their

marriage, as is well known among

those in their inner circle. In fact,

Victoria makes many of the couple’s

decisions because, as one of their

intimates puts it, David “trusts her

judgment implicitly”. 

That same source says: “I think that

ever since Katie has been socialising

with Victoria, she’s been thinking she

might start making more decisions

around the Cruise household. She

actually likes the way the Beckhams

conduct their marriage. It seems a

little more equal in certain ways. She’s

not sure it’s for her – it’s definitely

not the kind of marriage her parents

have, for instance – but she’s paying

Tom and Katie are said to have
a more traditional marriage,
with Tom making most of the
decisions, whereas the
Beckhams (right) have a more
equal partnership. Within the
friendship, sources say the boys
stick together and the girls seek
each other’s company more. “It’s
nothing they’ve actually outlined
or discussed. It’s normal. It’s just
the way it is,” says a friend



close attention to it, just the same.”

For his part, Tom seems fascinated

by the fact that Victoria often appears

to be the dominant force in the

Beckham household. When he hears

details from David about any dis-

agreements the Beckhams may have,

Tom is intrigued that David lets

Victoria have her way. “I wouldn’t be

surprised if Tom starts wanting Katie

to have more latitude in their relation-

ship just by watching how well the

Beckhams work together,” says Barry

Phillips.

“I also know that David thinks Tom

is pretty much a genius at relationships

just by the way Tom traffics in the

world, let alone with his wife,” adds

Barry. “Tom is so diplomatic in

everything he does. His life just…

works, you know? And David can’t help

but be influenced by that, especially

since Tom is a little older than David.

[David is 31, Tom is 44.] 

“For instance, I heard that when

David and Victoria had a spat recently

about a property Victoria wanted to

purchase in Los Angeles, David said,

‘Whenever I get into it with the missus

these days, the first thing that comes to

my mind is: what would Tom do?’ So

there’s a lot of respect there. David

is like a little brother to Tom in a lot

of ways.”

On the other hand, while Katie

often confides in Victoria about her

marriage to Tom, Victoria is much

more guarded about hers to David.

“What happens in our marriage stays in

our marriage,” Victoria has explained,

privately. This is not necessarily a

reflection on Katie, as much as a testa-

ment to the bond Victoria has with

David. Apparently, the Beckhams have

an agreement that they don’t discuss

each other to outsiders – and, with few

rare exceptions, they pretty much stick

to it. “I’ve trusted people in the past,

and it’s always, always, always come

back to haunt me,” Victoria told one

confidante.

Given their close relationships, it’s

probably not much of a surprise that

Tom has discussed Scientology with

David. As is well known, Tom is

passionate about it. It seems only

natural that he would have mentioned

it to David. 

The recent stories in the press that

Tom repeatedly telephoned Victoria to

enrol her into the church are simply

not true. Such pestering would be

totally out of character for Tom, as

anyone who knows him will tell you.

Moreover, it’s not unusual for only one

of a couple to be involved in a very

personal philosophy like Scientology.

When Nicole Kidman was married

to Tom, she took some Scientology

classes to see what it was all about,

but in the end chose to adhere to her

Roman Catholic faith.

David has been taking a few pointers

from Tom regarding fame and how

to handle the kind of scrutiny he

and Victoria will no doubt be under

i n  t h e  S t a t e s .  T o m  t h i n k s  t h e

Beckhams will have a much easier

t ime of i t  than they had in

Europe, where their every move

�

‘I think they’re going
to be good for each

other. They’ll influence
each other in some
very good ways’
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was not only picked over but also often criticised. 

“Tom’s point of view is that if the Beckhams

befriend certain paparazzi and reporters the way

he has over the years, they’ll be a lot better off,”

says Barry Phillips. “‘You have to stop looking at

the media as the enemy,’ Tom told David. ‘Certain

of them [paparazzi] are important and can protect

you from the rest.’ Thinking of the press in this

way might be a bit of a stretch for the Beckhams,

who I understand have been tortured by some

media outlets over the years. But Tom – a real

media strategist – believes in the old adage that

if you can’t beat ‘em, you may as well join ‘em.

That’s always been his philosophy, anyway.” 

Tom also has ideas about enhancing David’s

celebrity in the States, including putting him in

the movies. (Victoria, of course, hopes to become

a TV star this summer with her own US reality

show.) In fact, Tom has been talking to David for

months about a particular action-movie script. 

“It’s not really known if David can act or not,”

says a source close to Cruise, “but Tom thinks he

has such amazing charisma and presence, it would

translate well onto the big screen. So, yes, he has a

few ideas about that. Actually, he’d like to do a

movie with David. He thinks it would be a box

office bonanza, and he’s probably right.” 

Certainly, there is a buzz in LA about the

footballer. White T-shirts adorned with David’s

distinctive tattoos – his latest shows a guardian

angel surrounded by flames, with the words “Let

them hate me as long as they fear me” – are

being snapped up and his face already adorns

tickets for the LA Galaxy games, even though

David’s move from Real Madrid is officially still

three months away.

“I think the Cruises and the Beckhams are going

to be good for each other once they’re living in the

same area, here in Los Angeles,” concludes Barry

Phillips. “As stars, they’re sure to keep things

interesting on the showbiz front. But privately, I

think they’re actually good for each other. I think

they’ll get a lot from each other… and

influence each other in some very good ways.” H
Victoria and Katie
check out the Paris
fashion shows
together while David
and Tom share guy
time (below) at the
Bernabeu stadium
in Madrid, watching
a recent fixture
between Real
and Getafe

‘Katie likes the way the
Beckhams conduct their

marriage. It seems a little
more equal in certain ways’
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’”You have to stop looking at
the media as the enemy,”

Tom told David. “Certain of
the paparazzi are important and
can protect you from the rest”’

Tom’s a real media strategist,
says a friend, and can advise
the Beckhams on keeping
media harassment down to a
minimum (above) rather than
the scrum that follows David
and Victoria (below). As
David’s fame in the US grows
– he’s already on LA Galaxy
tickets (right) for games
played before he kicks a
ball for the team – it’s advice
that could prove invaluable



M elanie Brown’s yo-yoing emotional life has

taken another spin with the former Spice Girl

submitting DNA samples from her newborn

daughter in a bid to prove once and for all that

Eddie Murphy is the baby’s father. 

Mel, who gave birth in Santa Monica, California,

on 3 April – Murphy’s 46th birthday – has always

insisted that her baby’s father is the American

comedian, but has requested the tests after he

publicly denied the child was his.

The 31-year-old singer is said to be devastated

by Eddie’s public rejection, and friends say it has

overshadowed what should be a happy event.

In a show of defiance, former Scary Spice Mel has

named Eddie on the baby’s birth certificate. While

press reports claimed she had named the child

Fortuna Daphne Bay, her representative denied this

and said that a name had yet to be chosen.

A friend of Mel’s told a newspaper last week: “She

is distraught that her baby has been subjected to the

DNA-testing procedure. She can’t believe that it’s

come to this and that Eddie hasn’t just admitted

that the child is his. 

“This last week should have been an incredible

time for Mel, but it’s been emotionally over-

whelming and she’s been constantly in tears. The

DNA test was the last straw and she’s gearing up to

fight back. She’s a strong-willed woman and will

fight to the end.”

Mel and her baby, who weighed in at 5lb 4oz at

birth, were said to be doing well, but didn’t even

get a card from funnyman Eddie, who refuses to

comment on the baby’s arrival. 

Mel is said to have hired top LA lawyer Don

Engel in an effort to force the Shrek star to accept his

responsibilities.

As the Leeds-born singer set the legal wheels in

motion, Eddie was in Los Angeles shooting his latest

movie, Starship Dave, a science fiction comedy about

a group of miniature aliens who are trying to save

the world.

He is also rumoured to have become engaged to

his current girlfriend, music producer Tracey

Edmonds, whom he started dating as soon as he

split with Mel in December. While Eddie has

remained tight-lipped about the upcoming

paternity battle, Tracey has dismissed his relation-

ship with Mel as a fling.

“Without me getting too deep into it, they had a

quick relationship before I got into a relationship

with Eddie, so that’s their business,” she said.

“There will be a paternity test and if it’s his, then

he’ll be responsible.”

Meanwhile Mel, who now lives in Los Angeles,

has had the support of her mother Andrea, who

flew out from Leeds to be by her daughter’s side as

MEL B
FIGHTS FOR EDDIE MURPHY

TO ADMIT HE’S THE
FATHER OF HER BABY
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‘She is distraught that
her baby has been

subjected to the DNA-
testing procedure.

She can’t believe that
it’s come to this’

she gave birth. Mel’s eight-year-old

daughter Phoenix Chi, from her

marriage to dancer Jimmy Gulzar,

has also been rallying round her

mum, as have Mel’s  old Spice

pals Geri Halliwell and Victoria

Beckham.

The former Spice Girl met Eddie

last summer through mutual friends

in Los Angeles. She immediately fell

for the Beverly Hills Cop star, who had

recently divorced his wife Nicole

Mitchell, the mother of five of his

children, after 12 years. 

Despite Mel becoming pregnant

almost immediately, their romance

was short-lived, and she was shocked

when Eddie publicly dumped her

without warning on Dutch TV in

December.

Eddie’s dispute with Mel is not the

first time that the Dreamgirls actor has

been the subject of a paternity suit.

In 1987, model Nicolle Rader went

to court to ask for child support for

their daughter Ashlee, but Eddie

denied that she was his. Two years

later, flight attendant Paulette

McNeeley named her son Eddie

Murphy Jnr and filed a paternity suit

against the Hollywood star. Then, in

1992, would-be actress Tamara Hood

claimed that Eddie was the father

of her two-year-old son Christian

Edward Murphy.

For Mel, the humiliating situation

with Eddie is the latest in a string of

disappointing relationships.

Her 15-month marriage to Gulzar,

a backing dancer on the Spice Girls’

1998 tour, ended in divorce in 2000

after a bitter dispute over money.

She later admitted: “My friends did

try and warn me not to take things so

fast, and in hindsight it’s easy to see I

made a mistake. Marrying someone

I’d only just met on tour was not the

smartest thing I’ve ever done.”

Mel later dated Hotel Babylon star

Max Beesley, but the couple split

after two and a half years.

In Eddie, Mel thought she had

finally found her soulmate, but

sadly it wasn’t to be. H

Eddie Murphy in a scene from
his latest film Starship Dave,
and (left), with his new
girlfriend Tracey Edmonds,
who is dismissive of his “quick
relationship” with Mel (on
facing page with Eddie in
Hollywood soon after they met)

REPORT: TRACY SHAVERIEN
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CINEMATTERS

JUGGLING WORK AND FAMILY LIFE IS 
CHILD’S PLAY FOR BRAD AND ANGELINA 

Work commitments are definitely a
family affair where the Jolie-Pitts
are concerned. 

While Brad was adding the
finishing touches to his movie The
Curious Case of Benjamin Button
(above right, exiting his trailer) in
Los Angeles, baby daughter Shiloh
and the couple’s adopted toddler,
Zahara, were given a front-row view
of the action when Angelina, fresh
from doing a photo shoot for St

John Knits (right), joined her man
on set. 

However, there was no sign of
eldest child Maddox, five, or the
latest addition to the family, three-
year-old Pax Thien. 

The past few months have been
pretty hectic for the family, with
Angelina in India shooting A Mighty
Heart ,  the story of murdered
American journalist Daniel Pearl
which is being produced by Brad’s

production company Plan B, as
well as dealing with Vietnamese
bureaucracy in order to adopt
Pax. But the couple are no doubt
welcoming the chance to kick
back, relax and take life at a slightly
slower pace now they’re back on
home turf. 

Surprisingly, the normally un-
ostentatious couple are said to
have just ordered an extremely
flash new toy: a 73m yacht tailor-

made to their requirements which
will include not only a swimming
pool but a helicopter pad, luxury
gym and, according to some
reports, a submarine. The three-
decker boat will also have six en
suite bedrooms on board. 

Costing some £70 million, the
couple and their children will have
plenty of time to get their sea legs
ready — delivery isn’t expected
until July 2009.



KEIRA AND RUPERT BAG THE
LATEST FASHION MUST-HAVE 
FOR A SPRINGTIME PICNIC

Sporting a fresh gingham smock and jaunty Panama, Keira Knightley
heads off for a stroll in Hyde Park with her Pride and Prejudice co-star
and now boyfriend Rupert Friend, who was carrying what looked
suspiciously like an Anya Hindmarch ‘I’m Not a Plastic Bag’ bag, created
by the top designer in partnership with the campaign group We Are What
We Do. Keira, who has promised her mum Sharman Macdonald that she
will star in her Dylan Thomas movie The Best Time of Our Lives, has
revealed that she is being stalked by no less than five men. “I’m
frightened out of my wits every time I see one of them,” she said.
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CINEMATTERS

GALLOPING TO 
THE TOP, NICOLE

KIDMAN RECEIVES
HER COUNTRY’S

HIGHEST CIVILIAN
HONOUR

It was award time again for Nicole Kidman when
Governor-General Michael Jeffrey presented her
with her country’s highest honour, the Order of
Australia, at a ceremony in Canberra last week.
In front of an audience that included husband
Keith Urban plus her parents and in-laws, the
Oscar-winner was honoured for her contribution
to the performing arts as well as her charity
work. The couple are making the most of their
visit to Oz, with the willowy actress even fitting in
a little horse-riding – perhaps to brush up on her
skills for her next movie Australia, the Baz
Luhrmann action pic set in the outback.
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While Sienna Miller is snapped at any number of glamorous dos
around the world on the arm of her new man, Jamie Burke, her ex,

actor Jude Law, was spotted last week at a more humble location –
hanging out by the fish stalls at London’s Borough market. The Alfie star
wasn’t after a few kilos of haddock, however: he was busy shooting an ad. 

A bevy of A-list beauties, including Gwyneth Paltrow, blooming British-
born mum-to-be Naomi Watts, Kate Hudson and Liv Tyler, joined former
Gucci creative director Tom Ford for the launch of his eponymous new
shop in Manhattan’s Madison Avenue. The luxury store has uniformed
butlers and housekeepers to attend to shoppers’ every needs, plus a bar

and a hidden lift. These ladies won’t be spending their hard-earned
dollars there just yet though, because for now it’s only for the boys.

He’s built a career on playing dithering fops, but when it comes to golf,
Hugh Grant, who enjoyed a round at swanky Sunningdale last week, is
deadly serious. “I like it very competitive,” he once told CNN’s Don Riddell,
“and if it goes badly, I get very nasty.” With this kind of talk, perhaps it’s
best that on-off love Jemima Khan is miles away in Marbella.

SJP PAYS TRIBUTE
TO DIANE KEATON

Sarah Jessica Parker attends a gala
tribute to actress Diane Keaton at
New York’s Lincoln Center. “Tonight
in many ways is probably [her] worst
nightmare,” said Sarah, referring to
her friend’s aversion to fuss-making. 

�
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CINEMATTERS

AFTER SIXTEEN YEARS, KIEFER
FINALLY FORGIVES FORMER

FIANCEE JULIA ROBERTS
It’s just two months till she gives birth to her third child – a boy, apparently
– but it’s business as usual for actress Julia Roberts, seen here filming a
scene from Fireflies in the Garden. Now happily married to cameraman
Danny Moder, Julia used to be something of a heartbreaker, leaving actor
Kiefer Sutherland practically at the altar and later splitting from her
husband, musician Lyle Lovett, after less than two years. But last week 24
star Kiefer confirmed he had finally forgiven Julia, now 39, for running off
with his best friend, actor Jason Patric. “I commend Julia for seeing how
young and silly we were, even as painful and difficult as it was,” he said.

MISCHA REVEALS ONE OF 
HER TRICKS FOR STAYING
A CUT ABOVE THE REST

Mischa Barton knows all about style – and that means from top to toe.
With a selection of reading material to make sure she doesn’t run short
while under the dryer, the actress heads off to the Beverly Hills salon of
Chris McMillan – the stylist who took care of Jennifer Aniston’s locks in
Friends – perhaps to get those highlights brightened up a little. The
former OC star, who later this year will join Kelly Osbourne in the British
movie Malice in Sunderland, has developed a look that’s all her own, and
she’s never snapped in the same outfit twice. We can’t say the same for
these Thomas Wylde boots though, which seem to be her favourites. 
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OMAR ROLLS BACK THE YEARS
Enjoying the first of what is sure to be a series of celebrations, Omar Sharif is
joined by a host of friends in his native Egypt to celebrate his 75th birthday.
And what could be more appropriate after a career spanning over half a
century than a cake shaped as a roll of film featuring, among others, stills from
Lawrence of Arabia, the 1962 movie which turned Omar into a star overnight?



D esperate Housewives star Marcia Cross is the

picture of perfect bliss. Competently cradling a

twin in each arm, the first-time mother, who has just

turned 45, looks made for the role. 

Savannah and Eden, her fraternal twin daughters

with husband Tom Mahoney, 49, were due on 21

March but were actually born by Caesarean section a

full month earlier on 20 February. 

Just hours earlier, Marcia had been diagnosed

with pre-eclampsia, a condition that threatens

mother and baby. So, as Tom held Marcia’s hand,

Savannah was delivered first, weighing in at 6lb

7oz, and within a minute her 5lb 10oz sister Eden

appeared. Now, for the couple, life is nothing short

of miraculous and one long series of special

moments to be treasured.

“My favourite thing is when I breastfeed them

both at the same time,” says Marcia, the striking

redhead who plays perfectionist Bree Van De Kamp

in the popular series. “I’m looking down and I’ve got

them both in my arms, and I see their little heads

suckling my breast. That picture, that feeling, is just

bliss for me. I don’t even want to talk, it’s like I’m in

heaven.”

Marcia’s contentment with her new family is all

the sweeter because it was so hard won. It’s difficult

to believe that just two-and-a-half years ago she was

feeling lonely, hopeless – and, well, rather desperate.

She didn’t like being single, but had given up hope

of marrying and having children. 

Tragedy struck in 1993 when she lost her love of

five years, actor Richard Jordan, to cancer and their

dreams of having a family died. The pain for Marcia

was profound. Subsequent relationships with a series

of commitment-phobic men did little to alleviate the

misery. By her early forties, with no boyfriend, let

alone family-minded soulmate in the picture, she

despaired of finding what she so badly wanted.

“I thought life was passing me by and I was just

devastated about it,” she says frankly. “So the fact that

my life sort of turned in the last two years is a miracle

to me.”

For the Massachusetts-born actress – who found

fame in the 1990s as Dr Kimberly Shaw in soap opera

Melrose Place – 2004 was a most momentous year. She

was not only cast as Bree in Desperate Housewives,
but that December had a serendipitous sighting of a

handsome stranger signing a card in a flower shop.

When asked by Marcia whether they knew him, the

florist pushed her to leave a phone number. “I can’t

take credit for it,” says Marcia. “I just responded and

left my number.” 

It was quietly passed on and Tom, that stranger,

called a week later. “I don’t know if it’s fate, God, or

the mystery of the universe,” says Marcia, “but I

definitely feel like I was pushed towards him. I feel

like I was drawn.”

Like Marcia, he had never married or had

children. They fell in love, dated for a year, then took

their vows at a lavish wedding last June – covered

exclusively in HELLO! – with guests including

�

‘Tom is the perfect man for me, these are
the children that I’m supposed to have and

this is the father. It all feels absolutely right’

Marcia and Tom pose
with their baby daughters
Savannah and Eden
Mahoney, who arrived a
month ahead of schedule
on 20 February. Our
charming family
portraits were taken
when the girls were only
two weeks old at the
couple’s new home in
Santa Monica, which was
chosen with their rapidly
expanding family in mind

EXCLUSIVE FIRST PHOTOS 
‘DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES’ STAR

MARCIA CROSS
INTRODUCES HER BEAUTIFUL TWIN

BABY GIRLS — AND TELLS HOW
MOTHERHOOD AND MARRIAGE
HAVE MADE HER LIFE COMPLETE
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‘My favourite thing is
when I breastfeed them
both at the same time.
That feeling is bliss. I

don’t even want to talk,
it’s like I’m in heaven’

The twins share a light and airy nursery, which features matching canopied cribs and a comfortable nursing
chair for Marcia beside each cot. As the actress was confined to her bed for the final months of the
pregnancy, she chose the lilac colour scheme and furnishings from samples brought to her by the decorators

Marcia’s Desperate Housewives co-stars

Eva Longoria and Felicity Huffman. 

The actress had previously con-

sidered pursuing adoption alone, but

after their marriage she and Tom

dedicated themselves to trying for

their own baby. Just three months

later they confirmed the good news:

they were expecting twins in spring. 

But Marcia is anxious not to give

anyone the  impress ion that  i t

happened by magic. “We did IVF,” she

admits. “I don’t mind saying that,

because I don’t want to put out the

notion that it’s really easy to get preg-

nant. But we got lucky. We were going

to go to Paris and Greece for our

honeymoon and instead we went up

to Santa Barbara, laid low and hoped

for the best.”

Desperate Housewives was soon drap-

ing its pregnant star in sweaters and

hiding her behind furniture. The

Mahoneys moved into a new Santa

Monica home with room for their

expanding family and good

�70
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‘I thought life was
passing me by and I was
devastated. So the fact

that my life sort of
turned in the last two

years is a miracle to me’

schools nearby. Marcia was put on

bed rest in January as a precautionary

measure, so her daughters’ beautiful

lilac nursery was prepared with the

help of decorators who ran in and out

of her bedroom, showing her samples. 

Marcia, who unlike Bree is very

easygoing, will return to work for just

two days at the end of April to film the

last episode of the current season of

Desperate Housewives and will then be

off until autumn. She and Tom are

currently debating whether or not to

go to Paris for Eva Longoria’s wedding

in July. Marcia really wants to be there

because she and Eva are close, but

admits: “It’s a big family to move all of a

sudden, so we’re struggling with that

right now.”

Because Marcia became pregnant so

soon after their wedding, she and Tom

had little romantic time together as a

newly married twosome. This summer,

they might make up for lost time. “My

husband sent me an email the other

day,” she says happily. “It said, ‘Now,

where were we?’ – and invited me out

to dinner.”

Marcia, what has most surprised you

about motherhood?

“As much as I wanted to be a mother,

obviously I had no idea how blissful it

would be and how in love I would be.

So it’s all been a surprise. You want

something but you don’t really know

what those feelings are going to be.

And it’s just been more than I could

ever have imagined.”

How did it feel to first hold Savannah

and Eden?

“You have that fantasy of those first few

moments and I wish I could say I

was more awake, but I was sort of

drugged up! I remember looking, and

I couldn’t hold them because I’d had a

C-section. My first thoughts were, ‘Oh

my God, they look just like Tom.’”

Is Tom a hands-on dad?

“Tom was changing nappies before

I was. I was still recovering. He’s

fantastic. I guess some men are scared

around babies. He’s not at all. He’s

right there.” 

D i d  I V F  p u t  a  s t r a i n  o n  y o u r

relationship?

“We tried a few times, but it wasn’t

quite as awful as I think it is for some

people. You see, when I met Tom I

said, ‘I don’t know whether I’ll be able

to get pregnant.’ And he said, ‘Well, if

you can’t, we’ll just adopt.’ So I didn’t

feel this overwhelming pressure. I

knew I would be a mother one way

or another. So it wasn’t quite so

devastating. It’s scary being partnerless

and going, ‘How am I going to do

this?’”

Many women delay motherhood. Do

you feel fortunate to be a mother in

your forties?

“Yes. That’s why I don’t want to put out

any fantasy that you can just do that

forever and then just pop out twins.”

What was your reaction when an ultra-

sound revealed twins?

“I was absolutely terrified! Now,

of course, it’s just like I won the

�



Although they look alike as
they take a nap, Eden (in
front) and Savannah are
non-identical twins, and

their mother says they are
quite different. “Savannah

is very easygoing and
loves to eat. I call her my
Buddha baby. And Eden,

she’s so cute. She’s more
awake, alert and curious

about everything”



‘As much as I wanted to be a
mother, I had no idea how
blissful it would be. I was

terrified to be having twins.
Now it’s like I won the lottery
because I have two daughters’

lottery because I have two daughters and it’s really

just fantastic.”

Were you fearful about coping with two babies?

“I was actually really frightened of that time right

after they were born. Everybody says you’re so tired

and it’s the hardest time as they have to eat

constantly. But nobody ever said, ‘You’ll be so

happy to see them every time!’ I miss them every

time they’re asleep. Then they finally wake up, it’s

time to eat again and I’m always so happy to see

them. So that’s been a surprise.”

Can you describe a day in the life of Marcia the

mother?

“Fascinating, let me tell you! Basically I’m shirtless

most of the day because I’m just one big breast! I

feed them simultaneously, which took six weeks to

master. It’s quite an accomplishment! I’m very

proud of myself. 

“So we spend a lot of time eating. Then we burp

them, they get changed, then we have a little awake

time, then they go to sleep, then usually I have to

pump. Usually, I have about an hour, an hour-and-

half, in between feedings. I either do something in

the house or take a nap, and every once in while I

run to the gym, which I need because of being on

bed rest!”

Are you, like Bree, a fastidious perfectionist?

“It’s not me. Never was. I think I have a fantasy of

making cookies with the girls one day. I’m just the

antithesis of that character. I have a wonderful

woman [a nanny] here helping me. She’s very

Bree, actually, and she’s just amazing.

“I’m not like that, but my life has changed

radically. I’m still not a big cook, but because there

are two babies I’m on a schedule and everything

has to be more organised. It’s not that kind of

carefree way I used to be – which is fine. I’m happy

to give up that free time!”

Can you believe how dramatically your life has

changed since 2004?

“I know. One minute there’s nothing, and then, ‘Bam!’

Relationships that I wanted to work out when I was

younger and that didn’t – now it feels really right that they

didn’t happen. Tom is the perfect man for me, and these

are the children that I’m supposed to have, and this is the

father. It all feels absolutely right.”

How did the Desperate Housewives gang react to your

pregnancy?

“Oh, they were so happy. I didn’t say anything on the

set. We’re always watching our weight and I was steadily

getting plumper. I thought, ‘How come nobody’s

noticing?’ Maybe they did, but didn’t say anything, I don’t

know. But they were surprised when I told them.”

How did the producers respond when you were confined

to bed?

“I think they were less shocked than I was. They had

actually talked about things that could happen, whereas I

was convinced that I was the Amazon woman and there

would be no problem. I was the one who was surprised.”

Did your sudden absence play havoc with the show?

“When I finally got a grip and realised that I wasn’t getting

out of my bed, I said, ‘Look, I’m happy to work from my

bed if that will help and we can finish the storyline.’ We

actually shot for two days in my house with me in a bed.

They rebuilt my bedroom set there.”

Have any Desperate Housewives met the twins yet?

“Eva has been here. Felicity was going to come the

other day but we ended up doing a photo shoot.

Mostly we’ve just been sequestered and quiet

because it’s all been so intense.”

Did they send gifts?

“When we were in the hospital, Teri [Hatcher] sent

a huge basket of goodies, and when we came

home, Felicity sent food. And God, women who’ve

had babies really know what you need! Because

when you come home, you’ve got all this baby stuff

but there’s no food in the fridge. When Tom was at

the hospital with me for a few days, he ate, like, out

of the mini bar. Brenda Strong [the voice of

Desperate Housewives deceased narrator, Mary Alice]

sent a huge thing of fruit. 

“Eva sent two huge things of flowers. And I

thought that was so funny. When I was a single

woman without babies, I would have sent flowers!

And what you really need is food!”

Has your family visited from the East Coast?

“I had my parents wait for two weeks so I could get

my bearings. My mother came out for ten days with

my father and they both held the girls non-stop. My

mother beamed the whole time. Tom’s sisters have

been here, my sister’s coming, then Tom’s mother

is coming… there’s a whole influx.”

Are the twins at all similar in looks or personality?

“They’re completely different. Savannah is very

easygoing and loves to eat and yawn. I call her my

Buddha baby. And Eden, she’s so cute. She’s more

awake, alert and curious about everything. It’s hard

to find words. They’re just two different girls. They

look completely different. They had a little bit of

dark hair, but it’s kind of falling out. Poor Eden

went bald.”

How did you choose their names?

“Years ago, I’d had this kind of spiritual experience

where I felt like I’d got this message that I’d

have a daughter named Savannah. Then I

�



The 45-year-old star gazes lovingly at little Eden, who at 5lb 10oz was the smaller of the girls when they made their speedy arrival by Caesarean section
after Marcia was diagnosed with pre-eclampsia. The tiny sisters cuddle up in a bassinet (above left). Marcia decided to find out their sex before they
were born: “I was so surprised by the fact I was having twins, and overwhelmed, I thought I’d better get ready,” she explains. “Not that it really
mattered. But at least that way you can do the nursery. I also didn’t want all their presents to be green and yellow, which happens if you don’t know”



‘Tom was changing nappies
before I was. He’s fantastic.

I guess some men are
scared around babies. He’s
not at all. He’s right there’

Along with doting parents, the twins have every luxury in life, including matching handmade prams (below). But Marcia insists that they won’t be spoiled as
they grow up. “I hope we give them good values and teach them about the world around them – and not have them grow up in a bubble,” she says

forgot about it. Completely. Then one day, my

husband emailed me from work and said, ‘I’ve just

heard a name I like: Savannah.’ I just had goose-

bumps! So that was it. And the name Eden just came

to me, also as if it was meant to be.” 

They will be privileged. Will you spoil them?

“We didn’t think about it until we came home and all

the presents started coming through the door. There

were so many, I was in shock! We both were really

happy that they’re just babies and couldn’t see it. I

don’t know how you’d explain it! 

“We’re both from really good families and didn’t

grow up with privilege – not that we were starving. I

hope that we give them good values and teach them

about the world around them and not have them

grow up in a bubble. But I really don’t see that

happening with us as parents.”

Didn’t you once hope to have children with your late

boyfriend Richard Jordan? 

“Yes. [Sighs.] I was thinking today that I wished he

were here so I could show him the girls. Losing him

took a long time to work my way through.”

But things eventually worked out as they were meant

to?

“I wouldn’t change it for the world.”

Many women enjoy being single. Did you really

loathe it?

“I was looking for this. And I was right to be looking

for this, because I am just so happy. I was a person

who would thrive in the right relationship, and

that’s what has happened. I wanted to share my life

with someone.

“Being single, there aren’t any distractions and

you have to get comfortable with yourself. You face a

lot more alone and I certainly did all of that. But it’s

much nicer to have someone coming home at the

end of the day, and a partner. It’s wonderful.” 

Having waited so long, do you appreciate it more?

“Every day is a gift for me and I think if I’d had

children and got married in my thirties when I

wanted to, it just wouldn’t be the miracle that

it is for me now.” H
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PRINCE WILLIAM 
AND KATE MIDDLETON 

LOOK AT A FUTURE APART
The royal wedding we were all looking forward to is

reportedly off. News broke last weekend that

Prince William and his girlfriend Kate Middleton had

decided to split up, with both apparently assuring

friends that it was an amicable parting.

It was a thunderbolt from on high for many, as

royal sources were convinced that William would one

day make Kate his bride.

No one else is involved, according to newspaper

reports, and both are still on good terms. 

Sources say 24-year-old William, a sub-lieutenant

with the Blues and Royals, now on a training course

in Dorset, preferred to go out drinking with his Army

pals rather than spend time with his girlfriend, who is

based in London. Spending so much time apart

inevitably put a strain on their relationship and it is

not surprising that Kate is reported to have felt

William should be paying her more attention.

A Clarence House spokesman would not confirm

or deny the newspaper scoop, saying only that they

never comment on the private lives of members of

the royal family, but he hinted that the story could

have some foundation. The nation, however, having

taken Kate to its heart, must be hoping that a

reconciliation cannot be totally ruled out.

There is no doubt that Kate did not look out of

place among the royals. Who can forget the impact

she made when she strutted down the path towards

dignitaries assembled for Prince William’s passing

out parade at Sandhurst last December?

In her red coat and striking black hat topped off

with an enormous heart, Kate was every inch a future

princess, stylish and confident.

She arrived accompanied by Prince William’s

private secretary Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton and his

diary secretary Helen Asprey just seconds before

Prince Charles and the Duchess of Cornwall were

due. Kate could have slipped into her seat without

attracting any attention at all. Instead, she made an

entrance that was little short of regal.

The press immediately interpreted her presence

with her parents as convincing evidence of her status

as future royal bride.

This tall, beautiful brunette has the self-assurance

that made William sit up and take notice when she

strutted down a catwalk wearing a daring, see-

through dress for a charity fashion show in March

2002 at the University of St Andrews .

They had met just a few months earlier when both

began a four-year course studying the history of art.

Kate was a big hit with William from the start. Within

a few months she was his guest at a shooting party he

held at Sandringham, although at the time no one

knew the identity of the dark-haired girl at his side.

A year later, when he became unhappy with his

studies, it was Kate who persuaded him to stay at 

St Andrews, switching to a geography course that

suited him better.

Their friendship seemed nothing more than that

until they went skiing together in Klosters in March

2004 and the world realised that this was the special

girl in William’s life.

Kate, 25, is the eldest of Michael and Carole

Middleton’s three children. She has a brother, James,

and a sister, Philippa. They all grew up in Bucklebury,

Berkshire, where they live in a comfortable, five-

bedroom home in a woodland setting. Their parents,

both former airline stewards, are self-made

millionaires who run their own company, Party Pieces.

Privately educated, at Marlborough College, Kate

impressed her Prince with her intelligence and

good humour as well as her model-girl looks.
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Kate and William weren’t seeing
eye to eye the last time they

appeared in public together, at
last month’s Cheltenham Festival.

The couple spent a day at the
races but onlookers commented

on how more relaxed the Prince’s
cousin, Zara Phillips, seemed with

her boyfriend, Mike Tindall 

The fact is that for ever
more Kate will be

referred to as William’s
first real love. The one

that got away



William and 
Kate met in 2001

at St Andrews
University, with

Kate first catching
photographers’
attention in this

daring outfit (left)
during a student

fashion show. The
Prince was in the

audience with
friends (right) and
couldn’t keep his

eyes off her

Soon they were sharing a flat together with two

friends and in their last two years in Fife they shared

a farmhouse on the outskirts of St Andrews where

they enjoyed total peace and privacy.

There they lived just like a married couple,

shopping and hosting dinner parties for friends in a

blissful bubble of ordinary domesticity.

It was only after they graduated in June 2005 and

came back down south that they encountered

rougher waters. Kate spent 18 months looking for a

suitable job and eventually became a trainee

accessories buyer for the high-street chain Jigsaw,

while William went off to Sandhurst Military

Academy to familiarise himself with life in the armed

forces – essential training for a future monarch. She

moved into a Chelsea flat and William was based with

his father Prince Charles .

Most people don’t understand what life was then

like for Kate. Her relationship with the Prince made

her no ordinary London office girl but, as she had

no ring on her finger, she was not part of the royal

family. For the past two years she has existed in a

kind of limbo, at times invited to join William at

important milestones in his life such as his passing

out parade, while on other occasions, such as his

attendance at official engagements, being left out.

She went skiing with William and shared sunshine

holidays with him in Ibiza and the Caribbean, but

she significantly did not join him at the royal family’s

gathering over Christmas at Sandringham.

She turned up at his friends’ weddings as his

partner; sometimes, when he was one of the

groomsmen, arriving alone and laughing

confidently as she strode through packs of paparazzi.

But she never gave interviews, never revealed the

slightest hint of her hopes or dreams, maintaining

an impressive discretion. The only time Kate broke

her silence was at the British Festival of Eventing two

years ago, when photographers asked her to stop so

they could take some pictures. She politely explained

that she was reluctant to cooperate: “If I pose for you,

I’ll have to pose for everyone wherever I go, when

I’m skiing and so on.”

She knew she was facing a future in the spotlight

and would constantly be photographed. It could only

mean that her royal romance had moved to a new,

more serious level. Or so we thought at the time.

Kate seemed to cope superbly with the intense

scrutiny she endured, slipping smoothly into the role

of discreet royal girlfriend. Only once, on her 25th

birthday, when her Chelsea flat was besieged by

photographers, did the press pack’s pursuit seem

overwhelmingly intrusive.

But it steadily increased as rumours of an

imminent royal engagement began to circulate. Kate

did not receive the protection of royal bodyguards

and could only call her local police station in

emergencies. William was reluctant to pay for

protection for her, believing it would be more grist to

the betrothal rumour mill.

The press pointed out that Prince Charles had

hired two former Royal Protection Squad officers to

give Camilla round-the-clock security, but William

did not wish to do the same for Kate.

For some observers it left her vulnerable in an age

of constant terrorist alerts. As one former royal

bodyguard explains: “A young woman walking down

the street may spot a glint of sunlight on metal and

not know if it is a gunman aiming at her or just

another pesky paparazzo with a camera. Imagine

what it feels like to go through that day after day.”

Recently she lodged an official protest with the

Press Complaints Commission about being pursued

on her way to work by a cameraman who sold his

picture to the Daily Mirror.
That rumpus with the newspaper was quickly

settled when it apologised, but it did not make the

problem go away. Foreign paparazzi, not under the

constraints of the PCC, continued to harass her.

She soon realised that she would have many more

years of this life in no man’s land – neither royal nor

commoner – because William just could not commit.

After leaving Sandhurst he faced three more years

in the armed forces, taking on familiarisation courses

with the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy after the

army. He will be stationed at bases all over Britain

and knows this is not an ideal way to start married life.

William and Kate are both sensible enough to

realise their romance would go through ups and

downs. But recently those close to them began to

notice a difference in their relationship. 

“There was no spark between them any more,”

said one source who knows them well. “I couldn’t

help comparing them to Harry and Chelsy, who are

so besotted with each other, always kissing and

cuddling. William and Kate weren’t touchy-feely or so

into each other as they once had been.”

A new coolness between them was apparent when

they attended horse racing’s Cheltenham Festival last

month. Kate walked behind William instead of by his

side and spoke only occasionally to him.

They did not seem to be as close as they had

�
This tall, beautiful brunette has the 

self-assurance that made William sit up and
take notice when she strutted down a

catwalk wearing a daring, see-through dress
for a charity fashion show at university
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The couple’s relationship was able to flourish away from the spotlight at St Andrews (above) as the media held to an informal agreement to respect
William’s privacy. He and Kate graduated in 2005, with the Prince’s father and stepmother in the audience at the graduation ceremony (below)

When William became unhappy with his studies, Kate persuaded him
to stay at St Andrews, switching to a course that suited him more



For the past two years Kate has existed
in some kind of limbo, at times invited
to join William at important milestones

in his life, at others being left out

Kate’s stunning appearance and bearing (left) when she attended the
Sovereign’s Parade at Sandhurst last December marked her arrival as a
royal-in-waiting. She was there to see her boyfriend pass out as an officer
(below, unable to suppress a smile as his grandmother inspects the ranks) 

been, and onlookers contrasted their

behaviour with the open affection

shown between Princess Anne’s

daughter Zara Phillips and her

boyfriend, rugby union international

Mike Tindall.

In a bid to take the heat off Kate

and kill off rumours of an engage-

ment, William twice told the press that

he had no plans to marry before he

was at least “28 or 30”.

The second in line to the throne,

who will be 25 on 21 June, felt he was

too young to settle down. 

He wants to protect the children he

hopes to have from experiencing the

bitter break-up of a marriage. He and

his brother Harry suffered so much

from their parents’ split and believe it

indirectly resulted in the death of their

beloved mother.

There is no doubt that the Queen

has backed her grandson’s decision to

take his time. Conscious of the damage

done to the monarchy by the break-up

of three royal marriages in the 1990s,

she has since encouraged all her

relatives to wait at least five years before

announcing any engagement.

Meanwhile, it seems Kate just got fed

up waiting for some sort of com-

mitment from her Prince. 

Members of his inner circle say

William is having a difficult time on a

troop leaders’ course at Bovington

base in Dorset. Unlike his brother

Prince Harry, who has always wanted to

be a soldier, William is enduring rather
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Kate knew she was facing a
future in the spotlight and would

constantly be photographed. 
She may have been having

second thoughts about life in 
the goldfish bowl

As army life and royal duties took William away from Kate, precious holidays together like this one in Ibiza last
summer (above) became the only time they could see each other without constant press and public attention.
As she left nightclubs after an evening with the Prince, Kate would face a media scrum (below)

than enjoying army life. He finds it

tougher than expected and may not

always have been cheerful company for

any young woman.

While he was at Sandhurst last year

they could meet regularly. William had

worked out that he could reach the

Middletons’ home in 40 minutes in his

Audi saloon. They also regularly went

clubbing in London on Thursday

nights. This suited Kate perfectly as she

did not work on Fridays and could

enjoy a long lie-in.

When he moved to Dorset all that

changed. Their only chance to meet

came at odd weekends when William

wasn’t on duty, and recently he seems

to have preferred visits to nearby

nightspots in Bournemouth to the trip

back to London. Some of those visits

ended up in adverse publicity in the

press, which can only have placed

more strain on their relationship.

Of course, Kate may be having

second thoughts. A life inside a royal

goldfish bowl is a horrendous prospect.

She may not relish a life under the

searing scrutiny of the media, cutting

ribbons and kissing babies or making

small talk with thousands of awestruck

people. Perhaps she would prefer to

carve out a career for herself in the

fashion industry. 

Other girls have dated Princes and

happily walked away. The Duke of

Wellington’s daughter Lady Jane

Wellesley was tipped to become Prince

Charles’s bride in the 1970s so often

that he finally spoke out to quash the

rumours. Lady Jane did not wish to

become a royal wife, preferring to set

up her own successful TV pro-

duction company.
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All bets are off for William 
and Kate, and the chance of
seeing him in morning dress

for their wedding, like the suit
he wore as usher at friends

Hugh van Cutsem and Rose
Astor’s marriage in 2005

(below right), now seems to
have fallen at the last 

He will find it difficult to meet a
girl as suitable as Kate, while

any other boyfriend for her will
inevitably be a step down

But where does the break-up leave Kate now? The

fact is that for ever more she will be referred to as

William’s first real love. The one that got away.

This means that she won’t be able to enjoy a quiet

life for some time to come. Her present situation is

not unlike that of William’s father Prince Charles’s

one-time girlfriend, the heiress Sabrina Guinness.

When she was recently linked with Sir Paul

McCartney, her past romance with the future King

was regurgitated in the media.

While we absorb this new twist in the royal love story,

we must all sincerely hope that history is not repeating

itself. Don’t forget that Prince Charles allowed service

in the armed forces (in his case the navy) to get in the

way of his romance with a certain Camilla Shand.

While he was away at sea she became engaged to

Andrew Parker Bowles. The result many years later was

two broken marriages and four unhappy children.

(Although, happily, times have changed.)

So it is devoutly to be wished that William and Kate

have a rethink. Maybe one day soon they will realise

they can’t live without each other and decide to get

back together. He will find it difficult to meet a girl as

suitable as Kate, while any other boyfriend for her will

inevitably be a step down – down the social scale, if

nothing else.

Of course, everyone wants them to be happy. And

if they can’t be happy together then they are better

off apart.

Unfortunately, for all of us who wished for a happy

ending to their love story, another fairytale romance

has apparently come to an end. It’s not surprising

that we feel disappointed and robbed of a glamorous,

gorgeous future Princess. Kate would have been

great. Come on, William, it’s not too late to

change your mind. H

REPORT:  JUDY WADE
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The saddest aspect to

this broken love affair

is that there can be no

reconciliation. For while

Prince Will iam and

Kate remain “amicably”

parted, people wil l

continue to live in hope

tha t  someth ing  can

b e  salvaged from the

wreckage.

But  such a publ ic

end to their four-year

affair ind ica te s  ju s t

how irrevocable the couple’s decision is to part.

The sense of loss is immense – for nobody can

deny that Kate Middleton would have made

the most wonderful Princess of Wales and,

ultimately, Queen.

Kate’s strength of purpose, her diplomacy, her

charm and her enchanting looks made her the

people’s favourite and impressed all who met

her. She responded to the pressures of life in the

goldfish bowl with modesty and ease, even when

put under extreme pressure by photographers

and bystanders. Without in any way putting airs

and graces upon herself, she had in all but name

become royal. 

Without question, she saved her lover’s

reputation. In his first year of university Prince

William found himself at sea with his studies and

was ready to quit – but Kate’s steely backbone

and get-on-with-it attitude saw him through, and

he emerged with a degree to be proud of. How

differently we would feel now about William as

our future King if we thought he was a quitter.

Yet it was Kate who saved him.

Until early this year, those closest to the couple

believed this love story was for life, but William’s

bachelor existence in the Army drove a wedge

between them. Naturally the Prince owes a loyalty

to his fellow officers, all of whom will be required

to put their lives on the line at some time. That

meant spending time with them, when perhaps

he should have been with a girl who had forsaken

her independence to be with him.

The tragedy of it all is that the House of

Windsor may never again find such a wonderfully

appropriate partner for their future King.

Moreover, in order to rebuild her life without the

constant scrutiny which has been such a feature

of the past four years, and in order to regain her

composure and wounded pride, Kate must now

be thinking seriously of quitting Britain.

It’s one thing to lose a future Queen, quite

another that she should be forced into exile. It

might have happened hundreds of years ago, but

in the 21st century, when it comes to royal

matters, surely times should have changed. But

only a life away from these shores can give her

the time and space she now needs.

Kate remains just what she was before this

weekend’s news – a bright, courageous and

attractive example of the nation’s younger

generation; someone we would all like to meet

and know. The people’s sympathy will be with

her – while their concern will lie with Prince

William and what he can make of his future life,

now he no longer has the love and protection of

the woman who became his compass.

Christopher Wilson
is a royal author

NO TURNING BACK – WHERE NEXT FOR KATE?



While you’re 
reading Emma’s story,
another woman
will suffer a miscarriage.

I lost some blood during my first pregnancy,

so when the bleeding started 18 weeks 

into my second, I was determined not to panic.

Quite quickly, though, I knew this was serious.

I lost my baby four days later.

She was so tiny. Too small to carry such a 

weight of hope and expectation.

When you already have a child, it seems 

self-indulgent to make a fuss over a miscarriage.

You don’t feel entitled to the same emotional

reaction as a childless woman. You know you 

should pull yourself together and move on.

I couldn’t. My whole body felt turned inside

out, raw and empty. Everything around 

me dull and distant. I couldn’t even discuss 

it with my husband, let alone help him 

cope with his own grief.

There were no words to explain to 

my four-year-old son when he asked 

where the baby was.When he cried,

“That baby was our baby. Please, mummy,

ask that baby to come back.”

His tears, coupled with the knowledge that 

I may never give him the brother or sister he

yearns for, break my heart.When I watch him

play I’m so thankful that I have a healthy,

happy son.Yet we never intended for him to 

be an only child. And even having another 

baby will never replace the one we lost.

My baby would have been almost two now.

Each year, we remember the time in our own way.

We talk about the birthday in November that

will never be written in the calendar.

It feels like there will always be an empty place

at our table.A bedroom that was never slept in.

I’m not sure I’ll ever stop counting Novembers.

At Tommy’s we’re funding much-needed research to find out why one in four

pregnant women loses her baby at some point during pregnancy or birth.

We work with experts worldwide to develop predictive tests for pregnancy problems.

And conduct clinical trials of pioneering treatments, to continually increase

our understanding of pregnancy and labour. Our goal is to make pregnancy

and childbirth safer and halve the number of baby deaths by 2030. If you’d like

to help us bring more babies safely into the world by making a donation,

please call 0870 777 76 76 or visit www.tommys.org

Reg. charity 1060508.



COLEEN MCLOUGHLIN
AND ALEX CURRAN

FIRM FAVOURITES ON LADIES’ 
DAY AT THE GRAND NATIONAL

The going is good: Alex (left) and Coleen (right) led the fashion field at
Aintree. For her day at the races, Coleen chose a dress by Kirsty Doyle,
accessorised with Christian Louboutin shoes, an Alice Temperley belt and
Roberto Cavalli jewellery. She was joined by her best friend, and Wayne’s
cousin, Claire Rooney (above). Alex, meanwhile, was simply frilled
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Bookmaker Paddy Power
had taken nearly £10,000

in wagers on the colour
of hat that Coleen would
wear — but on the day
her head was bare and
bets had to be returned

I t was a photo finish for Coleen

McLoughlin and Alex Curran as

they led a field of glamorous racegoers

at Aintree. 

The footballers’ fiancées were

attending Ladies’ Day at the Grand

National meeting, one of the most

important fixtures of the northwest’s

sporting calendar. And even before

the fillies had arrived, a flurry of bets

had taken place – Coleen was the 7-4

favourite to be the first WAG spotted

during BBC2’s live coverage of the day,

while Alex was a 12-1 outsider. 

The fashion icons, who are both

from Liverpool, home of the Aintree

course, may have been pitted against

each other by the bookies but they are

actually good friends. Alex and her

partner Steven Gerrard were among

the guests at Coleen’s recent lavish

21st birthday party, which she hosted

alongside her fiancé Wayne Rooney. 

Coleen was invited to preside over a

very different sort of occasion last

Friday as judge of the Looking Good

Style Contest, a popular competition

for fashionable racegoers, both male

and female. 

Her own choice of outfit had already

caused quite a stir. Bookmaker Paddy

Power had taken nearly £10,000 in

wagers on the colour of hat that she

would wear – but on the day her head

was bare and bets had to be returned.

She still cut a striking figure in a burnt

orange maxi dress by Liverpool’s Kirsty

Doyle, winner of Sky’s Project Catwalk
competition, worn with shoes by

Christian Louboutin, a belt featuring

a gold lion head buckle by Alice

Temperley and jewellery by one

of Victoria Beckham’s favourite

designers, Roberto Cavalli. 

Also dressed up for the day was

Coleen’s best friend Claire Rooney –

Wayne’s cousin – whom she has known

since her schooldays. Claire often

accompanies her famous friend to

photo shoots and parties. “You won’t

believe how comforting it is to have

someone there who knows you inside

out, who is looking out for you, and

who is there to share what you are

going through,” says Coleen. 

And Claire recently told HELLO!:

“Coleen is special. We have known

each other forever – my parents were

friends with her parents. She is a sweet

and innocent person who always looks

for the best in people.”

While Coleen, who is set to marry

Wayne next year, has become one of

the most photographed women in

Britain, it is her friends and family who

are most important to her. “When I am

with my mates I am just a normal 21-

year-old having a laugh,” she says. 

And judging by the grins on their

faces during their day at the races,

Coleen and her mates were on top

form. H
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CHARLES INGRAM

Millionaire cheat guilty of assault
The former army

major convicted of

cheating his way to

the £1m top prize

on Who Wants to be
a Millionaire? has

been found guilty

of assaulting a 13-

year-old boy who

coughed in his face.

Charles Ingram

was given an absolute discharge at

Salisbury magistrates’ court last week

following the boy’s admission under

cross-examination that he had made

up much of his evidence. The 43-year-

old claimed constant taunts have made

his life a “living hell” since he and wife

Diane were convicted in 2003 of

deception for cheating on the ITV quiz

show. An accomplice in the audience

coughed to indicate the right answers,

helping Ingram to win the £1m prize. 

� Geoff Knights, the boyfriend of ex-

EastEnders actress Gillian Taylforth, has

been convicted of assault after he hit a

receptionist at a Barbados hotel.

THE BEATLES

Fab four settle £30m royalties row

The Beatles and

music  company

EMI have agreed

a deal to end the

band’s battle for

£30m in unpaid

royalties. “I can

confirm that we

have  reached a

mutually accept-

able settlement,” a

spokeswoman for EMI said. The deal

could lead to the first legal down-

loads of the band’s songs. Sir Paul

McCartney, Ringo Starr and the

widows of John Lennon and George

Harrison began legal action in 2005

after two years of negotiations. 

SNOOP DOGG

Avoids jail over drug and gun charges

C o n t r o v e r s i a l

rapper Snoop Dog

has been given five

years’ probation

and 800 hours of

community service

after pleading no

contest to gun and

drug charges in a

US court. The 

35-year-old, real

name Cordozar Calvin Broadus Jr, was

arrested last October after being found

in possession of a gun and marijuana

and faced up to four years in prison.

Snoop’s lawyer said after last week’s

hearing in California: “He recognises

he got a great deal and he fully intends

to make sure nothing prohibits him

from keeping his part of the bargain.” C
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DAWN FRENCH

Comedy star books in for millions

Comedian Dawn

French  w i l l  be

laughing all the

way to the bank

after landing a

£2m book deal

for her life story.

Publisher Century

forked out what is

one of the biggest

a d v a n c e s  e v e r

made for a celebrity book after a

frenzied bidding war. “The publishers

think she’s worth every penny,” a

source told a newspaper. “Unlike most

celebrities who write books, Dawn has

an amazing story to tell.” The 49-year-

old, who has just been nominated for

a TV BAFTA award, is expected to write

about her small-screen success stories,

including The Vicar of Dibley and French
and Saunders, as well as her 23-year

marriage to fellow comic Lenny Henry. 

MARC ANTHONY

J-Lo’s husband to pay $2.5m back taxes

Jennifer Lopez’s

husband, Latino

singing star Marc

Anthony, is to pay

$2.5m (£1.3m) in

back  t axes  and

penalties as part of

a plea agreement

after failing to file

tax returns for five

years. According to

reports, the charges stem from an

investigation into three companies

owned by Marc, 38. Two of his as-

sociates, including his brother, have

also agreed to pay back taxes and fines.

Manhattan District Attorney Robert

Morgenthau said Marc failed to file

returns for 2000 to 2004 on $15.5m

(£7.8m) income, adding that the

singer wasn’t prosecuted because an

accountant had filed his returns and

Marc thought the taxes had been paid. 

KURT VONNEGUT

Literary legend dies aged 84

Celebrated author

Kurt Vonnegut has

died at the age of

84 after a fall at his

Manhattan home.

He wrote plays,

essays and short

fiction, but it was

h i s  nove l s  tha t

became classics of

the US counter-

culture and made him a literary idol.

The defining moment of his life was

the firebombing of Dresden by Allied

forces in 1945, which he witnessed as a

prisoner of war. It became the basis of

Slaughterhouse-Five, which was published

in 1969 during the Vietnamese war and

made Kurt a cult hero. Though he

spiralled into depression after its

publication and vowed never to write

again, Kurt achieved further success

with the novels Cat’s Cradle and Break-
fast of Champions. He is survived by his

second wife, Jill Krementz, their

daughter and his six other children. 

� Veteran British actor George Sewell,

who starred alongside Michael Caine

in 1971 gangster movie Get Carter has

died from cancer, aged 82. 

JAMES BLUNT

Escapes charges after car accident

S i n g e r  J a m e s

Blunt will not face

charges  for  an

incident in which

he allegedly ran

over a photogra-

pher’s foot as he

was leaving a party

before this year’s

Oscars ceremony.

A lawyer for James

said the Beautiful singer was “very

happy” about the decision by the Los

Angeles City Attorney’s Office. The

accident took place in the early hours

of 24 February outside the home of a

Hollywood agent where James and his

then-girlfriend, model Petra Nemcova,

had been guests at the party. Hounded

by paparazzi and autograph hunters,

James did his best to drive away,

according to his lawyer. “It was a crazy

situation, as you can imagine,” he said.

� Ex-Prison Break star Lane Garrison

is to plead guilty to vehicular man-

slaughter after a crash in Los Angeles

last year in which one person was killed

and two others injured. The actor faces

more than six years in prison.

SIR STEVE REDGRAVE

Pleads for return of stolen trophies

F i v e - t i m e s

Olympic rowing

c h a m p i o n  S i r

Steve Redgrave

has appealed to

burglars to find

“ s o m e  w a y  o f

re turn ing”  h i s

three BBC Sports

Personality of the

Year awards. The

trophies were stolen along with

jewellery during a dawn raid at his

home in Marlow, Buckinghamshire.

The five gold medals that Sir Steve, 45,

won at consecutive Olympic Games

were not kept at the property, where

he lives with his wife Ann. Among the

jewellery stolen were charm bracelets

belonging to Ann and her mother and

a watch given to Sir Steve by his grand-

father. “My grandfather’s retirement

watch after 40 years on the buses is

worth nothing to anyone but our-

selves, as are my three BBC Sports

Personality of the Year awards, which

no one could sell on,” said the rower. 

7DAYS
A ROUND-UP OF 
NEWS REPORTS

After 16 years as

a professional

tennis player,

former British

n u m b e r o n e

Greg Rusedski

has retired on a

winning note.

The 33-year-old

f o u g h t  b a c k

tears on live TV

immediately after securing Britain’s

victory in its Davis Cup group tie 

against the Netherlands by winning 

his doubles match with Jamie 

Murray at Birmingham’s NEC. 

“It’s time to move on,” he said. “I

wanted to play one more time at

home. I’ve known since January

that I was going to retire here, but

I didn’t want to announce my

intentions because I thought it

would detract from the team.”

Canadian-born Greg took British

citizenship in 1995 and went on to

win 15 titles. He tested positive for

a banned substance in 2004, but

successfully battled to clear his

name. In 1997, he reached the final

of the US Open and was voted BBC

Sports Personality of the Year that

year. “I felt that was when people

accepted me,” he said. 

Looking forward to his new life

Greg, who has a 15-month-old baby

Scarlet with his English wife Lucy,

said: “I’ll get up at 7.30am to do my

daughter’s milk bottle, take her for a

walk, then catch up with friends. I

can actually go to the pub now and

not worry. I don’t know when I’ll

pick up a tennis racquet again.”

GREG RUSEDSKI – tears as British tennis ace hangs up his racquet 
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COMMENT

O
n an April afternoon two years

ago, my daughter Abigail

Witchalls was walking along a

lane near her home in Surrey when she

was stabbed in the neck during a

random attack by a stranger. Abigail,

who was pregnant with her second

child, was returning from a mother

and toddler group with her 21-month-

old son Joseph. The attack damaged

her spinal cord, leaving her paralysed

from the neck down. Abigail now lives

at home with her husband and two

sons, and while carers help with her

daily routine, she leads a fulfilling life. 

Richard Cazaly, the man believed to

have stabbed my daughter, committed

suicide eight days later with the note: “I

must be two people. I can’t remember,

but I must have done it.” We know very

little about him except what was

reported in the papers: for example,

that he’d smoked skunk [very strong]

cannabis and drunk a lot of vodka that

day. There’s no way of knowing

whether he was mentally ill, or whether

his actions were due to the effect of

drugs and alcohol on his mind.

This week, the House of Commons

will debate the second reading of the

Mental Health Bill – a proposed

reform of the Mental Health Act – and

the Government intends to overturn

the sensible amendments made by the

House of Lords earlier this year. They

are proposing legislation which would

give doctors and other professionals

the power to detain patients thought

to pose a threat, even if they have

committed no crime. 

Many people would expect that I

would support such a bill. After all, the

actions of my daughter’s attacker had a

devastating effect on my family. But as

President of the Royal College of

Psychiatrists, I strongly oppose some

aspects of the legislation. Many

thousands of people with mental

health problems who pose no threat to

the public could be detained and

forced to have treatment as a result

of these proposed new laws. That, I

believe, is wrong.

This bill would have made absolutely

no difference to Abigail’s situation

because the man who assaulted her

was not known to the mental health

services. However, I also feel strongly

that laws should not be based on

individual cases but on general, widely

applicable principles.

Of course, public protection is an

extremely valid concern, but we also

need to think about the safety of

mental health patients. It’s not in their

interests to go out and hurt someone,

and they should be given sufficient

support. If the bill is passed in the form

the Government wants, there will be no

requirement that the patient can

expect any therapeutic benefit from

compulsory “treatment”. This is a

proposed “health bill” – and so we

should expect there to be some health

benefit to patients. 

Every year, one in four people suffer

a mental disorder – which could

include depression, anxiety, post-

traumatic stress, obsessive compulsive

disorder or schizophrenia – yet only 14

per cent of NHS funding is given to

mental health services. If you include

conditions such as dementia, 70 per

cent of us will suffer a mental disorder

at some point in our lives. There needs

to be more awareness that mental

disorders are common and often

treatable – a quarter of all people who

get schizophrenia get better. People

need to feel that they can seek help as

they would for an ulcer or breast lump. 

One of my biggest concerns about

these proposed new laws is that they

may actually put the public at greater

risk. People with mental health

problems may well be deterred from

seeking help for fear of being locked

up. They could become a danger to the

public, while remaining unknown to

the mental health professionals who

could help them.

The best results in psychiatry occur

when patients have confidence and

trust in their doctor, when they feel

that hospital is a place of safety rather

than somewhere that is under-funded,

unpleasant and where they are held

against their will. 

Unfortunately, there is still fear

associated with mental health – and the

emphasis on violence and danger and

risk makes perceptions worse. While a

lot of people in the UK suffer from

mental health problems, few of them

pose any danger to other people.

We can help reduce the fears by

talking about mental health

problems more, and by not sens-

ationalising it when a celebrity has such

problems.

We also need to consider the cause

of certain mental problems – for

example, when someone takes a

cocktail of cannabis, amphetamines

and alcohol, it’s no surprise that the

balance of their mind becomes

disturbed. Government laws on

cannabis have become softer – it was

downgraded from a Class B to a Class C

drug – and yet there is increasing

evidence that cannabis on its own,

particularly when used by young

people, can precipitate psychosis,

which can include hallucinations and

delusions.

People who are mentally ill and are

either afraid of seeking treatment or

are unaware that help is available may

try to “self medicate” with alcohol

and/or drugs.

W h i l e  I  a m  o p p o s e d  t o  t h e

Government’s proposed Mental

Health Bill for England and Wales, I do

feel that we can learn from The Mental

Health (Care and Treatment) Act in

Scotland, which has the support of the

medical profession. The Scottish Act

ensures that if a patient can make their

own decisions then they should not

have treatment forced on them. It also

gives detained patients the right to

an independent advocate – this is

important in ensuring that patients

receive all the support and information

they need during their time in hospital. 

While Abigail remains severely

paralysed, she has taken charge of her

life. She makes decisions about her

daily routine: including shopping and

cooking. And she is a loving, devoted

and involved mother who is looking

forward to seeing her children, Joseph

and Dominic, grow up.

Mental health patients should be

similarly empowered to make their

own life choices. With appropriate

support from friends, family, the NHS

and psychiatric services, they can lead a

fulfilling life. 

Being with Abigail has taught me

that recovery – whether it’s from a

physical or mental condition – means

making adjustments to the way you

lead your life. And even when your

condition cannot be cured, the

future can still be positive. 

The Royal College of Psychiatrists would
encourage anyone who has concerns about
the Mental Health Bill to contact their MP.

Professor Sheila Hollins, 60, is the
President of the Royal College of Psy-
chiatrists and Professor of Psychiatry 
at St George’s, University of London

Two years ago, the devastating attack on
Abigail Witchalls near her home in Surrey
was front page news (left). Although she is
still severely paralysed, the mother-of-two is
now in charge of her life, and last year she
was able to make a visit to Lourdes (far left)

ABIGAIL WITCHALLS’ MOTHER

PROFESSOR
SHEILA HOLLINS
TELLS WHY TOUGHER MENTAL
HEALTH LAWS WOULD NOT
HAVE SAVED HER DAUGHTER
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‘The actions of my

daughter’s attacker had

a devastating effect on

my family. But as

President of the Royal

College of Psychiatrists,

I strongly oppose some

aspects of the Bill’
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Locals inspect the damage after a bomb exploded near the office of the
Algerian Prime Minister, Abdelaziz Belkhadem, in the capital Algiers. A
police station was also targeted in attacks which left 33 people dead.

One month after his capture, Palestinian journalists in Gaza City join a
day of protest to demand the release of Alan Johnston, the BBC
reporter abducted at gunpoint while working in the Gaza Strip.

Canadian veterans salute the Queen during a poignant and emotional
ceremony in northern France to mark the 90th anniversary of the World
War One battle of Vimy Ridge. “The Canadians turned Vimy Ridge into a
source of inspiration,” said the Queen of the 1917 battle.

Space tourist Charles Simonyi (left) with his fellow cosmonauts prior to
their journey to the international space station. As a gift, the billionaire
took with him a gourmet meal chosen by close friend Martha Stewart.

PANORAMA
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Beaming with joy, proud father Crown Prince Willem-Alexander of the Netherlands shows off his
newborn daughter, Ariane Wilhelmina Maxima Ines, to approving applause from the nurses at the
Bronovo hospital in The Hague. It is the third daughter for the prince and his Argentinian-born
wife, Maxima. And the tiny princess is already making her name in the world with her own website
– www.princessariane.com – which displays a sparkling tiara and the words: “Coming soon”.

Vet Chang Po-yu waves following an operation to restore the arm torn off in an attack by a 440lb crocodile. Mr Po-yu, 28, who works at Shaoshan Zoo
in Taiwan, had been attempting to treat the sick Nile crocodile, an endangered species, but did not realise his attempt to anaesthetise the reptile had
failed until he put his hand through its bars and the crocodile snapped through his left arm. Surgeons performed a seven-hour operation to restore
the limb and are hopeful Mr Po-yu will recover some of its use. The crocodile, meanwhile, has now become one of the zoo’s most-visited attractions.

Leading Seaman Faye Turney, one of the 15
sailors held in Iran for two weeks, speaks to
TV presenter Sir Trevor Macdonald, a move
that has seen relief turn to anger that some of
the sailors have been paid to tell their story.
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ROD’S DAUGHTER

KIMBERLY STEWART
FOLLOWS IN THE FOOTSTEPS 

OF HIS EX-WIFE RACHEL 
AND FIANCEE PENNY AS SHE 

SIGNS UP WITH ULTIMO

T he women in Rod Stewart’s life

certainly seem to be popular with

lingerie brand Ultimo, which has just

signed up a third member of the clan

to model one of its underwear ranges.

Rod’s daughter Kimberly is follow-

ing in the strapmarks of both her

stepmothers – Penny Lancaster and

Rachel Hunter – by showing off her

curves for the Scots bra giant.

Ultimo announced last week that

Kimberly is to replace Jade Jagger as

the new face and body of its Adore

Moi range, which is exclusive to

Debenhams. She will reportedly earn

£100,000.

Meanwhile newspaper reports last

week suggested Rod might be less than

happy about his daughter’s new job.

After all, Ultimo is the company that

hired Rod’s fiancée Penny on a

£200,000 contract – only to replace her

in 2004 with his ex-wife Rachel, with a

reported £1million deal. The furore

that ensued was dubbed “bra wars” by

the tabloid press and Rod was said to

be furious with Ultimo.

Rachel admitted at the time: “I knew

I was walking into a minefield. But this

is my profession. I can’t apologise for

what I do but, at the same time, it’s not

revenge.

“I’d prefer not to be the one re-

placing Penny. All I can say is that she

looked beautiful in the advertising

campaign and she did a great job.”

Kimberly, who is friendly with both

Penny and Rachel – with whom she

often enjoys nights out on the town –

clearly feels the row is all water under

the bridge. And while Rachel and

Penny were both the faces of Ultimo,

the company points out that this role is

still occupied by Girls Aloud star Sarah

Harding, while Kimberly fronts

the Adore Moi range.

�



Blondes have more fun, according to
Ultimo: the lingerie makers have chosen

Kimberly Stewart, 27, to replace 35-year-
old Jade Jagger (below right) as the face

and body of its Adore Moi range. Previous
Ultimo ambassadresses have included
Kimberly’s stepmothers Rachel Hunter

(below left) and Penny Lancaster (centre)
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‘I so want to have 
an awesome career.
I’m proud to be my

dad’s daughter, 
but I also want to 

be recognised 
in my own right’

She wears it well:
Kimberly gave beach-

goers in Malibu,
California, a sneak

peek of her model body
when she indulged in a
spot of sunbathing last
week. And she proved

what great taste she
has as she pored over

a copy of HELLO!

Wild child Kimberly, daughter of

Rod’s first wife Alana Hamilton, already

has an impressive modelling record.

She has worked for American designer

Tommy Hilfiger and two years ago was

hired to promote Australian underwear

line Antz Pantz. In 2003 she showcased

her own range, Pinky Starfish, at Los

Angeles Fashion Week and more

recently she modelled I’m a Celebrity…
contestant Scott Henshall’s collection

for the catalogue company Freemans.

Kimberly has also co-hosted Ameri-

can celebrity show The Insider and shot

a pilot for her own MTV reality series

called Win Your Life Back, following in

the footsteps of her Simple Life pal Paris

Hilton.

She was recently voted most eligible

bachelorette by men’s magazine FHM,

beating the likes of Paris Hilton,

Scarlett Johansson and Princess

Beatrice, and not surprisingly has been

linked with a host of eligible men. In

2005 she was briefly engaged to US

soap actor Talan Torriero, she has

dated Scott Caan (son of James) and

been linked with Robbie Williams,

Calum Best and Jack Osbourne. 

Last week she was spotted in a

passionate clinch with Kings of Leon

rock star Caleb Followill in a London

club. The 25-year-old American singer

reportedly said: “She’s a nice girl. She

can really drink, and that’s what I look

for in a woman!”

As for her ambitions, she says: “I so

want to have an awesome career. I’m

proud to be my dad’s daughter, but I

also want to be recognised in my own

right.” It looks like she’s well on

her way to achieving that. H

REPORT: TRACY SCHAVERIAN

PHOTOS: JOHN PAUL BROOKER/

SCOPEFEATURES.COM
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TV News

BACK TO THE FUTURE AT

BAFTA TV
AWARDS
THE PAST IS IN

FASHION AMONG

NOMINEES FOR BIG

EXTRAVA-GONG-ZA

S
omeone called Elizabeth, preferably royal, seems

to be the best bet for a film or TV role if you’re an

actress chasing awards this year. Dame Helen Mirren

won an Oscar for her role as Queen Elizabeth II, and

hot on her heels comes Anne-Marie Duff, nominated

for Best Actress in the TV BAFTAs for her portrayal of

Elizabeth I in the BBC drama The Virgin Queen.

The 36-year-old Shameless star, whose husband

James McAvoy received a BAFTA film nomination for

his performance in The Last King of Scotland earlier

this year, was delighted to be recognised for a role

that she found “terrifying” to take on. 

“It’s a bit like playing a classical role, Shakespeare

or Ibsen. You’re aware of the tradition and feel you’re

part of the cycle,” she has said. Cate Blanchett,

Glenda Jackson and Dame Helen have played the

same role – Helen sent Anne-Marie flowers during

filming with the note “from one Queen to another”. 

However, the lack of acknowledgement for Dame

Helen from the academy was the big surprise among

the nominations. The 61-year-old actress, who has

given what is almost certainly her last performance as

Superintendent Jane Tennison in Prime Suspect, has

been nominated for each of the six previous series –

and lifted the Best Actress prize on three occasions.

Peter Salmon, the chairman of BAFTA’s TV

committee, admitted that her recent Oscar win may

have counted against her. 

“My guess is that having just won for The Queen
there might have been a feeling in the membership

that Helen is now such a great big film star and that

she has been suitably honoured,” he said.

“This has been a brilliant year for Helen but it has

also been an exceptionally strong year of fantastic

performances by a different generation of brilliant

young actresses.” 

The award ceremony, on 20 May, will be televised

live on BBC1 from the London Palladium. 

Anne-Marie will battle for the Best Actress gong with

Jane Eyre star Ruth Wilson, Samantha Morton, who

gave a chilling portrayal of Myra Hindley in Longford,

and Victoria Wood, who received a record 11th and

12th BAFTA nomination (Best Actress and Best Single

Drama) for her self-penned ITV drama Housewife, 49.

Her previous record of ten nominations was a

number shared by Dame Judi Dench, Paul Merton

and Morecambe and Wise.

The stars of retro police drama Life On Mars were

also celebrating after last week’s announcement –

John Simm received a Best Actor nomination for his

role as time-travelling policeman Sam Tyler. The

BBC1 series, whose finale was watched by some eight

million viewers last week, was also nominated in the

Best Drama Series and Pioneer Audience Award

categories – the latter voted for by the public. 

Also vying for Best Actor title are Jim Broadbent

and Andy Serkis, for their roles in Longford, and

Michael Sheen for his acclaimed portrayal of

Kenneth Williams in BBC4’s Fantabulosa!.
Ant and Dec also seem to have the Midas touch,

being nominated for Best Entertainment Per-

formance in t he week they have been filming their

new gameshow Wanna Bet for US network ABC. 

Despite their anticipated move to the US, the

Newcastle-born duo are committed to appearing on

John Simm is up for Best
Actor for his role as DI Sam

Tyler in Life on Mars, seen
below with DCI Gene Hunt
(Philip Glenister). Bottom:

Michael Sheen as Kenneth
Williams in Fantabulosa!.

Below left: Stephen Merchant
and Ricky Gervais, in Extras
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Anne-Marie Duff underwent an
amazing transformation to play
Queen Elizabeth I (left, in The
Virgin Queen). Comedienne
Victoria Wood based
Housewife, 49 (below) on the
wartime diaries of Lancashire
housewife Nella Last

ITV, with reports saying they’re due to sign a

£40million “golden handcuffs” deal with the network

– the biggest in UK TV history. “They are two of the

channel’s main faces,” said an industry insider. 

“It’s an immense amount, but Ant and Dec are worth

every penny. Everyone at ITV is extremely excited.” 

The best friends, both 31, have winning form,

having been named best entertainment presenters

for six years running at the National Television

Awards. This year sees them vying for the BAFTA with

Stephen Fry, Paul Merton and Jonathan Ross. 

Another pair of friends will be competing with

each other: Ricky Gervais and Stephen Merchant

have both been nominated for Best Comedy

Performance for their roles in hit show Extras. Not

that they will be letting an award come between

them. As “Barry from EastEnders”, aka Shaun

Williamson, an Extras regular, has said: “They remind

me of two big kids having fun. They’ve struck

the jackpot, and they’re enjoying it.” H

REPORT: DAWN EMERY
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WHO’S UP FOR AN AWARD?

ACTOR

Jim Broadbent, Longford
Andy Serkis, Longford
Michael Sheen, Fantabulosa!
John Simm, Life On Mars

ACTRESS

Anne-Marie Duff, The Virgin
Queen
Samantha Morton, Longford
Ruth Wilson, Jane Eyre
Victoria Wood, Housewife, 49

ENTERTAINMENT PERFORMANCE

Ant & Dec, Saturday Night
Takeaway
Stephen Fry, QI

Paul Merton, Have I Got News
For You
Jonathan Ross, Friday Night
with Jonathan Ross

COMEDY PERFORMANCE

Dawn French, The Vicar of
Dibley
Ricky Gervais, Extras
Stephen Merchant, Extras
Liz Smith: The Royle Family:
Queen of Sheba

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMME

Dancing on Ice
Derren Brown: The Heist
How Do You Solve a Problem

Like Maria?
The X-Factor

CONTINUING DRAMA

Casualty
Coronation Street
EastEnders
Emmerdale

PIONEER AUDIENCE AWARD

Life On Mars
The Royle Family: Queen of
Sheba
Dragons’ Den
The Vicar of Dibley Christmas
Special
Planet Earth



TV News

FROM NICE GUY IN ‘NEIGHBOURS’ TO NASTY IN ‘UGLY BETTY’

ALAN DALE
THE NEW ZEALAND-BORN ACTOR TELLS HOW

HE QUIETLY CONQUERED HOLLYWOOD

‘Old guys like me

don’t just come 

over here to LA 

and succeed. It

didn’t seem like it

could happen’

M
any a hopeful young actor dreams

of taking Hollywood by storm then

living happily ever after in a house on

the beach. That’s exactly what has

happened to former Neighbours star

Alan Dale, he just got there a little later

in life than most.

“It wasn’t an easy trick to pull off,”

admits Alan, 60 next month, who is

currently appearing in hit Channel 4

comedy Ugly Betty. “Old guys like me

don’t just come over here with a CV

that means nothing and succeed. It

didn’t seem like it could happen.”

It was a big gamble for the New

Zealand-born actor, who played nice

guy Jim Robinson on the Australian

soap for more than eight years. But

since his move from Australia to Los

Angeles seven years ago – with his wife

and two young sons in tow – Alan has

barely had a chance to catch his breath.

He has appeared in top TV shows

including ER, 24, Lost, The OC and The
West Wing, with his role as publishing

magnate Bradford Meade in the

campily hip hit comedy Ugly Betty the

hottest yet.

Life in Hollywood is quite a leap for

the former milkman. He shares a

home in the upmarket suburb of

Manhattan Beach with his wife Tracey

Pearson, a former beauty queen, and

their sons Nicholas, nine, and Daniel,

four. It’s modest by Beverly Hills

standards, but would be idyllic for most

of us. 

“I’d be foolish to become compla-

cent,” says Alan. “I don’t throw my

money away. I don’t live like Holly-

wood people. A lot of people would get

a big fancy place and I have a nice little

house with a pool, but it’s not a

mansion. I’ve got others, though, so I

won’t get into trouble. I think I’m okay.

“You can surf here. Great schools,

boutiques and shops. It’s a lovely life.

It’s a village life really and we love it.”

He has been happily married to

Tracey, 1986’s Miss Australia, for 17

years after they met during a practice

run for a celebrity version of the

Formula 1 Australian Grand Prix. 

“This extraordinarily beautiful girl,

nearly as tall as me, was walking

towards me,” he recalls. “So I said

something really sophisticated. I said,

‘Haven’t we met somewhere before?’

She gave me hell about that for 

years. She took my breath away.”

When he watched Tracey practise

for the race he found himself next to

her chaperone. “I think she saw that

my eyes were sparkling,” he laughs,

“because she said, ‘She looks a lot

older than she is, doesn’t she?’ I think

she was trying to tell me something!

Tracey was 21, I was 39. I thought,

‘Ooh, this is inappropriate.’” 

After all, sons Simon and Matthew

from Alan’s first marriage were just five

and six years younger than Tracey.

(Simon is now an announcer on

London’s Kiss 100 FM radio, while

Sydney-based Matthew travels with the

entertainment act The Three Waiters.)
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you asked me? Well, I’ve thought about

it, but I want to have children and

you’ve already had children.’ 

“I said, ‘All right. My condition is I

want ten years to play because I had my

sons when I was 21. And I never got to

play, I never got to travel and do all

those fun things. So I want to play with

you. If you’ll agree to that, that’s it.’ So

that’s what we did. It was almost ten

years to the day we had a baby. The

second one was my fault.”

They were in a New Zealand hotel

on 11 September 2001, he explains,

watching the horrific scenes in New

York unfold on television. “Later, we

were sitting on the hotel balcony

looking at Nicholas playing around the

pond with some beautiful teal ducks.

He was just such a joy to us and the

world was ending, so I just looked at

Trace and said, ‘Why don’t we have

another one? He could do with a

brother. It would be better for him,

he’s a bit lonely sometimes.’ She

looked at me like I was crazy!

“Well, I don’t regret it one bit. He is

stunning, the little one who came from

that. He’s American, speaks with an

American accent. Nick loves him, and

he’s just such a great little kid.”

It was when he was a child himself

that Alan got a taste of acting – in the

small amateur theatre his parents

built. “As a kid, I’d go and wind the

wind machine,” he remembers.

“There was virtually no professional

theatre in New Zealand in the early

1960s. In a country with 3 million

people, you’d be dreaming if you

thought you were going to make a

living as an actor.”

So he sold cars and property and

delivered milk. He married young and

became a father. (He and first wife

Claire divorced when he was 31.) “So

acting sort of slipped away,” he says.

Then he got a break in radio after

hearing a local host walk off the job

one night while listening to the radio

in his truck. Alan promptly drove to the

station to offer his own services. “I was

cheeky,” he laughs. He didn’t get the

job but he did get studio access to learn

the craft and soon landed an afternoon

show. At 30, he took the plunge into a

bigger pool by leaving for Sydney. 

“I never left New Zealand because I

wanted to, I loved it,” he says. “But I

arrived in Sydney at 1pm and by

5.30pm I had an agent.” 

Within days, he had a razor

commercial and a part on TV’s The
Young Doctors. “So I knew I was in the

right place.” In 1985, he joined

Neighbours and that was it until 1993

when Jim died of a heart attack. 

Alan’s complaints about the show’s

producers and what he regarded as a

miserly Neighbours salary have made

news. He boycotted the show’s 20-year

reunion but had mostly kept quiet.

“This time I didn’t and I regret it,” he

says. “Not because what I said was

wrong – because they did rip us off.
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Alan relaxes in his Hollywood home
with former beauty queen wife
Tracey. “You can surf here. It’s a
lovely life, and we love it,” he says

Despite the age gap, however, Alan was

smitten and invited her on to the radio

show he was presenting at the time.

“There was lots of giggling and

laughing,” he recalls.

Their first dinner date was also

memorable. “A couple of women in

the restaurant started to squeal,” he

says. “And Tracey said, ‘Oooh, I know

CPR! I can give mouth to mouth.’ I

said, ‘No, it’s all right. They’ve seen

me. Neighbours is a bit of a hit and

things are getting a bit out of control.’

She was amazed.”

Amazed, but not deterred, the

couple married in 1990. “We’re just

really content and really get on,” says

Alan of their enduring romance. “I

love Trace like I loved her then and

here we are, 20 years later. That’s what

you hope a relationship will be like.

The age difference problems, little

things along the way, we just laughed

about. We don’t even think about it

now. She’s 42 and I’m nearly 60.”

It’s no accident that Alan and Tracey

waited a decade to have their first child

together. “That was the deal,” Alan

reveals. When he first popped the

question, Tracey turned him down.

“Then later she said, ‘You know what

‘I love Trace like I loved her then and here

we are, 20 years later. We just really get on.

That’s what you hope a relationship will be’

�



TV News

“Let me just make it clear,” he says.

“I love Neighbours. It put my boys

through school. I have nothing but

gratitude and affection for the show.

We had lots of high times and it saw me

through a tough time. That’s the truth.

But the people who made it were

greedy people.”

Hollywood finally beckoned in 1999

when his TV work in Australia slowed

down. He’d met American actor

Gregory Harrison in Australia while

working on a US TV movie, The First
Daughter, and Gregory suggested Alan

attend the film’s LA debut. Alan had

never been to Los Angeles: “But I

thought it might be quite fun to go.”

With Alan in his 50s, it seemed like

now or never so the family quietly

arrived in LA in January 2000. “I didn’t

talk to anyone about it,” he explains,

“because I’d seen so many stories about

people who’d come to Hollywood to

make it and they hadn’t.” 

His breakthrough was on ER,

playing a paralysed South African and

working with Oscar-winner Sally Field

and British actress Alex Kingston. “She

made it so lovely on ER because she

walked across to me and said, ‘You

weren’t in Neighbours were you?’ and

then started to squeal. What a lovely

girl – and what a welcome.”

He was soon working nonstop,

playing the sinister Toothpick Man in

The X-Files, before moving on to

important roles in several hit series. 

He’s made less impact on the big

screen, landing small parts like the

president of the Romulan Senate in

Star Trek: Nemesis, wearing a full head

mask with only a straw to breathe

through. Just as he made a speech in

the senate, all present were turned to

stone. “So I fall over,” he chuckles,

“and just as I smashed to the ground,

the opening credits started!” 

In Ugly Betty, Alan’s character hand-

picks frumpy-looking Betty (America

Ferrara) to work at Mode magazine so

that his womanising son won’t be

tempted to sleep with her. Alan

confesses that he had no clue the show

was a smash hit in the making.

“But the script was fine and funny,

and I enjoyed Bradford,” he says. His

sombre, secretive Rupert Murdochian

character is the mystery mixed in with

the show’s flamboyant humour. 

For now, the family are happy to stay

in the States for Alan’s work, although

they have bought a beach house north

of Auckland and visit twice a year. 

“I don’t really know why I’ve been so

lucky,” he shrugs. “I do think I’ve been

pretty focused. I still go to the gym

every day. 

“You have to be focused if you want

to have a full and fun life. Not many

things land in your lap. I’ve had a few

slaps over the years, probably deserved

a few of them as well. But you just

have to keep going.”

‘I don’t really know

why I’ve been so

lucky. You have to 

be focused if you

want to have a full

and fun life’

H

Alan (above, with sons Nicholas and Daniel) made his breakthrough on US TV in the hit hospital drama ER (below
left) and has become increasingly in demand. His latest hit is award-winning sitcom Ugly Betty, in which he plays
icy publishing magnate Bradford Meade (below right, with America Ferrara, who plays the title character)
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There’s no pleasing some
people. The more you offer, the
less they appreciate. The more
you explain, the less they
understand. The more you try,
the less they seem to care.
Happily, you are a Taurean.
You do not do things in the

expectation of getting results. You do things because
they are interesting to do. Results, if or when they
come, arrive as much in spite of as because of anything
you have done. Be a little more casual and unconcerned
this week – if you rise to the bait that is now being
cast, you may end up exceedingly exasperated. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Taurus

“If you’re happy and you know
it, clap your hands.” So goes the
children’s song. What if you are
happy but you do not know it?
What then? Under such strange
circumstances you could find
yourself complaining bitterly,
listing your cares, wallowing in

your worries. You might appear disenchanted,
disillusioned or disgruntled. It could take you a while to
realise you are in fact totally full of joy and
contentment. You may not know you are happy now,
but Venus is in your sign. This week, many negative
notions suddenly turn positive, bringing great joy. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Gemini

Your finances are not exactly in
great shape. The trouble is, you
have only one sum of money yet
there seem to be several places
where it needs to go. Much the
same can be said about your
heart and your time. Everyone
wants a piece of you. You can, if

you wish, make this the focal point of your week. You
can spend your whole time worrying about the
impossible situation you seem to find yourself in. It is a
free world. Nobody will stop you from doing any of
this. But it really is not necessary. For somehow, one
way or another, everything is going to work out well.
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Cancer

You have long since learnt how to
cope with difficulty. Life has given
you a good education. You have
emerged, with first-class honours,
from the University of Adversity.
You are in some ways better at
handling trouble than seizing
opportunity. This may be why

you often deliberately choose tricky roads to travel.
They make you feel in your element. I cannot predict
angst and aggravation for you now, I foresee hope and
inspiration – Pluto and the Sun point to an imminent
improvement. You will still face challenges, but if you
draw on your experience, you will overcome them all. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Leo

Do you simply have to put up
with what you do not like? Only
up to a point. You have the
power – and the opportunity –
to bring about sweeping change
now. But do you have the
courage? Do you fear that, if
you turn everything upside

down, you will end up even worse off than you seem?
Don’t be reckless, but do be ready to trust the good
idea that is now starting to emerge. There is a very
clever solution to your current problem. You are more
than intelligent enough to find it. Gradually, this
week, a battling situation will start to make sense. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Virgo

Universities run courses in most
subjects these days. You’d be
surprised what you can get an
advanced qualification in. But it
is not yet possible to achieve a
degree in miracle working. The
reasons for this are unclear. It
may be due to a shortage of

teachers or it may be that the students are to blame.
Apparently, very few people are interested in
developing such a skill. They do not want
responsibilities that go alongside such power. Lately,
you have bravely set out to make a miracle happen.
You don’t need assistance, just a little encouragement. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Libra

“Blessed are they who have no
expectations, for they shall not
be disappointed.” Some people
see this as an excellent creed.
Others feel it is the ultimate cop-
out. Which view is correct? Well,
you are a Scorpio. Surely, you
know better than anyone how

two apparently opposing ideas can both be relevant and
valid. Sit on that fence, hedge those bets, cover those
bases, but don’t, please, lower your sights or standards
too far. You really do now have a reason to expect good
results. And it would be a shame to miss out on these
just by adopting some overly pessimistic point of view. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Scorpio

As Venus now settles into your
opposite sign, she continues to
shine so brightly and so
surprisingly high that it gives us
all the impression that we are
watching some spacecraft full of
extraterrestrials, watching us.
What do they want? Are they

secretly planning to land and walk among us? I am not
seriously suggesting you can expect to be abducted by
aliens, but I do foresee some close encounter of a very
special kind. As we approach a New Moon in the part
of your chart that governs inner comfort, the week
may yet bring you an out-of-this-world experience.
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Sagittarius

Hello, I wonder if you could do
me a small favour? That’s so
kind. All I want you to do is buy
a large piece of board and some
black ink. If you could now 
paint on this the letters F, O, O
and then L, that would be great.
Now, would you be kind enough

to stand in the market square, holding this sign above
your head? That’s very good of you. You don’t mind if
we don’t bother with a prediction, do you? It’s just I’m
feeling a little tired and, anyway, that just about says it
all. This week you really need to watch for people taking
advantage of you. Feel less obligated. Be more cautious. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Capricorn

Don’t get a bee in your bonnet.
Don’t keep a hornet under your
hat. Stinging insects are best kept
well away from sensitive parts of
the anatomy. As you now look at
a certain situation, you find
yourself strongly inclined to make
a particular move or statement.

To follow this impulse is to invite an entire colony to set
up a hive on your head. Keep your distance. Resist
temptation. A certain person now seems keen to engage
you in a fruitless pursuit. Don’t acquiesce for the sake of
being nice. Tell them to buzz off. You have a lot of power
and energy. Use this to be productive and constructive. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

AFTER DIALLING, PICK 1 FOR YOUR WEEK AHEAD, 2 FOR A PERSONAL PREDICTION, OR 3 FOR A TAROT READING. CALLS COST JUST 75p PER MINUTE. THE “SPECIAL NUMBER” FOR EACH SIGN IS: ARIES, 1; TAURUS, 2;

GEMINI, 3; CANCER, 4; LEO, 5; VIRGO, 6; LIBRA, 7; SCORPIO, 8; SAGITTARIUS, 9; CAPRICORN, 10; AQUARIUS, 11; PISCES, 12. YOU MAY NEED TO DIAL 100 AND ASK YOUR OPERATOR TO ENABLE PREMIUM RATE CALLS.

CHARGES FROM A MOBILE WILL BE HIGHER. WE RECOMMEND YOU CALL FROM A LANDLINE. TECHNICAL HELPLINE: 0800-138 9789. JONATHAN WRITES YOUR FORECAST EVERY DAY IN THE DAILY MAIL

Jonathan Cainer

The communication
planet Mercury has
briefly moved into your
sign, giving you an
unparalleled chance to
get organised, sort out
systems, make plans,
decide on strategies and
directions. It will also
enable better dialogue,
empathy, negotiation
and persuasion. You
may think that you are
trying to achieve many

things at the moment, but in truth there is only one
thing you really require – understanding. The New
Moon in your sign is about to bring you that. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Call 0906-755 7000.

Kate Hudson is 28 

on 19 April 

21 MAR - 20 APR
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Tomorrow is not just “another
day”. Tomorrow’s something far
bigger – another world, another
life, another way of being. When
we look to the future we see
infinite possibility. We realise we
can take nothing for granted. This
excites us and unnerves us all at

the same time. It makes us want to take out insurance
policies so that we can protect ourselves against
change. It also makes us yearn for the adventure
which that very change will bring. You stand on the
threshold of a bright new tomorrow. Do you want to
run to it or from it? You can do either, but not both. 
Got a big question? Need an urgent answer? I’ll read

your Tarot cards, right now. Just call 0906-755 7000.

Pisces

20 FEB - 20 MAR

22 MAY - 22 JUN 24 SEP - 23 OCT

23 JUN - 23 JUL 24 OCT - 22 NOV

22 DEC - 20 JAN

21 JAN - 19 FEB

24 AUG - 23 SEP

23 NOV - 21 DEC24 JUL - 23 AUG

Aries
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21 APR - 21 MAY

By the time you see this, I should be back from Tibet. Tibetans famously see

visions, cast horoscopes, appoint official oracles and base government

decisions on divination. Though many now live in exile, fascinating

predictions still emanate from their sacred city of Lhasa. Soon, I’ll say more



“How to get 
the best from life”
No 2: The watching brief

“Always do your bird watching from a front window.  

That way you are perfectly placed to welcome your 

lady on her return home. Masses of brownie points 

for no effort! Now what about your dinner? 

T r y  d e l i c i o u s  G O U R M E T  P E A R L  M i n i  F i l l e t s

wit h  Chicken or  even new Ocean Del icacies

wit h succulent  whole  shrimps.  How can you

possibly  res is t?”

Terms & Conditions: 1. No purchase necessary. 2. Offer closes 30th November 2007. 3. Only one pouch per household and while stocks last. 4. 200,000 Gourmet
with Chicken (85g) pouches will be available. 5. Pouch will be dispatched within 28 days of receipt of application. 6. There is no cash alternative. 
7. No responsibility can be accepted for entries lost, damaged or delayed in the post. Proof of posting does not constitute proof of delivery. 8. This offer is open

to UK residents aged 18 and over, except employees of Nestlé Purina Petcare, its agents or anyone else professionally connected with this offer. 
PROMOTER: Nestlé Purina Petcare (U.K.) Ltd., St. George’s House, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1NR (Please do not send applications to this address).

At Nestlé Purina Petcare (UK) Ltd we’re passionate about pets. Please tick here if you would like to receive news and special offers.

Mr/Mrs/Ms (please circle) Full Name _____________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ Postcode: _______________________

A FREE Gourmet dinner

Gourmet Meal Offer, FREEPOST, Uckfield, East Sussex, TN22 1QQ

Please tick here if you would like to receive more information from Nestlé UK and its associated group of companies. 
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According to the sisters, Helen takes after their Bohemian father and is emotionally volatile and fond
of poetry, while Janet takes after their English mother and is more pragmatic. Janet, the elder, has
always indulged Helen, and has also always been there for her when things got tough – for example,
when Helen became a single mother to daughter Hannah. They are both quite competitive people,

but have chosen very different life paths – Janet is a voluntary worker at a hospice

COMEDIAN
HELEN LEDERER

AND HER 
SISTER JANET

special bond; they’d go shopping together, do

things together, just the two of them. Janet was

wonderful with Hannah when our mum died

and helped to fill the gap. 

“We’re generally there for each other, but we

had very different lives at one point. She had

small children and I was starting out in stand-up

comedy. It was a time of extremes: my ‘mad’ life

and her ‘sane’ life; and then I became a mum

and, from day one, she’s been a really good

auntie to Hannah. 

“We’re both quite competitive people, but in

very different ways. Her family tease her quite a

lot because she has this way of missing out

crucial bits of information in an anecdote, and

we have that in common. We do and say things

quite quickly and think we’ve said something

when we haven’t. 

“I get quite excited about all the things I want

to do and the places I want to go to, which

doesn’t necessarily bring fulfilment, whereas

Comedian, writer and actress

Helen Lederer, 52, was born

in Llandovery, Wales. Her Czech-

born father, Peter, a civil engineer,

relocated to Baghdad a few months

later where Helen lived until the

family moved to southeast London

when she was three. She started out

as a stand-up comic at London’s

Comedy Store before breaking into

TV on Naked Video and more recently,

Absolutely Fabulous.
Her many stage appearances

include Educating Rita and The
Vagina Monologues, and she is

currently starring in the comedy

Wake Up and Smell the Coffee at

Hampstead’s New End Theatre.

Helen also features in the current

series of BBC2’s Through the Keyhole.
She lives in south London with

her second husband, Chris, a GP,

and her 17-year-old daughter

Hannah from her first marriage to

journalist Roger Alton. Her sister,

Janet, 54, does voluntary work at a

hospice and lives near Sevenoaks in

Kent with her husband Brian, who’s

retired. They have two children,

Chris, 28, and Georgie, 26.

HELEN’S STORY

“Janet and I are very different types

of people. There was a brief time as

children when we did sort of look

alike, but that could have been

because our mother, Jeanne – a very

English lady who came from the Isle

of Wight – dressed us in the same

way. Nowadays you’d never know we

were related. 

“I’m very short, at 5ft 2in, and I’ve

been various degrees of roundness

throughout my life, whereas Janet is

taller – about 5ft 7in – with a longer,

thinner face, and she’s very sporty.

She plays tennis, swims – you name

it, she does it – and at school she was

good at lacrosse and was in the A

teams at sports, and I wasn’t. 

“I’m a lazy cow. I might have short

spurts of trying to be fit, like when I

was about to open in Wake Up and
Smell the Coffee, and I was thinking,

‘God, everyone’s going to see my fat

bum on stage,’ and I got a bit de-

pressed about that. Janet in my

position would have been swimming

100 lengths every morning. 

“I probably show more of the

Slavic side of our parentage and

Janet maybe shows more of the

English side. I get happier and

sadder than her. If something’s

bothering her, she’ll come up with

solutions; she’s a problem-solver

whereas I just waste a lot of time

worrying.

“I always got quite hysterical about

things and she had to make sure I

didn’t go off the rails. I liked to fanta-

sise and write poems which I used to

read to my poor parents. The two of us

didn’t have the same taste in anything;

her room was decorated in orange

and mine was done in navy blue. 

“We both attended Blackheath

High School and it was quite cool to

have an older sister at senior school

in those days. She then went off to

college and I quite missed her. 

“We’ve always been independent

people; we’ve had to be. Our father

died when I was still at university, and

then our mother died in 1999, just

before I married Chris, so Janet and I

have had to be quite self-reliant. 

“We were incredibly close to our

parents, so bereavement hit us very

hard. Hannah and my mum had a

MY MEMORIES
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As girls, the two spent time in some exotic places. In fact, Helen was just a baby when the family
moved to Baghdad, and she took her first steps by the Pyramids in Egypt. Below: as teenagers on
holiday in the Dolomites. By then Helen, on the right, and Janet looked quite different from each other

‘Helen used to have
some odd boyfriends,
often with Communist

tendencies. They’d have
long hair and be all
bubbly and give my
parents a few more

things to worry about’

“I could see Helen in my daughter Georgie the

minute she was born. My husband and I both said ‘My

God, it’s Helen!’ 

“She was an exotic aunt for our children when they

were young because she was recording all these radio

and TV shows and would take them along; they saw

the early performances of Ab Fab – Dawn French is

Hannah’s godmother. 

“There’s a lot of the child still in Helen, and in me,

too. We always spend Christmas at each other’s home;

she’s quite at peace with herself, which my

mother was as well. Despite my bad behaviour

over the years, she hasn’t gone away. 

“We’ve taken divergent paths and that

hasn’t come between us. Now there’s just the

two of us, I hope we can keep it going in our

different ways.” 

JANET’S STORY

“Helen has more emotional highs and lows than

me. I’m much steadier, though I’m probably

getting more like her as I get older. I think I’ve

rather played the big sister too much. I’ve

tended to think, ‘Oh, I’ll do that for her,’ when

actually she’s perfectly capable of doing things

for herself. 

“She works in a very tough environment and

hasn’t had anywhere near as easy a life as I have.

I take my hat off to her. When she was single

and bringing up Hannah, she still managed to

work. It wasn’t easy, especially 11 years ago

when her agent’s business collapsed and Helen

lost a lot of money. 

“She’s had an eventful life. She was a baby

when we went to live in Baghdad, where our dad

was involved in building dams. My mother told

us that Helen took her first steps by the Great

Sphinx of Giza, when we were in Egypt.

“Helen was always a mimic – she did a good

Fanny Craddock – or we’d play at being film stars

and she’d be Sophia Loren and I’d do her hair.

She adored the Beatles and her bedroom was

full of their pictures. George Harrison was her

favourite; I went for Paul McCartney. 

“Our parents sometimes went away and our

grandmother would come and look after us. I’d

buy a tube of Parma Violets and put one sweet by

Helen’s bed each night and say, ‘That’s for the

morning,’ and then tuck her up. 

“She was very much a social creature with a

talent for creating a good atmosphere. She used

to have some odd boyfriends, often with

Communist tendencies. They’d have long hair

and be all bubbly and give my parents a few more

things to worry about. 

“We had a very close relationship with our

parents, so that when our father died at only 51 it

was a huge shock to us. I’d been married six

months at that point, but Helen was still at

university and it hit her badly. She had a really

strong attachment to him – he understood her

very well – and that loss left an enormous gap in

her life. 

“Dad came from the Spa town of Teplice, in

Bohemia, and so he was a real Bohemian;

Helen was always slightly ‘different’ and I

suspect that was because she plugged into the

Bohemian side of her psyche rather more than

I did into mine. 

“Our mother was a quintessential English-

woman and Helen was particularly affected

when she died because she’d been a great

support to Hannah while she was still single.

Helen’s strength of character came to the fore

when she gave a eulogy at the funeral. She spoke

with humour about our mother’s life and

whenever she was on the verge of crying, she just

talked faster and faster. 

INTERVIEWS: IAN WOODWARD
PHOTOS: MARK CHILVERS

CO-ORDINATION: MARQUESA DE VARELA INTL LTD

we alternate. We play lots of games and quizzes and

charades – we’ve done charades since we were

children, and I suppose she’s still play-acting. 

“I’m bowled over by how she’s succeeded in a very

difficult world, but I’ve always worried about

Helen. I’ll always be the big sister.” H



A BICYCLE MADE FOR TWO… HUNDRED
In cycling-crazy Chonqing, China, this
bride and groom were happy to wheel off
into married life, accompanied by several
hundred pedalling pals.

THE WORLD

IN PICTURES



EASY RIDER    With the vroom of a racing bike and a roof for rainy days,
this two-seater MonoTracer can go from 0 to 62 in 5.7secs and is also
modest in fuel consumption and emissions. And no worries about getting
your feet wet: stabilisers descend when it comes to a stop. The price tag?
Around £35,000 – but its Swiss makers only produce around 100 a year.
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THE WORLD

IN PICTURES

WOOL YOU BELIEVE IT    Motorists on the M8 in Lothian are seeing
red… sheep. Farmer Andrew Jack painted his flock of 54 (with
animal-friendly dye) to cheer up motorists stuck in jams by his fields. DREAM MACHINE    Isle of Wight local Nick Pointing spent a pain-

staking four years converting his Land Rover (above) into a version of
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (below), his wife being a huge fan of the film.
The couple now plan to drive it overland to Australia for charity. 

�

�

�
FERRARI FAREWELL    Accompanied by Nadia Bjorlin, Eddie Griffin
mourns Enzo, the £750,000 car he wrote off while promoting Redline.
It’s “lying in state” by Mann’s Chinese Theatre until the film’s premiere. 
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WHEN IS THE
RIGHT TIME
TO START A

FAMILY?
UNDERSTANDING YOUR FERTILITY

CYCLE CLEARLY HELPS THE

CHANCES OF CONCEIVING. THE

CLEARBLUE FERTILITY MONITOR

IS THE MOST ADVANCED HOME

METHOD INCREASING YOUR

CHANCES BY 89 PERCENT*

ADVERTORIAL FEATURE

A
s many as one in six couples are reported to have
trouble conceiving. It can take several months to get

pregnant, which of course is generally nothing to worry
about, but many couples might still want to take steps to
increase the chance of having a baby sooner by monitoring
their fertility levels. This is because conception is most
likely during a six-day fertile window.  

Until now, home methods for detecting fertility levels
have ranged from taking daily temperature readings to
home ovulation tests, which give around 24–36 hours
advance notice of ovulation and identify the two days of
peak fertility each cycle. But now there’s a new way to
monitor fertility: more advanced than any other home
method, the Clearblue Fertility Monitor more accurately
identifies more fertile days than any other home
method. Easy to use and 99 percent accurate, Clearblue
reliably indicates the days of your cycle when you
are most likely to conceive by using a hand-held
monitor and simple urine tests, which measure two
different hormones.  

The innovative Clearblue method has been proven to
help women conceive. In a study comparing a group of
women who were using the Clearblue Fertility Monitor
with a group who were not, the pregnancy rate was 89
percent* higher in the group who were using the
Clearblue Fertility Monitor within the first two cycles of use.

Not only does the Clearblue Fertility Monitor more
accurately identify more fertile days than any other home
method, it’s also completely natural, suitable for those with
regular and irregular periods**, and is ideal for those
couples who are proactively planning pregnancy – a unique
innovation in home fertility that lets you take control.

For more details visit www.Clearblue.info/uk or call
the Clearblue Careline on 0845-607 6596 (UK)  or
1890-882884 (Republic of Ireland) Advisors available
Mon-Fri, 7am-3pm, excluding bank holidays.

“We had been trying for a baby for two years. When you first start trying, you think it’s going to
happen quite quickly. We’d tried everything, charting temperature, ovulation tests, and natural
methods, but they didn’t work for us. Then we came across the Fertility Monitor and it was
brilliant. It made trying for a baby a lot less stressful for us, and within four months I fell pregnant!”

Joanne from Bedford, mother of baby Kofi (above)

NEAR PERFECT TIMING WITH

CLEARBLUE FERTILITY MONITOR

The Monitor typically identifies one to five
days of high fertility, before identifying
two days of peak fertility each cycle. It
displays your fertility every day as low,
high or peak, showing you all the days on
which you are more likely to get pregnant.

GRAPH OF PEAK FERTILITY TIMES

HAVE SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT WITH A CLEARBLUE DIGITAL OVULATION TEST

Clearblue Digital Ovulation Test tells you the best two days to conceive your baby naturally. It’s also
the only ovulation test where the result appears on an easy-read LCD display. A ‘smiley face’ on
the screen, lets you know you are at your most fertile and that you should make love in the next
48 hours to maximise your chances of conceiving. Each pack contains seven test sticks, two more
than any other brand, for better results. For further information visit www.Clearblue.info/uk

* Within first two cycles of use, based on a study of 302 women who used the Clearblue Fertility Monitor for two cycles compared with a control group of 347 women who did not use the Clearblue Fertility Monitor.
** Suitable for cycle lengths between 21 and 42 days



Tori and actor husband Dean McDermott take their one-month-old son out in Beverly Hills. Tori is delighted that the birth helped reconcile her with her
mum after a year’s estrangement. “Having a child puts it all into perspective,” she says. “I ‘get’ my mom’s bond with me. You can’t ever let go of that”
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I t had been a tumultuous year for Tori Spelling –

she lost her TV mogul father Aaron last June just a

month after her wedding, and she also became

painfully, and very publicly, estranged from her

mum Candy. But after the birth of her son Liam a

month ago, it seems family life is finally a walk in the

park for the famous new mum and her actor

husband Dean McDermott. 

The couple, who each split from previous

spouses in 2005, were the picture of happiness as

they took a quiet garden stroll with baby Liam. The

photos, snapped during the family’s weekend mini-

break at the Beverly Hills Hotel, also show that

Dean’s a hands-on dad. “From the moment we met,

we did everything together, and it’s no different

now,” Tori told Us Magazine. “We change Liam

together, we feed him together... We’ve become

even more connected.”

Liam’s arrival also marked a whole new

beginning for the actress and her mother Candy.

Estranged for nearly a year, mum and daughter

reconciled just before little Liam Aaron was born,

and Candy was right there in the delivery room.

The proud grandma couldn’t be happier that she

and Tori are close again. “It feels great,” she said

recently. “There’s nothing more binding than

family.” The emotional reunion, though, left Tori

with just one regret: “I wish my dad got to see it,”

she said, “but I think he is looking down on us.”

With the $800,000 Tori inherited from her dad,

she and Dean have opened their own bed and

breakfast, the recently-inaugurated Chateau

LaRue, a process documented in their new reality

TV show, Inn Love. And so it seems everything

is finally in place for the couple – but most

importantly, Tori at last has the happy family that

she’s always dreamed of. And that family includes

her mum.

“Having a child puts it all into perspective,” she

told Us. “Knowing the bond I have with Liam

means that I ‘get’ my mom’s bond with me.

You can’t ever let go of that. It’s love.” H

TORI SPELLING AND
HUSBAND DEAN

BRING JOY TO HER FAMILY
AS BABY LIAM HELPS HEAL
THE RIFT WITH HER MUM
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Double act: Kate
was at Pete’s side

for his London gigs
last week. The

musician set
tongues wagging

when he dedicated 
a song to his

“fiancée” after she
had joined him on

stage (below)

KATE MOSS AND PETE DOHERTY
ARE VERY MUCH IN TUNE AS THEY 
SHARE A MUSICAL ENGAGEMENT

H er schedule may be as frantic as

ever, but Kate Moss happily took

time out to stand by her man last week.

The 33-year-old model-turned-

fashion designer joined a sell-out

crowd at London’s Hackney Empire

for An Evening with Pete Doherty as her

controversial boyfriend performed an

acoustic set of his songs. 

As has become tradition, Kate joined

him briefly on stage, to sing her line in

the song La Belle et la Bête – “Is she more

beautiful than me?”. But Pete, 28,

raised more eyebrows when for the

f irs t  time in public he called Kate

his  “fiancée” as he dedicated a song

to her. 

Despite claims that her Topshop

range, which launches next month,

will flop in the US if she stays with Pete,

Kate is standing firm. She’s even

rumoured to be whisking him off for a

romantic weekend in Paris.

The short break would follow hot on

the heels of her recent trip to Los

Angeles, where she and ex-partner

Jefferson Hack took their daughter

Lila Grace, four, to Disneyland. 

Kate recently revealed that since Lila

started school, she rarely travels in

term time. “I like to put her to bed –

that’s my thing,” she said, insisting

that despite her rock chick image,

she’s as “normal as you can get”. H
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THE FASHION WORLD
MOURNS DIOR DESIGNER

STEVEN ROBINSON

“My rock, my dearest friend… my family,” is how Galliano described
Robinson, who died unexpectedly last month aged 38. Left: deeply affected,
the British designer arrives for the funeral at Paris’ American Cathedral,
followed by Gisele Bundchen (below left) and Naomi Campbell (below)

The fashion world was last week

reeling from the unexpected

death of John Galliano’s right hand-

man at Dior, Steven Robinson, 38,

who was found dead at his Paris

apartment.

“Steven has been my rock, my

dearest friend and not someone

who was meant to ever leave me,”

Galliano said of his Norfolk-born

colleague. “He was my family, un-

swerving in his loyalty and dedication

ever since he was only 17.”

Robinson, who apparently died of

a heart attack, joined fellow Brit

Galliano in Paris after the latter

got his big career break. At Dior,

MODELS NAOMI AND GISELE JOIN 
JOHN GALLIANO TO REMEMBER HIS

FRIEND AND RIGHT-HAND MAN
Robinson preferred to remain in the

background, “acting as the glue that

kept all the magic together” accord-

ing to the flamboyant couturier.

“He was one of the great unsung

talents of the modern fashion world

and his creativity knew no bounds,”

said Dior of the man credited with

being the commercial influence on

John’s famously extravagant designs.

Supermodels Gisele Bundchen

and Naomi Campbell, accompanied

by Vogue editor-at-large Andre Leon

Talley, were among those who

turned out for the funeral service,

held in the French capital’s

American Cathedral. H
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From the historic backdrop of Althorp House to
the beautiful bride, Spanish ‘It’ girl Claudia Ortiz
Domecq, this nuptial scene is just about perfect
– but it’s pure fantasy. Wearing a Pronovias
gown with layers of frothy silk tulle, Claudia, in
fact, is just one of eight bright young things –
including Lady Isabella Hervey and Poppy
Delevigne – stepping into the role of bride for
this exclusive HELLO! photoshoot

WEDDING FASHION SPECIAL

PHOTOGRAPHED EXCLUSIVELY AT ALTHORP HOUSE

HERE COMES THE BRIDE
SOCIETY BEAUTIES MODEL
GOWNS BY PRONOVIAS

PHOTOGRAPHED EXCLUSIVELY AT ALTHORP HOUSE

HERE COMES THE BRIDE
SOCIETY BEAUTIES MODEL
GOWNS BY PRONOVIAS
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Whether in a more traditional
silhouette or ultra-glam gown,
the perennial favourite when it
comes to bridal hues is classic
white. From left to right: British

beauties Poppy Delevigne,
Lady Rose Hanbury and Lady
Isabella Hervey, join Spanish

socialites Claudia and Valeria
Carbó Güell in the grounds

Empire waistlines, hot on the
catwalks, are also a fresh

option for bridalwear. Poppy
wears a gorgeous example, in
broderie anglaise with a velvet
ribbon accenting the bustline,
by Manuel Mota for Pronovias
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Our beautiful brides show off 
eight fabulous gowns. From left to

right, standing: Lady Marina
Hanbury, Carlota, Valeria, Poppy;

seated: Mercedes, Lady Rose
Hanbury, Lady Isabella, Claudia.

Styles range from Marina’s
romantic costume drama look to

Valeria’s red carpet glamour gown

131



Scenes from our exclusive HELLO! fashion shoot

look as if they could have taken place at the

year’s most lavish society nuptials – which is no

surprise given the setting, the historic Spencer

family home Althorp House; the dreamy gowns,

from Pronovias; and of course, the key ingredient –

beautiful ‘It’ girl brides. 

Helping us complete the scene are four of

Britain’s most stunning young socialites, gamely

playing the role of ravishing wives-to-be: Lady

Isabella Hervey, the 25-year-old fitness trainer

daughter of the 6th Marquis of Bristol; society

model Poppy Delevigne, 21; and siblings Lady

Marina and Lady Rose Hanbury, 24 and 23. 

Joining the British foursome in showing off the

Spanish fashion house’s wedding gowns, and

adding a dose of Mediterranean glamour in the

process, are a quartet of Spain’s up-and-coming

bright young things: London student and daughter

of the Marques de Montalvo, Carlota Fernandez de

Cordoba Cendra, 22; Mercedes Valdenebro

Montes, 22, daughter of the Marques de Jodar;

London-based Valeria Carbo Guell, daughter of the

Conde de Guell; and Claudia Ortiz Domecq, 18,

whose father is one of Spain’s most famous singing

stars, Bertin Osborne.

While it was Lady Isabella who recently

confessed to HELLO! that she’s “ready to get

married”, each girl looks right at home in the

season’s most beautiful wedding gowns. Ranging

from classic to glam, the floor-sweeping creations

are all from Pronovias, which boasts a tremendous

stable of designers, including Italian couturier

Valentino and Lebanese celebrity favourite Elie

Saab, as well as Spanish maestros Manuel Mota

and Hannibal Laguna. 132
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While many bridal trends come and go, the beauty
of lace, whether from head-to-toe or simply in
subtle details, never goes out of style, making it a
favourite choice for women the world over on their
big day. The effect can range from thoroughly
modern to decidedly antique. Right: a closer look
at Lady Marina’s exquisite Josephine-style dress,
made of crepe with a Chantilly lace overlay. Adding
to the opulent feel of the gown is a velvet sash,
embellished with hand-embroidered crystals,
which accents the Empire waist. Above: Lady
Isabella shows off another example of the
elegance of lace – a gown of guipure lace with
pleated organza flirtily peeking out at the hem 133



On your special day, it’s your
time to shine – and for a bit of
sparkle, try this romantic
strapless confection in tulle
embroidered with silver thread
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Whisper light and lovely for
summer, this silk crepe number
is given a sensual touch with a

deep v-neckline, a touch of lace
and a delicately ruched bodice
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Lady Isabella, younger sister of
girl-about-town Lady Victoria
Hervey, tells HELLO! she’s more
than ready to tie the knot. “I can’t
wait to be settled.” Like her fellow
society models, the former reality
TV star can be sure of one thing –
she’ll look amazing in any gown
when her turn comes

The label’s 2007 catwalk show at Barcelona Bridal

Week was as glitzy as any pret-a-porter show, with

star offspring Rainey Qualley and Rumor Willis –

daughters of Andie Macdowell, and Bruce and

Demi, respectively – right there in the front row.

Since a walk down the aisle could certainly be

interpreted as the ultimate sashay down the runway,

many of the hottest trends, from metallic details like

silver embroidery to Empire-line silhouettes, have

been incorporated. There’s also no lack of red

carpet-style glamour, with crystal embellishment,

sexy halter necks and strapless numbers among the

options. Of course, for the traditional bride-to-be,

there are perennial favourites like broderie anglaise,

delicate lace and full skirts of cascading tulle

complementing a wasp waistline. Not to mention

the luxurious classics silk and satin, often set off with

velvet trims. 

With so many options from which to choose,

today’s bride has it all. For lovely Lady Isabella and

her seven fellow fantasy brides, it seems all that’s

missing for that wedding of the year is the groom…

and for these beautiful society girls, it’s

unlikely there will be any lack of candidates.

PHOTOS: ANTONI BERNAD
CO-ORDINATION: NATY ABASCAL

HAIR AND MAKE-UP: FERNANDO TORRENT DE BARCELONA WITH
CHANEL PRODUCTS AND JORDI FONTANALS (TALENTS) FOR

GIORGIO ARMANI COSMETICS/JEAN LOUIS DAVID SALON
JEWELLERY: SUAREZ

H
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FASHION Celebrity style

Shine like a star
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For show-stopping glamour, a shimmering dress in this season’s 
elegant neutrals or rich jewel tones will express your inner goddess 

The long and short of it: Thandie

Newton goes for full length and

fabulous (left), while Sarah Jessica

Parker (right) and Peaches Geldof

(far right, in a dress by PPQ) 

opt for flirtier and fun 
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FASHION Trends

Dress up an otherwise casual outfit with this
summer’s barely there, metallic sandals and the

streets are paved with gold…

Gold rope

sandals, £239,

Emma Hope, tel:

020-7792 7800

Gold sandals,

£115, Russell &

Bromley, tel:

020-7629 6903

‘Honey’ sandals,

£199, Kurt Geiger,

tel: 0845-257 2571

Silver fringe sandals,

£35, Nougat, tel:

020-7323 2222

‘Oval’ silver sandals, £162,

Stuart Weitzman, available

from Russell & Bromley,

tel: 020-7629 6903

‘Legal’ gold sandals,

£115, Pied a Terre,

tel: 020-7079 7586

Flash metal 

Sienna Miller wears metallic

python sandals, £470, Chanel, 

tel: 020-7493 5040 
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Model mum

Heidi Klum

wears Stuart

Weitzman

‘Oval’ sandals,

see left



We all love clothes that feel gorgeous to wear. Our clothes conditioner’s
luxuriously rich, creamy formula makes your clothes delightfully soft.Not only that, its fragrances of Sweet Almond or Jojoba Oil

will leave you feeling suitably indulged.
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BEAUTYA little luxury

Because 
you’re 
worth it

O
nly six years ago the launch of a

Crème de la Mer moisturiser that 

cost over £100 caused a sharp intake

of collective breath in the beauty business.

These days, though, it’s a drop in the high-end

ocean. As soon as Crème de la Mer became a

wait-list bestseller, the beauty world realised

that women are prepared to pay to look good.

Showing just how much, Space NK has taken

delivery of its first £1,000-plus skincare

treatment regime, the latest offering from cult

line RéVive. But why stop at the world’s most

expensive skincare cream when you can also

dab on a fragrance that costs £1,000 an

ounce, enjoy a diamond-studded facial and

give your complexion a golden glow – with

real gold? Here HELLO! previews the newest

and most exclusive riches on offer… 

When Katie Holmes wed
Tom Cruise she wore the
world’s most expensive
perfume, costing £115,000.
It takes 200 rare ingredients
to make one drop,
including ylang-ylang from
Madagascar, Tahitian
vanilla and ancient 
Indian sandalwood



The Natura Bissé Diamond Experience Million

Dollar Facial is available by invitation only –

Sienna Miller, Keira Knightley and Teri Hatcher

have all experienced it. Instead of the crystals or

stones often used to massage skin and rebalance

energies, this uses diamonds – over £130,000

worth. It also includes a powerful cleanse and

glycolic peel and marine-based mask, and uses

moisturisers and spritzes from the Diamond

range. Mere mortals can still book for the

Diamond Experience Facial, which uses the

same beauty-boosters, without the extra bling. 

Natura Bissé Diamond Experience Facial,

from £160 From Harrods Urban Retreat, tel:
020-7893 8333. The at-home follow-up

includes Natura Bissé Diamond

Drops, £200, a serum that
boosts skin’s defences and
guards against environmental
damage. From Harrods and

Fenwick of Bond Street, 
tel: 020-7629 9161.

A girl’s best friend

RéVive is the beauty brainchild of Dr Gregory Bays

Brown, a retired cosmetic surgeon who was the first to

introduce epidermal growth factor – a naturally

occurring hormone essential for young, healthy skin,

but which lessens with age – to skin creams. Now he

has added telomerase, an enzyme that kick-starts the

skin’s stem cells to make new cells – and, he believes,

turns the skin’s ageing clock back by at least five years.

Peau Magnifique, £1,050 From Space NK, tel: 020-
8740 2085. Famous fans include Kate Hudson and
her mum Goldie Hawn.

Turning back the clock

A growing number of anti-ageing supplements are

harnessing cocktails of skin-friendly, super-

protective antioxidants. Key ingredients include

green tea, LA’s current obsession the goji

berry, CoQ10 and tomato-derived lycopene. The

latest designer supplement is Exposure Antiox,

created by leading UK aesthetic physician Dr

Marc Armangue, who has

a  p rac t i c e  a t  London ’ s

exclusive Hurlingham Clinic.

Each tablet costs £1 and

the system promises results

without a prescription.

Exposure Antiox, £60 for 60

tablets Tel: 020-7893 8333;
visit www.beautique.com.

Time capsules

The scent of money
Clive Christian made his name making

bespoke furniture, but the demand for

high-end luxury inspired him to create the

world’s most opulent fragrance. It costs

more than £1,000 a fluid ounce and was

reportedly the scent chosen by Katie

Holmes for her marriage to Tom Cruise. A

floral oriental with top notes including

pineapple, plum and white peach and base

notes of vanilla and cedarwood, it comes

in the world’s largest and most ornate

cut-glass Baccarat Crystal flaçon, with

a dazzling five-carat diamond in the

18-carat gold neck. Security guards

and a Bentley deliver it to your home.

Clive Christian No1 for Women

limited-edition Imperial Majesty

500ml, in Baccarat Crystal, £115,000 A
50ml bottle is also available for £390.
Both sizes are available exclusively from
the Roja Dove Haute Parfumerie, 5th
Floor Harrods, tel: 020-7893 8797.

Crème de la Mer, which started the high-maintenance beauty

craze, now introduces The Radiant Facial, a two-part intensive

treatment that comprises Radiant Primer, a super-concentrated

blend of marine extracts, followed by Radiant Mask, which comes

in two parts to target different skin problems – fine lines on the

upper face and sagging on the lower – and is ready-dosed with a

potent mix of vitamin C, green tea and fermented seaweed.

Crème de la Mer The 

Radiant Facial, £245

From selected
department
stores, tel:
0870-034 2566.

Fans include
Jennifer Lopez,

Halle Berry and
Marcia Cross.

For (from top) Sienna Miller,

Halle Berry, Kate Hudson and

Victoria Beckham, no price is

too high for a luxury beauty buy

Liquid goldTreasures from the deep
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This serum contains colloidal gold, a

liquid suspension of 24-carat gold

that allows the precious metal to be

absorbed by the surface skin layers.

This not only makes skin glow

but, combined with hyaluronic

acid, peptides and fruit

extract, works to boost

collagen, lighten age

spots and plump out

fine lines. 

La Prairie Radiance

Concentrate Pure Gold, £345

From Selfridges and department
stores. Fans of La Prairie include
Victoria Beckham, Bianca Jagger

and Tara Palmer-Tomkinson.



N
aturally thick eyebrows are this season’s big beauty

news. In fact, brows are bigger than at any time

since the 1980s. At top summer catwalk shows,

including Roberto Cavalli (left), Celine, Chanel and Dolce

& Gabbana, the models sported beautifully winged, defined

and thick brows that not only appeared fresh and modern,

but actually made the wearer look younger too. 

“A fine-plucked arch is sophisticated, but can be quite

ageing,” says LA’s Anastasia Soare, who is known as the

“Queen of the Eyebrows” and is flown around the world to

tend the brows of star clients like Jennifer Lopez, Madonna

and Renée Zellweger. “While I am not advocating letting

them grow back completely, I honestly believe most women

look softer and younger with a more naturally thick brow –

especially one that has a winged shape with an arch.”

While few of us have this shape naturally, a professional

can make it appear. “If you are going to get your brows

reshaped, rely on an expert to give you the look,” Anastasia

advises. “Then all you need do is pluck out the regrowth,

and pencil in the defined arch.” 

Here are some of the best brow bars around. 

� LA-based Anastasia has trained the staff at the Estée

Lauder Brow Bars, located in more than 30 UK department

stores. Visit www.esteelauder.co.uk/events. 

� Try Groom in Beauchamp Place, London SW3,

tel: 020-7581 1248, and at Selfridges, London

W1, tel: 020-7499 1199. Both offer waxing and

threading – in which cotton is rolled along the

skin, lifting stray hairs out from the follicle. 

� Blink has turned the quick-fix brow tidy

into an art form. Tel: 020-7409 1948; visit

www.blinkbrowbar.com. 

� Also highly regarded is Shavata Brow

Studio at Urban Retreat, Harrods, tel:

020-7893 8333, visit www.shavata.co.uk.
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HELLO!’s HEALTH AND BEAUTY EDITOR NADINE BAGGOTT

has been a leading expert in her field for more than 15 years and has won several prestigious awards.

As well as writing about lifestyle, she presents a regular beauty slot on ITV’s This Morning

BEAUTY Eyebrows

Ahead of
the curve

Chantecaille Brow Definer, £16 In four shades, from Space NK 

Estée Lauder Artist’s Brow

Stylist Mobile Essentials,

£18. A mini gel, pencils and
tweezers in one compact, 
take-anywhere kit 

Givenchy Eye and Brow Prism, £29

With brow shaper, eyeshadow and
eyeliner plus mini brushes and tweezers

Benefit Brow

Zings, £21.50 In
three duo shades,
with mini tweezers
and applicators

ModelCo

EyeBrowz Kit,

£24 For total
brow wow.
From Space

NK

Talika Eyebrow Lipocils, £20 A gel
that promotes healthy growth. From
Space NK, www.spacenk.com. 

Chanel Brow

Kit, £29 With
three suit-all

powders

Maintain your
arches in style…

Ruby & Millie Brow

Colour and Enhance,

£9.50 In three shades
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THE INNOVATION FROM SCHWARZKOPF:

Covers grey roots instantly

• No mess, no waiting

• Lasts up to 3 washes

• Available in three shades

• Suitable for use with any colourant

Telltale roots? 

Gone in an instant! 
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O
ver one million people

in the UK suffer from

psoriasis, the red, in-

flamed and itchy skin condition

that can leave sufferers feeling

miserable. And the most common

time of year to seek help for the

problem is spring, when sufferers

shed their winter clothes and

realise their skin is about to go

on display. 

The symptoms of psoriasis

have been noted in medical

journals for centuries, but it was

first given its name in 1841

when a dermatologist in Vienna

coined the term, from the Greek

psora, which means to itch. The

cause of the condition is an

acceleration of the usual skin cell

turnover. Normally, a skin cell

matures in three weeks to a

month, making its way from the

dermis layer up to the surface,

where it is shed invisibly.

Psoriatic cells, however, are

bel ieved to turn over in as

little as two days, and in such

profusion that even live cells

reach the surface and accumulate

with the dead cells in visible

layers that form scales. What’s

more, these cells cannot function

properly because they have not

matured, and thus fail to keep

the skin fully hydrated or protect

it from irritants. This in turn

leads to further inflammation

and itchy soreness.

Psoriasis can occur on any part

of the body, but is most common

on the scalp and on joints

including knees and elbows.

Men and women are equally

susceptible and the condition

can vary in severity from mild

redness and itching to the more

extreme pustular psoriasis,

characterised by chronic eruption,

redness and scaling. 

Other than discomfort, the

condition commonly causes

sufferers to feel self-conscious

and embarrassed. Many avoid

any situation where they have to

expose their skin, including

exercising, taking part in sports,

wearing summer clothes or even

getting undressed in front of

loved ones. 

Unfortunately, one of the

problems is that the exact trigger

of the condition is unknown.

However, it is suspected that

there could be a genetic link, as a

third of all sufferers have a close

relative who also has it.

Once psoriasis has been diag-

nosed, it can simply come and

HEALTH Skincare

Itching for a solution?
Do you dread the warmer weather because it means

exposing your psoriasis? If so, here’s how to take
control of one of the UK’s most common skin problems

go. However, there are also

some key triggers known to

cause flare-ups. These include:

� S m o k i n g T h e  r i s k  o f

developing and aggravating

psoriasis is higher in smokers,

especially those with a habit of

more than a pack a day.

� Sunburn Damaging the skin

through over-exposure to the

sun can make the problem worse

(although mild sunlight may

actually improve it).

� Skin trauma Healing wounds

can commonly develop psoriasis.

� Psychological factors Stress

can also trigger an attack.

� Climatic change The colder

weather of autumn and winter

can aggravate the problem.

Tipping the scales
There is no cure for psoriasis –

but there are three main forms of

treatment which can help calm

the itch, and heal scaly skin,

depending on the severity. Your

GP or pharmacist can advise on

the best treatment for you.

Topical therapy For mild cases,

you can try a range of over-the-

counter treatments, including

emollients to soothe your skin,

coal tar shampoos and washes to

reduce inflammation and remove

loose scales, and hydrocortisone

1% cream, a mild steroid. For

stubborn cases, stronger vitamin

and steroid creams can be pre-

scribed, sometimes in combination

with antibiotic and anti-fungal

medic ines  to  he lp  prevent

infection.

Systemic therapy This approach

is usually reserved for extreme

psoriasis and involves taking a

course of medicine. There are a

number of different types of

drugs, but most work by damp-

ening the immune system so the

skin does not turn over too many

cells. The drugs can have serious

side effects and may need to

be administered by injection, so

are only considered for severe

cases.

Light therapy Many top derm-

atologists recommend light

therapy, or phototherapy, as an

effective treatment for psoriasis.

The light that is beneficial to

psoriasis is UVB, which can help

regulate the turnover of skin

cells. Often a course of 30 treat-

ments is required over a six-week

period, usually carried out as a

hospital outpatient. A newer

form of light therapy using UVA

in conjunction with a skin-

sensitising drug called psoralen

can also be effective. 

For more information, contact The
Psoriasis Association, tel: 0845-
676 0076; visit www.psoriasis-
association.org.uk. PH
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Serves 4

INGREDIENTS

450g/1lb pumpkin or butternut squash

(weighed without skin or seeds)

1 tbsp olive oil

Freshly ground black pepper

175g/6oz fine green beans, trimmed

1 red onion, peeled thinly sliced

250g/9oz baby spinach

100g/4oz watercress

Handful of rocket or lamb’s lettuce

20 cherry tomatoes, halved

225g/8oz Cheshire cheese

50g/2oz toasted pine nuts

For the dressing

1 tbsp olive oil

1 tbsp walnut or sesame oil

1 tbsp white wine vinegar 

or lemon juice

1 tsp Dijon mustard

Preheat the oven to 200°C, 400°F, Gas

6. Cut the pumpkin or squash into

2.5cm/1in cubes and tip into a roasting

tray. Drizzle with the olive oil and

season with black pepper then toss so

that the vegetable chunks are well-

coated. Roast for about 25-30 minutes,

turning once, until tender.

Meanwhile, cook the green beans

briefly for 4-5 minutes in boiling water.

Drain and refresh under cold water to

cool quickly.

Put the green beans, red onion,

spinach, watercress, salad leaves and

tomatoes into a bowl. Add the cheese

and pine nuts. 

W h i s k  t o g e t h e r  t h e  d r e s s i n g

ingredients and season. Add the warm

roasted pumpkin or squash to the

bowl, drizzle with dressing and toss

everything unti l  wel l -coated and

combined. Divide between 4 bowls and

serve immediately.

PUMPKIN AND PINE NUT SALAD

This satisfying salad is packed with goodness from
spinach and watercress, roasted pumpkin and cheese 

What better ingredient to use this week than
crumbly Cheshire, England’s oldest named cheese

ENTERTAINING St George’s Day

Serves 4

INGREDIENTS

500g/1lb 2oz lean minced lamb

1 onion, peeled and finely chopped

2 cloves garlic, crushed

1 medium aubergine, thinly sliced

1 tsp ground cumin

1 tsp ground ginger

1 tsp dried thyme

1 tsp chopped fresh red chilli 

or 1⁄2 tsp medium chilli powder

1 tbsp tomato puree

125ml/41⁄2fl oz red wine or water

A versatile recipe, you can adjust
the spices to your taste or substitute
sliced mushrooms for the aubergine 

SPICED LAMB AND 
CHICKPEA BAKE

English heritage
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BACON-WRAPPED CHICKEN 
WITH CHESHIRE RAREBIT

Roast peppers and carrots provide a deliciously sweet
accompaniment to this wonderful chicken dish

1 medium courgette, 

trimmed and grated

50g/2oz sultanas

1 x 410g can chickpeas, 

drained and rinsed

Freshly ground black pepper

Steamed French beans to serve

For the crumble topping

50g/2oz chilled butter, diced

100g/4oz plain flour, sifted

75g/3oz Cheshire cheese, 

finely crumbled

Preheat the oven to 180°C,

350°F, Gas 4. Sear the lamb in a

large pan over a high heat until

browned. Add the onion and

garlic and cook over a lower

heat for 5 minutes, stirring. 

Meanwhile, chargrill or grill

the aubergine slices for about 

2 minutes on each side.

Stir the spices and herbs,

tomato purée and wine or water

into the lamb mixture and

simmer for 5 minutes. Add the

courgette, sultanas and chick-

peas, remove from the heat and

season with black pepper. Spoon

half the mixture into a deep

ovenproof baking dish, layer the

aubergine on top, then finish

with a final layer of mince.

Leave to cool a little, while

preparing the crumble topping. 

Rub the butter into the flour

in a mixing bowl until the

mixture resembles fine bread-

crumbs. Stir in the cheese then

sprinkle over the mince mixture

and bake for 30-35 minutes until

the top is browned and crunchy

and the filling is piping hot.

Serve with freshly steamed

French beans.

Serves 4

INGREDIENTS

75g/3oz Cheshire cheese, 

finely crumbled

15g/1⁄2oz butter

1 tsp wholegrain mustard

2 tsp Worcestershire sauce

4 skinless, boneless chicken breasts

4 lean bacon rashers, rind removed

2 red peppers, deseeded

1 yellow pepper, deseeded

3 carrots, trimmed

2 tbsp olive oil
1⁄2 tsp cumin seeds (optional)

Freshly ground black pepper

Preheat the oven to 200°C, 400°F, Gas

6. To make the rarebit mix, use a fork

to work the cheese, butter, mustard and

Worcestershire sauce together so that

they are evenly blended. 

Cut a pocket into the thickest part of

each chicken breast using a sharp knife.

Stuff a quarter of the rarebit mix into

each pocket and then pinch closed.

Wrap a rasher of bacon around each

chicken breast so that both ends overlap

underneath the chicken.

Cut the peppers into thick slices and

the carrots into chunky sticks and place

in a roasting tin. Drizzle with 1 tbsp of

the oil and sprinkle with the cumin

seeds, if using. Season with black

pepper and toss well to coat. Arrange

the chicken breasts on top of the

vegetables and drizzle with the

remaining oil.

Roast in the preheated oven for 30-

35 minutes until the vegetables are

tender and the chicken is cooked – the

juices should run clear when you pierce

the thickest part with a sharp knife.

Spoon the roasted vegetables onto

warm serving plates and top with a

bacon-wrapped chicken breast to serve.
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A TASTE OF TRADITION

4

1 Grip It reversible cheese board and knife set, £10, from Typhoon, tel: 020-8974 4750; www.typhooneurope.com 2 Parmesan grater,
£37.95, from the Flow collection by Villeroy & Boch, tel: 020-8875 6060; www.villeroy-boch.co.uk 3 Cheese box with lid in natural hand
carved hevea wood, £24.95, from the Heritage range by TG Woodware, tel: 01275-841841; www.tg-woodware.com 4 Laser cheese plane
(ref 6499), £3.99, and Zyliss cheese planer (ref 11210), £9.99, from Lakeland, tel: 01539-488100; www.lakeland.co.uk

TOASTED BRIOCHE WITH 
HONEYED APRICOTS

Serves 4

INGREDIENTS

250g/9oz fresh apricots

2 tbsp clear honey

150ml/1⁄4pt unsweetened

apple juice

Pinch of ground mixed spice

or ground cinnamon

4 thick slices brioche 

or fruit loaf

4 tsp butter, softened

150g/5oz Cheshire cheese,

sliced

Handful fresh mint leaves 

to serve

Halve and pit the apricots

and place in a pan with the

h o n e y ,  a p p l e  j u i c e  a n d

g r o u n d  m i x e d  s p i c e  o r

cinnamon. Simmer gently,

uncovered, for about 6-8

minutes until the apricots are

tender. Remove the apricots

from the pan with a slotted

spoon and set aside while you

continue to simmer the liquid

until reduced to a light syrup.

Preheat the grill to hot.

Spread one side of each slice

of brioche or fruit loaf with a

little softened butter. Grill

the buttered side until lightly

browned, then turn over each

slice, top with slices of

Cheshire cheese and grill

until melted and bubbling.

Spoon the stewed apricots

over the toasted brioche or

fruit loaf , drizzle with the

apple juice and spice syrup

and serve, decorated with

mint leaves.

Cheshire cheese adds tang and bite to this fruity weekend
brunch idea with a great combination of flavours

KITCHEN ESSENTIALS CHEESE ACCESSORIES
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Serves 2

INGREDIENTS

1 red onion, peeled and thinly sliced

1 tbsp olive oil

15g/1⁄2oz butter

1 red apple, cored and thinly sliced
1⁄2 tsp caster sugar

Few drops balsamic vinegar (optional)

2 thick slices crusty farmhouse loaf or

ciabatta bread

100g/4oz Cheshire cheese, 

cut into crumbly slices

Fresh sprigs rosemary or thyme

Freshly ground black pepper

Cook the red onion slices in the oil

and butter in a frying pan over a

medium-low heat for a few minutes,

stirring frequently. Add the apple

slices to the pan and cook until

softened. Sprinkle with caster sugar

and cook until the sugar caramelises

and the apple and onion are coloured a

rich, golden brown. Remove from the

heat and stir in a few drops of balsamic

vinegar, if using.

Preheat the grill to high and toast

the bread on one side only. Heap the

onion and apple mixture onto the

untoasted side of each slice, top with

the crumbly slices of cheese and a sprig

or two of rosemary or thyme, then

season and return to the grill for a few

moments more until the cheese starts

to melt and bubble. Serve at once.

CHESHIRE MELT WITH APPLE AND 
RED ONION RELISH
The onion and apple relish can be made in advance
and kept in the fridge for up to three days

Despite the fact that very little is known
about him, Saint George has been an object
of devotion for the English since the 5th
century and his bravery for slaying a dragon
is legendary. This year, why not opt for a
taste of tradition and mark St George’s Day
on 23 April with one of our recipes made
with an English classic – Cheshire cheese.
Mentioned in the Domesday Book at the end
of the 11th century, Cheshire is thought to
be Britain’s oldest named cheese.

� To this day, the cheese continues to be
produced using traditional manufacturing
methods. It is normally matured for around
four weeks to provide a fresh milky taste and
a crumbly texture – so crumbly, in fact, you
don’t even need a knife to cut it, you can just
break it into chunks.
� Cheshire cheese is available from food
retailers nationwide, priced from around
£4.50 per kg. For more information, visit
www.cheshirecheese.org
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Perfect in 2 minutes

®/©/™/Design Masterfoods 2007.

While dinner’s cooking,
you’ve got time to water 
the garden.

Uncle Ben’s® Express Rice can transform any easy meal into

something much more exotic in just two minutes. There’s a whole

host of tasty varieties to choose from, so why not prepare your

taste-buds for a trip around the world, and leave the garden for

when you’ve got more time?



Serves 2

INGREDIENTS

For the pizza dough

250g/9oz plain flour

1 tsp salt

1 tsp easy-blend dried yeast

1 tbsp olive oil

8-10 tbsp warm water

For the topping

1 x 180g jar of artichoke hearts marinated in oil,

drained and oil reserved

1 x 225g packet of smoked British gammon steak, 

fat and rind removed, and diced into 1cm/1⁄2in cubes

2 tbsp chopped fresh basil

Freshly ground black pepper

4 tbsp green pesto

8 cherry tomatoes on the vine, halved

Parmesan shavings to serve

To make the dough, sift the flour and salt into a bowl.

Stir in the yeast and gradually work the oil and 8 tbsp

water into the flour to form a soft dough. Knead for 

5-8 minutes until smooth, then set aside in a clean

bowl, covered with clingfilm, for about an hour in a

warm place until it has doubled in size.

Preheat the oven to 220°C, 425°F, Gas 7, placing a

non-stick baking sheet on the top shelf. Lightly fry the

gammon for 5 minutes in 1 tbsp of the artichoke heart

oil. Leave to cool, then stir in the basil and season.

Lightly knead the dough to remove any air, cut in

half and roll out 2 bases 5mm/1⁄4in thick and 13cm/5in

in diameter. Place on the baking sheet and spread with

the pesto. Top the bases with quartered artichokes,

the halved cherry tomatoes and the gammon cubes.

Bake in the oven for 15-20 minutes until the crust is

crisp and golden. Scatter with Parmesan shavings and

serve immediately.
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GAMMON AND PEA SOUP
This lunch or supper dish is bursting with springtime flavour.
Double the quantities to make a second batch for the freezer

GAMMON AND
ARTICHOKE PIZZA
Feeling lazy? For speed you can
use a shop-bought base instead

Serves 4-6 (Makes 1.5ltr/21⁄4pt)

INGREDIENTS

25g/1oz butter

1 x 450g packet of smoked British gammon

steaks, fat and rind removed, diced into

1cm/1⁄2in cubes

1 onion, peeled and finely chopped

500g/1lb 2oz frozen petits pois

1.1ltr/2pt fresh chicken stock

1 x 300g can cannelloni beans in water,

drained and rinsed

Freshly ground black pepper

Melt the butter in a large saucepan and fry the

gammon cubes over a medium heat for 5

minutes until cooked and lightly browned.

Remove half the gammon cubes and set aside.

Add the chopped onion to the remaining

gammon and cook gently for a further 3-4

minutes until softened.

Add 400g/14oz of the frozen peas, all the

chicken stock and the cannelloni beans to the

pan. Bring to the boil, simmer for 3 minutes

then leave to cool slightly. Meanwhile, put the

remaining frozen peas in a bowl, cover with

boiling water and set aside until required.

In a blender, whizz the soup in batches until

smooth. Return to a clean pan. Drain the

reserved peas and add to the soup with the

reserved gammon. Gently bring back to the

boil, season to taste and serve.

Back gammon

THE BEST CURE
� Our recipes this week are from
Phi l  Vickery ’ s  The Complete

Gammon Cookbook (Simon &
Schuster, £9.99). For your chance
to win one of 20 copies we’re giving
away, send your name, address and
phone number on a postcard to:

HELLO!/Gammon Cookbook Offer,
PO Box 216, Aylesbury HP20 1DD
to arrive no later than 27 April
2007. Or send a cheque for £4.99
to Grampian Country Pork Ltd, at
the address above, for a half-price
copy (delivery in 28 days). 

Ham it up and you can’t go wrong with these
tasty recipes from celebrity chef Phil Vickery
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